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MINSTRELSHOW
FRIDAY, APRIL 1

at 8.00 o'clock
R. H. S. Auditorium

Auspices of Junior Class
Admission 50c, No Checked Seats
Dancing Until 12
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WIRING
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By The Courier-Gazette, 465 Main St.

THE RIFLE EXPERTS

• The Courier-Gazette

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
E. D. R Club Noses Out Candidate For Governor To
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
Present Moving Pictures
tion and very reasonable.
Thomaston Rifle Club i„
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
At Friday Night’s Meeting
a Close Match
' In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
ln 1882. The Free Press was established
Next Friday’s meeting of the Edu
The two oldest Knox County senior
ln 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated N.R.A. clubs fought it out Friday cational Club promises two delightful
night at the Eastern Division Rifle sets of pictures, among other tempt- ■
! March 17. 1897.

Club’s new shooting gallery. 447 Main
street. Thomaston Rifle Club ard
W •••■••••• ••• .»• ■». .». ••• ••• .«■ •••
•••
••• Eastern Division Rifle Club are old
Patience and fortitude conquer
rivals at the game and this match is
all things.—Emerson.
•••
>•* the second between them, Thomaston
winning the first match and E. D. R.
Club winning Friday night by the
ALONG WASHINGTON’S PATH close score of 32 points for a five man
team or 19 points for nine men.
James Morgan Corrects A Popular The scores:

CLARKE-KALER, Inc.
24 Hour Service
Phone 903-W Rockland Box 132

DENTAL NOTICE

During this month I will extract
teeth by my painless process for
One-hair Price. Other work at a
Discount My main reason for
this is, I find many who are not
earning much this winter and
cannot afford to pay from $2 to $5
for having a tooth removed.
Work done by appointment only.
DR. J. IL DAMON, Dentist
Tel. 1203-W
Rockland

Prom its reference to Gen. Henry
Knox there is local interest in this
paragraph from James Morgan’s
article, “Along the Path of Washing
ton Today," which appeared in the
Boston Globe of March 23:
"The anxious night was far spent
’ when Washington crossed the Dela
ware. He did not, of course, stand
j up in the bow of a boat, with the
[ star-spangled banner waving deflI ance to icebergs in an Arctic sea sev
eral months before Old Glory was
even born. That familiar picture,
made in Germany, was painted for
an age of heroics. A truer one, but
more prosaic, is sculptured on the
Trenton Battle Monument, wherein
we see the commander-in-chief pru
dently seated in the stem of a skiff,
wlA the other passenger, portly Gen.
Knd... holding down the bow, and a
Marblehead boatman bending to the
oars as modestly he carries the for
tunes of Caesar."

I

2GT38

For Reliable and Complete Elec
trical Service of Any Kind
First Class Work at Fair Prices

B.C.M.cigars

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

585-7 Main St., Rockland, Maine
Established 1920
Telephone 721
23-tf

34tf

THRIFT PRICES:Nights, Orch.
$2.00, Balcony S1.00, $1.50, $2.00.
Matinees: Orch. SI.50, Balcony
$1.00, $1.50. Gallery 50c all per
formances.
WEEK COMMENCING MONDAY, APRIL 4, MATS. WED. & SAT.
ELKS CHARITY MUSICAL FESTIVAL
JEFFERSON
THEATRE
PORTLAND

CIVIC LIGHT OPERA COMPANY
From Erlanger's Theatre, New York
Milton Aborn, Managing Director
Presenting Favorite Operas by GILBERT and SULLIVAN
Mon., Tues., Wed. Nights I Thurs., Fri., Sat. Nights, Sat. Mat.
Wednesday Matinee
“TRIAL BY JURY” and

"THE MIKADO”

|

“H. M. S. PINAFORE”

ing attractions—one set by the east- j
em candidate for Governor, Hon. Al
fred K. Ames of Machias; the other
by Miss Edith Soule, director of women’s work in the Maine Health
Association. Deep interest centers in i
the candidacy of Mr. ^.mes, who is J
head of the Machias Lumber Com
E. D. R. Club Thom. Rifle Club pany, former State Senator, and a ’
R. McKinney, 176 O. Williams, 169
164 highly successful and wea'thy busi
174 S. Banks,
W. Strong,
160 ness man. His wife will accompany
168 Strickland,
B. Dowling,
162 E. Chisholm, 155 him here on his visit. It takes nearly 1
C. Clark,
155 an hour to show his pictures which [
155 Young,
G. Harvey,
154 have been displayed in Boston and
149 W. Gray,
C. Merrill,
152 many other cities. They consist of four I
148 D. Libby,
M. Whalen,
138 reels, showing logging camps and
C. Stackpole, 145 T. Libby,
114 Newbert,
110 logging scenes, and finally vessels |
C. Staples,
These teams will hold some inter- I sailing down Machias river with car
esting matches in the near future , 8°es of lumber.
along with the Forty Club Rifle team.
Dorothie Harvie who has won two
and the public is invited to all of the j club awards lately for drive results,
affairs as well as all practice shoots, has charge of a charming misceUaneThe Eastern Division Club’s shooting j ous program.
gallery is open nearly any Mon'day ' Mrs. Olive Wilson
Wilson, recent appointee
or Friday night. If you want to get for 1000 membership drive, held a
the feel of a first class target rifle team captain meeting at her home,
and the thrill of a good sdbre, watch 16 Summer street, and is energetical
tne shooting game and the best way ly pushing this house-to-house can
to watch is to eet right into the game vass. She requests all team captains
to bring her itemized reports in full
on your own hook.
The Auburn. Ciub continues to hold for the final campaign meeting at 2
good against the Thomaston Rifle p. m. Friday and call her by phone
Club, also newlv formed, and won its —901.
<
second match by a 25-point margin.
T he Auburn-Thomaston series is at SCHOOL BASEBALL
two positions. The score:

Auburn

ELECTRICIANS

Great Cast Headed by Fay Templeton Genuine Gibertian Ensemble
Mail Orders Now Received and Filled in Order of Receipt
Address Ralph W. E. Hunt, Jefferson Theatre, Portland
38&41

Thomaston

181 Six-Team Knox and Lincoln
177 }
League Opens May 4—
169
164
The Schedule
Gray,
159
Strickland,
Through the courtesy of L. C. Stur
850 tevant, principal of Thomaston High
875 Total,
Total,
School and coach of the Thomaston
“John,”, said Mrs. Dumbbell, “what 1 High School baseball team The Coudo they mean by a politician carry I rier-Gaze tte today is able to present
ing water on both shoulders?”
the official schedule of the Knox and
"Right now it means he is trying to I Lincoln League the opening games of
carry plain water on one and fire which will be played Wednesday,
water on the other,” he replied.— May 4. A pre-vue of the League's 1932
Cincinnati Enquirer.
offerings, also from the pen of Mr.
Sturtevant has already appeared in
this paper.
i The schedule:
Wednesday, May 4—Rockland at
Camden; St. George (successor to
Rockport) at Thomaston; Vinal
haven at Newcastle.
Saturday, May 7—Thomaston at
Camden; St. George at Newcastle;
Vinalhaven at Rockland.
Universalist Church
Wednesday, May 11—Camden at
St. George; Thomaston at Vinal
haven; Lincoln Academy at RockSATURDAY, APRIL 2
i land.
Saturday. May 14—Camden at
9 A. M.
S Newcastle; Rockland at Thomaston;
38-lt
Vinalhaven at St. George.
Wednesday, May 18—Thomaston at
Newcastle; Vinalhaven at Camden;
St. George at Rockland.
Saturday, May 21—Thomaston at
St. George; Camden at Rockland;
Lincoln Academy at Vinalhaven.
Wednesday, May 25—Camden at
Thomaston; Lincoln Academy at St.
George; Rockland at Vinalhaven.
Saturday, May 28—Vinalhaven at
Thomaston; St. George at Camden;
Rcckland at Newcastle.
Wednesday, June 1—Thomaston at
Rockland; Lincoln Academy at Cam
den; St. George at Vinalhaven.
Saturday, June 4—Lincoln AcadeI my at Thomaston; Camden at Vinal
haven; Rockland at St. George.

Ames,
Wagg,
Gautier,
Tardif,
Wolfe,

184
177
174
171
169

Chisholm,
Williams,
Young,

RUMMAGE SALE

COAL
PRICES

EFFECTIVE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
EGG COAL
STOVE COAL
NUT COAL
PEA COAL

TON

% TON

$13.50
$13.50
$13.50
$12.00

$6.75
$6.75
$6.75
$6.00

%

OUT IN
FRONT

TON

$3.40
$3.40
$3.40
$3.00

[he
RC A Victor Model R-8
RCA Victor
8-Tube Superheterodyne

with Pentode and

The prices given above cover delivery within the
limits of the city of Rockland. If coal has to be

carried the usual charge will be made. Terms will
be strictly cash with the order or paid at the house

upon delivery.

THREE CENTS A COPT

Automatic Volume Control
At your earliest convenience,
come into our store and see this
latest great value now on display
• . . the finest small aet for per
formance and looks at low price
on the market.
How about tomorrow, for a
courteous, honest demonstration
at your home or at our store?
Remember, there’s no obligation
to buy. We want you to ace it
. . . hear its wonderful tone ...
look into the back, and tee the
visible proof of the superiority
claim.

we

TURNING TO THE PRESIDENT
“I think that when we look hack upon these days when
there is not so much partisanship we will be thankful that
we had such a man to ^uide us.”
In these calm, matter of fact words, Representative Tilson
closed a speech in the House of Representatives after a day in
which Democratic Senators and Representatives had devoted
hours of time to savage attack upon the President. That in this
statement Mr. Tilson accurately forecast the attiude of American
opinion in rhe future toward President Hoover can hardly be
denied. And that “future” may be nearer than some suspect.
.Many close observers of public sentiment see even now a strong
turn of opinion toward the President. This is made manifest by
meetings and conventions that have been held in many States for
the selection of delegates to the National convention. Without
a single exception wherever Republican committees or Republican
District or State conventions have been held enthusiasm for
“Hoover and Curtis" has been marked. It has been spontaneous
enthusiasm, too, not carefully worked up by the leaders of the
partv but obviously springing from the genuine feeling of the rank
and file.
The idea, heard in some quarters, that “the leaders” are forcing
the nomination of Hoover against an adverse public sentiment has
no foundation in fact. The people recognize but one leader and
that is the President. More particularly is that true since Con
gress convened last December. Prior to that time there was
doubtless some reservation of judgment. Many were waiting to
see whether some one in Congress might bring forward a program
with a better promise of good results than anything President
Hoover had to offer. But with Congress now more than three
months in session the people have discovered that rhe Hoover
program is the, only program, that no other has been offered and
that his has met with such general acceptance that even a Demo
cratic Congress has felt obliged to support it. The people have
discovered also that the President is doing his job with every last
pound of energy that is in him, ignoring attacks, partisan or
slanderous, and they are giving him steadily increasing confidence,
approval and support.

M. 1,1C, 0. PtRRf
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE

tCHL RCHT

seRvices

In view of the dubious reports1 agony, shame, persecution, did not
which had emanated from the effect the spirit that was Jesus. And
Weather Bureau, Sunday's smiling when we meet with someone who has
skies and mild temperature furnished experienced this too, who has lost
a most happy surprise for Easter everything that seems worth while
Sunday. There was little or no wind, and then find that the spirit has not
and as the ground had been almost been touched, an assurance comes
completely denuded of snow and that Ls felt and known.
ice the traveling for pedestrians wasAnd again the quality of our in
very comfortable in all parts of the ward living now, will determine
city. In mast of the churches there whether or not any future existence
was almost a record attendance, and is worth while. One goes into the
the Easter programs fully warranted life beyond the vale exactly as he
their presence even had not, the ordi leaves it here. Somehow the life
nary requirements of Sabbath ob beyond seems worth while only when
servance made it advisable. And in one has lived and loved and served
the connection these who heard Dr. here.
• ♦ • •
Henry Merrill's address in the early i
forenoon doubtless made a mental j In the afternoon a vesper service
note of what he said about boasting , of music was presented by the quar
or laughing about going to church tet, Immanuel Choir and local sing
once a year.
ers, with Miss Bertha Luce, violinist,
♦ ♦ ♦ •
as assisting artist. Stults’ cantata
The First Church of Christ. Sci "Immortality" was given, Miss Ade
entist, makes no particular observ laide E. Crass conducting in a telling
ance of Easter, but the splendid [ manner. Miss Cross also sang “With
singing of Dudley Buck's "Hear Ye, Verdure Clad" from Haydn's "Crea
O Israel," by Mrs. Damie Rose Gard- ' tion" beautifully, and Miss Luce’s exner. won favorable comment from i quLsite playing gave much pleasure
to her hearers.
the large congregation.
• • • •
* * • •
St. Bernard's Catholic Ctiurch was
Pratt
Memorial
Churrh
thronged at all three Easter services.
An unique situation arose at the
"The Mass of the Sacred Heart” was morning service where a lull program
sung at the 10.30 service, and "Re occupied so much of the time that
gina Coelis" for the offertory. Rev. Pastor Marr was obliged to defer his
Father J. A. Flynn's sermon con Easter sermon. This will be preached
tained the spirit of Easter uplift, so on the coming Sabbath instead, and
needed at this time.
the choir has kindly consented to reprat the Easter program of music
Easter services at St. Peter's which has already appeared in these
Comprehensive Report By Principal Blaisdell Is One of1 Episcopal Church were well attend columns.
It was a day of triumph for the
ed. The sermon by the rector. Rev.
Commendable Achievement
E. O. Kenyon, was Inspiring in its well being of the church with the re
message of hope and faith. The ception of the following impressive
children's service in the afternoon, list of new members:
Preparatory members. Dora Free
To the Superintendent and School , ceived from Dean James N. Hart of the adoration of the blessed sacraman, Gladys Chapman, Dorothy
University
of
Maine.
"Rockland
ment
'
was
a
Particularly
happy
event,
Board of the City of Rockland:
School has shown a much bet the children at the close of the Witham, Elizabeth Lurvey, Ruth
I hereby submit my report as prin- i High
ter record during the past three service joining in an Easter party in Sukeforth, Marion Vinal and Ruth
cipal of Rockland High School for the 1 years, 1929-30-31, than it did in the the Undercroft.
Wheeler; baptized, Harold Whitehill,
past four years.
• • • •
Byron Joy, Constance Joy, Saxon
four years previous.”
There
have
been
important
Lurvey, Hazel Vasso, Charles Ellis,
The
social
side
of
school
life
is
not
Churrh
of
Immanuel
changes in my term of office. Change j
Mrs. Grace Lurvey, Letha Vannah,
neglected.
Frequent
social
gather

Easter Sunday started in a most, Dora Freeman; received into full
does not always mean progress but |
ings
are
held
in
the
school
gymna

auspicious manner by a sunrise serv
I do feel that some of the following
These functions are under ice conducted by the Junior Y.P.C.U. membership upon profession of faith:
achievements have been forward sium.
faculty supervision. Pupils, parents, under the direction of Mrs. E. L. Byron Joy, Constance Joy, Saxon
movements.
only are admitted Toner and Miss Evelyn Sherer, assist Lurvey, Mrs. Grace Lurvey, Hazel
The improvements in the building and alumr.i
are many clubs which occupy ed by Rev. and Mrs. George H Welch Vasso, Charles Ellis, Carolyn Mc
and grounds are deserving of special There
Allister, Letha Vannah, William El
attention. The interior of the build- the leisure time of the pupils. Some and Mrs. R. C. Wentworth. Twenty- lingwood, Jr., Harold Whitehill and
the most active are the press club, j fivp children took part in singing Mrs. Ellura Hamlin; received into
4(Pig has been transformed from a very of
science club, Spanish Club. Civics Easter hymns and in appropriate ob
dilapidated condition into a respect Club,
full membership by letter, Mrs. Sarah
and Junior Debating Club. All i
able state of repair. A brief sum- of the outside activities are under , servances. and then to the strains of Chapman. Esther Chapman, Mr. and
"Onward Christian Soldiers" marched Mrs. P. T. Johnson. Marion Johnson,
the control of the Student Council.! to the vestry where an Easter break
This council is made up of 13 mem fast was served undcr the direction of and Margaret Johnson.
With the above additions the
bers chosen by the classes. The! Mrs. Wilbur Cross, Mrs. Arthur
principal is an honorary member of I Marsh, Mrs. Adelbert Miles and Mrs. church in the past year has baptized
the council. Musical activities in Fred C. Jordan. The tables were 33, received 21 into full membership,
clude chorus music, orchestra, boys placed in tlie form of a cross, at the and 30 on probation—a record which
and girls glee clubs and the boys' head being a candelabra with white has not been excelled for some years.
The young people of the church
band. The band has been recently candles flanked by pots of Easter
reorganized. The rehearsals are un lilies. White candles and pink flow contributed most successfully to the
der the skillful direction of H. E. ers were used as table decorations. Easter joy with a concert, in which
'
the following appeared:
Kirkpatrick of Thomaston.
Sliced bananas, eggs, hot rolls, choco
Edith Clark, Evelyn Clark. Rita
The course of study has been re late and plain brown bobbies and hot
Meating , Parker Worrey , Bertha
vised and brought up to date. The chocolate were served.
Coombs, Harold Gregory, Beverly
school now meets the admission re
Before the Claremont Commanderv
Beatrice Benner, Leona
quirements of all the Maine colleges K. T. and an audience which filled Havener,
Wellman, Helen Searles, Ellen Chamand is on the approved list of New the auditorium Rev. George H Welch,
England College Entrance Examina pastor, delivered a masterly sermon berlain, Betty Tibbetts, Margaret
tion Board
A course in public on “The Resurrection and the Life. Havener, Barbara Young , Linwood
Harmon, Ruth Tibbetts. Cynthia
speaking has been added to the cur
The pastor said in part:
MacAlman, Eleanor Young, Ruth
riculum. This subject is required of
Graves, Albert Hallowell, Clara Hal
all sophomore pupils. Debating is
The Bible records the story that lowell, Sherwood Strout, Lola Libby,
carried on as an extra curricular
Jesus raLsed Lazarus from the dead. Dorothy Trask, Harriett Clark, Rita
activity.
did he do it? There were oth Tibbetts, Ruby Elliot, Glenys Elliot,
The school's extra curricular activi Whywhom
he loved and whom he Marion
Hall,
Janet
Shannon,
ties started the year of 1928 with a ers
deficit of nearly $500. This deficit would save unnecessary grief but he Priscilla Clark. William Young, Jane
was paid with the proceeds from a did not raise one of their family and Joan Abbott, Mildred Shannon,
the dead.
Ruth Sukeforth, Elizabeth Lurvey,
faculty play, candy sales, and con from
His teaching and hLs whole life Barbara Atkinson. Francis Haraden,
tributions from the classes. A school
fair "The Kippy Karnival” was start substantiate the idea that the only
Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell
ed in the year 1929. This fair has thing that mattered with him were
(Continued on Page Three I
life and spiritual death.
helped to finance all of the outside spiritual
When he says. “I am the resurrection
activities
of
the
school.
Tlie
school
mary of the outstanding improve
has had a small balance In the treas and the life," it is equivalent to say YOUR FAVORITE POEM
ments follows:
ing that I am the power through
The walls of the gymnasium have ury at the close of each year. The which men shall find themselves
If I had to live my life again I would
been sheathed and the walls of the school funds have also been used to raLsed out of the tomb of selfish in have
made a rule to read some poetry
balcony covered with plywood, the purchase a moving picture projector terests and sordid natures into the and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a lose
front of the stage has been covered for use ln class room work. The resurrection life of the spirit.
with plywood and the auditorium has school has built an excellent skating
ThLs story indicates that Jesus has of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
been newly decorated; every room in rink at Community Park for the last power over spiritual death and can
AT THE CROSSROADS
the building, and the hallways on two two winters. This rink has afford bring the soul back into a new life
You to the left and I to the right.
ed wholesome recreation to hundreds
floors, have been newly painted.
and a new day of spiritual resurrec For the ways of men must sever—
All of this carpenter work and of people.
And It well may be for a day and a
The school has kept in contact tion.
night.
much of the painting on these pro
Granting that this story of Lazarus
It well may be forever.
jects has been done by the boys of with its patrons by means of an an is true, it Ls reasonable to assume And
But
whether
we meet or whether we part
I our manual arts department. The nual visiting night. This feature af that he did this thing to prove his (For our ways are past our knowing).
| city has borne only a very small frac fords an opportunity for parents and point to Martha and Mary who did A pledge from the heart to Its fellow
heart
tion of the expense of these repairs. friends to see the actual operation of not understand what he meant by his
the ways we all are going!
! The materials and labor costs have the regular school program. The assertions. Exactly the same sort of On
Here's luck!
j been paid from the proceeds of en- average attendance at these visiting thing is necessary in ordinary life For we know not where we are going.
j tertainments and socials that have nights has been about three hundred. for it is not possible to convey by
We have striven fair ln love and war.
In conclusion I wish to express my
been given by means of faculty and
means of language one’s deepest But the wheel was always weighted!
pupil cooperation. The Junior High appreciation to the faculty, superin thoughts and exact meanings, proof We have lost the prize that we struggled
for.
I pupils have paid for materials and tendent, school board, and all friends of some sort is necessary.
We have won the prize that was fated.
part of the labor cost necessary for of the school who have helped to
With
this
background
of
thought
met our loss wtth a smile and a
the painting of the rooms which they make the school program fit the tfiere are some things that may be We have
song.
occupy. The Unemployment Fund needs of the community.
safely asserted. One is, that the And our gains with a wink and a whistle_
whether were right or whether
committee has furnished the neces
resurrection and the life are a pres For, we
’re wrong.
sary labor to paint part of the first
Life is full of uncertainties, even ent reality, more than a future hope. There's a rose for every thistle.
floor corridor and sixteen rooms.
for those who fear the worst.
Jesus speaks of the present almost Here's luck!
The grounds in front of the build
entirely. We live in the present and And a drop to wet your whistle!
ing have been levelled and seeded at
cannot live in any other time.
Whether we win or whether we lose
an expense of nearly $200. This
Another thing is, that eternal life With the hands that life ls dealing.
work has been carried on by the class
now ls the only proof we have of It ls not we nor the ways we choose
But the fall of the cards that's dealing.
of 1933. The grounds in the rear of
what we call immortality.
There's a fate ln love and a fate ln fight.
the building have been levelled and
The
best
selection
and service
Go back over the scenes of his last And the best of us all go under—
gr aded by men in the employ of the
days and they are but accounts of And whether we re wrong or whether
we're right,
unemployment committee.
scenes and sayings of 1900 years ago. We win
sometimes, to our wonder.
These- changes have not only im
In this age of scientific inquiry and Here's luck!
ROCKLAND, ME.
proved the interior and exterior ap
many doubts one cannot help but That we may not yet go under!
28-tf wonder how much of them are fact
pearance of the building but they
a steady swing and an opon brow
have also had a marked psychologi
and how much fancy; how much With
We have tramped the ways together,
cal effect on the pupils, who have
parable and how much reality. Many But were clasDlng hands at the cross
roads now
taken a great deal of pride in the ap
have lost their faith in the physical
In the Fiend's own night for weatherpearance of the building and grounds
resurrection.
And
whether
we bleed or whether we
since they have had a part in these
Go too. to the pages of history,
smile
repairs.
In
the
leagues
that lie before us.
watch the transformation of many.
Keys made to order. Keys maae I watch
ways of life are manv a mile
The registration in the High School
the disciples turned from The
to
fit
locks
when
original
keys
arc
And the dark of Fate Is o'er us
Ls approximately 400. This number
to men of heroic mould: Here's luck!
lost. House, Office or Far. Code || cowards
varies very little from year to year.
watch a Roman Emperor kneel in the And a cheer for the dark before ua!
books
provide
keys
for
ail
locks
The number of tuition pupils has in
dust as he recognizes as his and
bother. Scissors and I makes
You to the left and I to the right.
creased from 49 in 1928 to 60 in 1931. | without
the religion of the Empire, For
Knives Sharpened.
the ways of men must sever
The scholastic standing of the
this Christianity that he has so long And It well may be for a day and a night
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices persecuted.
school is gradually improving. Our
And It well may be forever!
whether we live or whether we die
graduates are doing a high grade of
And still one is not convinced But
(For the end ts past our knowing)
work in the Maine colleges and in
Perhaps these men did not know. Here's ^two frank hearts and the open
thc other institutions of higher learn
We wonder how valid is their testi408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND | monv.
a fair or an lit wind blowing'
ing. This improvement may be
But final conviction conies in Be
Telephone 791
Here's luck!
shown by the following quotation
the
actual
experience
of
the
kind
of
In
the
teeth of all winds blowing.
BO-tf life that Jesus insists on. Poverty,
from a letter which was recently re
■ Richard Hovey,

FOUR YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL

R-A-D-I-O-S

House-Sherman, Inc.
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TEL 487
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Error.—Gen. Knox In the Picture

Service on Electric Ranges and
Refrigerators a Specialty
Our Reputation Is Your
Protection

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 29, 1932

Crie Hardware Co.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 29, 1932

Pafce Two

The Courier-Gazette

UNDERWRITING THE BUDGET

_________ TflREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_________

Rockland, Me., March 29, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Who on oath declares that he ls Press- i
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,!
and that of the Issue of this paper of '
March 26, 1932, there was printed a totol i
of 6198 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

Methodists Take the Field This Week With the Purpose
of Raising Four Thousand Dollars

The Lord make you to increase
and abound in love toward one an
other.—I Thess. 3:12.

TEAM E

Minnie Smith, Captain
Miss Gladys Staples
Mrs. Lizzie Mills
Mrs Ellen Baker
Mrs. Annie Doug
Mrs. Annie Flint
lass
Mrs. Alice Kennedy
Mrs. Janet Steele
Mrs. Carrie Doug Mrs. Essie Day
Mrs. Emma Martin
lass
Mrs. Mabel Rawley Miss Lena Conary
Mrs. G. W Wiggm Mrs. Elizabeth
Mrs. Charles Staples
Richards

Sam Morrell, Lewiston's weather
prophet, declares that the cold wave !
that has been sweeping the country 1
this month will continue through
April. The temperature will be nor
mal to below normal, with the pre
cipitation, normal to above normal.
The last half of the month will be
the warmest. In all probability there
will be three storm periods, the first,
which will be the worst of the three
if there is any difference will be from
the first to the 7th; the second from
the 11th to the 17th. and the thircj
from the 22nd to the 28th. During
the first half, there will be more or
less sudden changes in the tempera
ture and weather. The month is to
come in fair and cool, and go out
stormy. The last week has been set
aside as the earthquake period.

Readers of Collier's Weekly have
been following with interest the au
tobiography of Gene Tunney. the
retired heavyweight boxing champion
of the world. In his concluding in
stallment Tunney tells for the first
time, what he experienced when Jack
Dempsey knocked him down for that
famous "long count” at Chicago.
Tunney contends that for only a
couple of seconds was he dazed and
that at the count of two by referee
Dave Barry, he reached for a rope
and could have gotten up but caught
the signal from his corner to stay
down and take a full nine count.
The beautiful memorial lilies and
plants seen at the Universalist
Church Sunday were sent in memory
of Rev. E. H. Chapin, Rev. Charles
A. Knickerbocker, Mr. and Mrs. Asa
St. Clair, David Talbot, J. Frank
Gregory. Mrs. Lydia Gregory, Mrs.
Clara Black, Mrs. Susan Smith, Mrs.
Mary Perry, Miss Alice Merrick, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Crockett, the
Glover Family, James Campbell.
These were sent to the sick and shutins.

"You cannot beat God giving."
With this as the watchword the an
nual budget campaign of the
~
Pratt Memorial Methodist Episcopal
Church will be held the next two
days. The budget as presented by
the finance committee this year is
$4000. after all feasible curtailments
have been made, and this sum the
church desires to raise this week.
Tomorrow night, at 6.15 there will
be a banquet to the team members,
with music by the Scotch Quartet,
and campaign songs.
Thursday night, at 7.30 reports of
the various teams will be made and
____ ,,, . _
.
,
the e ’U1 be more muslc cf a very
joyful trend everybody hopes.
A. W. Gregory and George B. Or
cutt are in general charge of the bud
get campaign, and they are directing
the following able corps of workers:

TEAM A
Leroy Chatto, Captain
E E Strout
H. L. Dow
R R Ludwick
WUlis I. Ayer, the popular Brook Myron Young
W. A Kennedy
haberdasher, does his daily dozen
<w»iker
Ralph Clark
through the medium of a rowing pearl studley
Parker Worrey
machine, which accounts in part for Forrest Karl
E. B. Buswell

his remarkable activity and supple
ness. Calvin Coolidge, it will be re
membered had a hobby horse while
President. Nearly all great men have
some unusual form of recreation and
exercise.

Roosevelt will be unanimously
nominated for president on the first
ballot, and elected by a good margin
in November. Thus writes Dr. F. O.
Bartlett, our good medical friend.
who is wintering down in Fruitland
Park, Fla., and blasting Republican
hopes as a pastime.

TEAM B
H. M. deRochemont, Captain
F. F. Trafton
F. C. Flint
J. A. Stevens
A. E. Morton
Clarence Merrifield Francis Havener
G. B. Rollins
Elmer Benner
George Orcutt
H H Marr
H. J. Philbrook
Henry Lurvey

TEAM F
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood, Captain
Mrs. Annie Eaton
Miss Ruth Morse
Mrs. Grace Lurvey Mrs. Mae Gregory
Mrs. Eunice Wins Mrs. Rose Gardner
low
Miss Nellie Murch
Mrs. Esther Dolli Mrs. Marguerite
ver
Mac AI man
Mrs Elizabeth
Mrs. Vesta Stuart
Gregory
Miss Elizabeth
Breadon
Mrs Marguerite
Johnson
Mrs. Lovenia Hen
derson
Mrs. Florence
Knowlton
Mrs. Florence
Young
TEAM G
Mrs. Katherine deRochemont. Captain
. Mrs. Mary Annis
Mrs. Elizabeth
Haskell
Miss Myra Linnekln
Mrs. Mary Little- Mrs. Susie Karl
Mrs. Ella Lurvey
hale
Mrs. Minerva Small Mrs. Eliza Cousins
Mrs. Grace Kellar
----- Viola
Mrs.
------ ---Hatch
! Mrs Damle Landers Mrs. Eva Joy
Mrs Ei,,ma Harvey Mrs. Ellen Hall
Miss Burdelle
j Mrs, Blanche
Strout
| Miss Mary Pike
Mrs. E. B. Buswell .

TEAM L
Mrs. Thelma Stanley, Captain
Miss Caroline Mac- Miss Barbara Strout
Miss Carol Gardner
Alllster
Mrs. Frances
Miss Donna de
Giroux
Rochemont
Miss Ruth Rogers
Miss Ruth RichMiss Adelaide Traf
Mira Lucy Quinn
ton
Miss Faith Lurvey Miss Saxon Lurvey
Miss Marguerite
Madlene
deRochemont
Helen Mattson
Miss Louise Dolli
Mrs. Ruth Hoch
ver
Miss Helen de
Miss Dorothy Kailoch
Rochemont
Mrs Norman Kal
Mrs Ruth Sewall
loch
Miss Constance Joy
Miss Esther Chap Miss Gladys Strout
Miss Margaret
man
Ellis
Miss Virginia
Miss Mary StockProctor
bridge
Miss Elizabeth
Miss Marion John
Sukeforth
son
Miss Margaret
Johnson

Capt. William
Saturday from a Down East trip in
TF.AM D
which he visited several localities
Dr. H. V. Tweedie, Captain
which used to contribute their quota
of scallop fishermen to the fleet to Burr Atwood
Stanley Quinn
be found on the Monroe Island beds. Richard Anderson
Walter Gardner
Earl-Ellis
But nary a member of the old PolyVictor
Bucklin
cootis Club did he espy.
Wlnflelrt
chatto
Oscar
Anderson
Waiter Dow

Wendall Emery
Stanley Gay
Malcolm Haskell
Byron Joy

nounces that a big feature this year
will be a sportsman's show, which, on
THE MAY JURORS
WITH THE BOWLERS
account of conditions, it has been
necessary to eliminate the past two
The Texacos last night took four
or three years.
Five Women Among Those points from A. & P. after a hard
fought game, winning bv 28 pins. The
Drawn To Serve in Knox summary: Texacos—Fogg 260. J.
Ex-Secretary of the Treasury, j
McLoon 258, A. C. McLoon 305, Gay
Leslie M. Shaw, who died yesterday
County Superior Court
327, French 298. total 1448 A. & P—
was a campaign speaker in Farwell
Benowich 258. Clarke 281. Stewart 313.
Opera House' early in the 1900's.
Jurors have been drawn for the
William T. Cobb then on the verge of
Shute 288, Gardner 288, total 1428.
being nominated for governor, presid May term of Knox County Superior
Tonight the Elks Club will turn out
ed over the rally.
Court, and the list, which follows, for practice, getting in shape for the
will be seen to contain flve members State roll-off at Bangor April 23.
Eugene Frost is in favor of any of the fair sex:
thing that will relieve depression, Arthur Ames,
Camden
that is. anything except the stealing Howard Anderson,
Camden
of his hens, which somebody did the Percy E. Averill,
Thomaston
other night.
Thomas J. Baum,
Vinalhaven
Harry Berman.
Rockland
NEW ENGLAND’S DRAGON
Miss Pearl E. Borgerson
Rockland
Earl Boynton,
Washington
Our Cement Company Puts Out Edward O'B. Burgess, Thomaston
Handsome Piece of Advertising i Mrs. Edith V. Buzzell,
Rockport
Mrs. Margie N. Chillcs,
Vinalhaven
An especially attractive piece of Fred W. Cousins,
Isle au Haut
advertising is seen in the booklet just Delmore R. Cummings,
Appleton |
Issued by the Lawrence Portland Ce Mrs. Inez Dyer,
Owl’s Head i
ment Company, "Dragon In New Mrs. Addie M. Erickson, St. George
England." The picture on the front Frank Gardner,
Rockland j
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
cover shows a map of New England, Albert C. Jones,
Rockland '
with Thomaston as the only town Martin Joyce,
North Haven i
indicated, and a red dragon is con Horace E. Lamb,
Rockland :
spicuous. The frontispiece is a fine Mrs. Adelaide Marrincr,
Hope
half-tone portrait of Frank H. Smith, j Albert R. Marsh?
Rockland j
president of the corporation.
Edward C Merriam,
Rockport ]
And here is what the foreword Axel J. Nelson,
South Thomaston
says:
Fred G. Olson,
Cushing j
“This booklet was prepared to call Francis Reardon,
Rockland
to the attention of the cement trade George H. Robinson,
St. George j
in New England some of the more Fred A. Starrett,
Warren '
important buildings, bridges, dams, Harry Swift,
Warren
highways and other structures for Crawford Young,
Camden
which, in the concrete work. Dragon Fred L. Young,
Friendship ;
cement was used exclusively . . . Quincy E. Young,
Union i
Dragon is the only cement manufac
tured in New England, and the mill,
STRAND THEATRE
which is located on the coast of .
Maine mid-way between Thomaston
and Rockland, is conceded to be one
Can you recognize celebrities in a
of the finest and most up-to-date ce crowd? If so, you'll have a lot of fun
ment mills in the country. The raw at "Union Depot,” which comes Wed
Don't pay so much for a ear;
products from which the cement is nesday and Thursday. A number of
you'll regret it in a month. De
made are located on the site, and well known screen players mingle with
pendable cars for little Guaran
their quality is second to none.
the throng.
teed!
"The Lawrence Portland Cement
“Union Depot” is to the ordinary
1931 Chevrolet Sedan
Company, manufacturer of Dragon, melodrama what a limited is to a local.
is the heritage of a business that
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as the hero
1929
Whippet Coach
commenced
with , the
, ,
, activities
.
,
. manu- . “Chic,” exhibits both the casual charm
1930
Oldsmobile Coupe
facture of natural cement m 1832
and (he daredevil energy that made
100 years ago. Little wonder then the name Fairbanks WOrld-famous.
1928 Essex Sedan
that Dragon cement measures up so y/hen the happy-go-luckv Chic finds
we” to every test produces concrete a
, chpck (urns j,
, 1929 Ford Coupe
of such highly satis actory strengths | handed a
stuff
1928 Whippet Sedan
'5Sraw-. ra. -

New England (Maine Dragon is marketed only in New England). In cement making as in the making of
other manufactured products, long
experience, first-class manufacturing
equipment and high-grade raw mate'
rials do count.
"In this booklet attention is also
called to several of the larger users
cf Dragon Portland Cement, to a few
of the larger dealers handling the
brand, and to two other and import
ant products of the Lawrence Port
land Cement Company, viz., Dragon
Super Cement (a high early strength
and watertight Portland cement) and
Mainrok lime.”

j

FROM

WASHINGTON

Washington. D. C.—Funds esti
mated as available for public road
and bridge construction and main
tenance in Maine this year amount
to $21,464,420. according to informa
tion collected from road officials by
the Bureau of Public Roads of the
Department of Agriculture. This
figure gives Maine a slight margin
over Massachusetts in the amount of
funds available for first place in New
England and puts the state 22d in
i the country.
TEAM H
J Of the above amount. $16,464,420 Is
Mrs. Shirley Rollins. Captain
j the probable expenditure by the
Miss Nettle Britt
Mrs Anah Gay
State highway department, and
Miss Elizabeth
Miss Doris Hyler
Britt
Mrs. Anna Trask
$5,000,000 by the local authorities.
Miss Mae Chase
Mrs. Margaret Phil
Maine is numbered among the 22
brook
Miss Cora Hall
Mrs. Vincie Clark
Mrs. Irena Stevens states in the country whose highway
Mrs. Ivy Chatto
Mrs Mildred Wash- programs this year call for expendiMiss Eva Rogers
burn
tures in excess of $20,000,000.
Miss Evelyn Graves Mrs Gladys Stud
The total estimated expenditure of
Mrs. Fannie Dow
ley
Miss Alice Britt
Mrs. Leila Worrey the Maine highway department is
divided as follows: Construction of
TEAM J
roads and bridges, $11,820,000; road
Mrs. Ida Simmons, Captain
upkeep. $2,900,000; interest on high
Mrs. Martha Koster Mrs Mvra Dyer
Mrs. Elizabeth Mor- Mrs Mildred Rleh- way bonds, $879,420 and miscellaiieton
ardson
| ous, including overhead, $865,000
Mrs. Newton Legage Mrs. Mary p
“State highway funds have de
Mrs. Edith Tweedle
Rich
Mrs. Clara Green
Mrs. Lena Graves clined considerably less than local
Mrs. Minnie Rogers Mrs. Margaret Mc funds because they arc derived in
Mrs. Minnie Miles
Knight
Mrs. Lizzie McGuire large part from motor vehicle and
Miss Alice Hovey
Mrs. Ethel Rich Mrs. Eliza Hovey
gasoline taxation and taere has been
Mrs. Winnie Stan no marked reduction in these reve
ards
Mrs. Herman Wlnley
chenbaugh
Mrs. William Young nues,” says the Bureau of Public
Roads in summarizing conditions
TEAM K
over the country.
Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, Captain
• • • »
Mrs. Maggie Graves
Mrs. Asenath
The White-Nelson lobster bill is
Mrs. Annie Ludwick
Achorn
Mrs. Pauline Quinn Miss Estelle Bart- lying quiescent just row, and Senator
Mrs. Minnie Strout
lett
White is making no effort to stir
Mrs. Sarah Hull
i Mrs. Margaret
Mrs. Elura Hamlin things up for a while. When several
Rackhff
Mrs. Abbie Connors Mrs. Jeanette Dun- members of Congress taunt the
ton
Mrs Rebecca In
Maine opposition to an oil tax with
Mrs. Evelyn Cates
graham
reference to the lobster “embargo"
, Miss Florence Dun- Miss Sybil Young
Mrs, Genevieve
ton
Maine is seeking, the present is not
Mrs. Emily Kennedy
Strout
the diplomatic time to make a fight
Mrs. Jessie Marr
for that lobster measure.

TEAM C
H. A. Stanley, Captain
A. O. Butler
Martin Graves
Fred Sanborn
A. W Gregory
Frank Gardner
H. R Winchenbaugh
^o^chas?00*1
Harold Whltehlll
Fred Gregory
Raymond Anderson
Robert Gregory
Norman Kalloch
Graves
Alvary Gay
Mitchell returned George
Wm. Ellingwood Jr.

Clarence Bowser
Kenneth Orcutt
Plans for the next Maine State Carl
Philbrook
Fair, at Lewiston, are already under Merton Haskell
Harrison
Sanborn
way. and Secretary Butler an

LATE NEWS

o’Tv‘ a
B 1 T,he onIy
bculty tbatt the money turns out to
rw
To tc more than this about the
plot, which adds to the romance of
love at first sight the thrills of rob
bery, detective work and murder,
would spoil an evening's entertain
ment for those who wisely decide to
see “Union Depot” for themselves.
—adv.

Submarines might be a lot more
popular if it were not for their
distressing habit of going permanent
ly sub.

I

If Loyall Sewall of Bath wants to
become a member of the U. S. Ship
ping Board he will probably get
Maine Congressional support for the
post. Meantime other New England
States, encouraged by the expectation
that Maine, now that Mr. Plummer
j is dead, will not get the post again
immediately, are gunning for the po| sition.
, Massachusetts has about three
known candidates.
Representative
Dallinger of that state is being menI tioned. Connecticut has at least two
candidates. Waldo E. Clark of New
London and Capt. F. E. Ferris, now
! director of operations for the board.
For the first time in many months,
Maine in February lost her lead over
New England in the scarcity of bo
vine tuberculosis, according to a sur
vey just completed by the Depart
ment of Agriculture. During Febru
ary. 4.973 cattle were tested by state
and federal officials in Maine, and of
these, 80 or more than 1.6 per cent
reacted, showing the presence of
tuberculosis.
Vermont,
however,
stepped ahead of Maine for the first
time in many months, with only 0.9
per cent of the cattle examined found
to be tubercular.
• • • «
Senator Hale attended the dinner
Friday given in honor of the new
! Ambassador to England. Andrew W.
Mellon, when Secretary of the TreasI ury and Mrs. Ogden L. Mills were
hosts. The party included the Attor1 ney General and Mrs. Mitchell. Sec
retary of the Navy Adams, Gen. and
Mrs. Charles Gates Dawes, the
British Ambassador, Sir Roland
Lindsay, and others.

We are announcing our appointment as your

dealer in Westinghouse Dual-automatic Refrigerators.
And may we add . . . that never before in our years of

business have we been so enthusiastic, so impressed,

as we are with the outstanding advantages and unsur

passed performance of this modem refrigerator.

F.verv desirable feature of automatic refrigeration
.. . every detail of manufacturing pieeision ... is com
bined m Westinghouse, PLUS the remarkable ad

vantage of Built-in Watchman control... an exclusive
and revolutionary Westinghouse feature that provides

double reliability and double assurance of uninterrupted
performance.
We want vou to see A demonstration. For only in
this way can you fully appreciate the significance of

dual-automatic dependability, and the many dualadvantages that Westinghouse . . . and only Westing
house . . . offers you today.

• Yon arc cordially invited to see our complete ilia-

keeping the refrigerator automatic through all kinds of emergencies..

AIHE

CENTR
POWE
CAMDEN
Alton Keene is at home from Bridg
ton Academy to spend the Easter va
cation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Keene.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Kimball are
entertaining their daughter Miss
Dorothy Kimball of Bates College and
their son Kenneth Kimball of the U.
of M. during the Easter recess.
A. V. Elmore has rented Ellsmere
on High street for the coming season
to Miss Harriet Godfrey of Brookline,
Mass.
Herbert Alexander of Higgins Clas
sical Institute is spending the Easter
vacation with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. George Alexander, Grove street.
Joseph Bagley pulled a salmon
weighing 3' j pounds out of Lake Megunticook. W. S. Richards landed
two nice ones, and the night watch,
W. S. Dyer brought home a fine string
of brook trout.
The boats of the Eastern Steamship

and Camden Garden Clubs at Rock
land April 6.
Otis Loveland, 82, died Sunday
night at the home of Mrs. P. D. Cur
rier in West Appleton, where he had
made his home for the past few years.
He wfis born on Fox Island but the
greater part of his life was spent in

Camden. He leaves one daughter,
Mrs. Jessie Walker of Roxbury, Mass.
The funeral will be held Wednesday
at 2 o'clock from P. J. Good's funeral
parlor on Mountain street, Rev. Albert
E Luce officiating, and interment
will be in the family lot at Mountain
street cemetery.

Takes the “Compromise” Out of
Motor Cars
4ili

Every car built, in the history of the industry
until the new Auburn Custom Models, lias been
a “compromise” car. Because all standard cars have
been built with a rear axle ratio that was a compro
mise between hill-climbing and level road require
ments. Now Auburn introduces Dual-Ratio, whicli
makes it possible for a car to be 100ci efficient in hills
—and also 100% efficient in level country. No Com
promise! Dual-Ratio changes the car's perform
ance, completely. Two axle ratios in the same ear.
In one ratio; lightning acceleration; power to sail
up hills. In the other ratio, Speed with unprece
dented smoothness—and amazing economy. There
has never been anything like Dual-Ratio.

. . . YOUR CUESTS DO

NOW!

Percy Hupper of Stockton Springs
was a recent guest of his parents Mr.
STyaw/zc
and Mrs. Lewis Marshall.
.
.
The Baptist Circle hc“ a food sale * •
in the library Wednesday afternoon. SELF-SMOOTHING
Mrs. Carrie Davis has returned to
hcr home in Massachusetts, she
was accompanied by her daughter
Mrs. Charles Hupper who will remain
there for a visit.
Daniel Simmons is having a new
house built.
Rev. Orville Guptill of the Maine
Coast Mission Society conducted the
I service at the Baptist chapel Thurs
day evening in the absence of the
pastor. Rev. Milton R. Kerr.
Mrs. Electa Hopkins spent Thurs' day with Mrs. Etta Harris in Mar
tinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis were
Rockland visitors Friday.
There was a chimney fire Satur LISTAQIIK FINISH
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
With Kvanize Self-Smoothing
Addie Kelso.
Lustaquik f inish you can quickly
Mrs. Fred Seavey and daughter
transform dingy furniture or
Esther spent Saturday in Rockland.
drab walls and woodwork. Easy
Several people from Martinsville
to apply; no offensive odor;
and Glenmere attended the Easter
concert at the Baptist Church Sun
dries dust-free in one hour;
day night.
hardens in four hours! Make
Splendid Easter programs were
this test. Cover a surface with
presented in both churches here and
Lustaquik and make a number
the decorations were very beautiful.
of marks on it with a nail. Then
There was good attendance at all
watch the wet paint smooth it
the services.
self into a perfect finish!
Mrs. Bessie Lermond of Thomaston
1930 Essex Roadster
recenGv visited hcr mother Mrs. Clif
ton Morse.
1929 Viking Sedan
Miss Phyllis Simmons is passing
1928 Buick Coupe
the Easter vacation with her parents
SELF-SMOOTHING
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simmons.
1931 Pontiac Sedan
Miss Mildred Hupper of Tenant’s PAINTS • VARNISHES • ENAMELS
1930 Chevrolet Coupe
Harbor spent Sunday at her home
Listen in on “Captain Whopper”
here.
who tells tall tales at 6.15 over
Mrs. Walter Barter of Glenmere
We Do Our Own
WNAC.
visited her sister Mrs. Arthur Davis
Financing
Sunday.
Miss Helen Davis who attends High
E School in Rockland is spending the
Easter vacation with her parents Mr.
PAINTER
and Mrs. Sidney Davis.
Telephone 745-W
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis of
305 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
27 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
Rockland spent Sunday with Mr. and
36&38T50
Mrs. Forest Davis.

COMPANY

Lines, Inc., go on the spring schedule
April 11, leaving Boston on that night
for Rockland and up river landings.
Annual meeting and election of
officers of the Methodist ladies’ aid
Wednesday afternoon at the vestry.
There will be a joint meeting of
the Rockland, Thomaston, Warren

LOOK AROUND YOUR HOME

PORT CLYDE

The famous Built-in Watchman control makes Westinghouse the

only dual-automatic refrigerator. It provides almost human control in

play. Cfle.i: in ... today!

EXCLUSIVE WITH

AUBURN
Auburn offers an 8 cylinder, four-door Sedan, 3727
pounds, 127 inch wheelbase, 100 horsepower, X
member frame, Bijur chassis lubrication, and many
other features, at $945 F. O. B. Factory.

Xfy ani ze

Ask For Demonstration

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

JOHN A. KARL

|

SALES AND SERVICE
632 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

And there were some folks who
| thought winter was over.

Immanuel Choir of the Universalist
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 29-30—Democratic State Con Church will rehearse ’’Wednesday
vention in Portland.
night at 7.30.
March 31—Republican State Conven-,
tion in Portland.
March 31—American Legion smoker at j The women of St. Peter’s Church
Legion hall.
are to have a public supper Saturday
March 31—Rockport—Musical enter- i from 5 to 7 in the Undercroft.
talnment at Town hall by school pupils.
April 1 (3 to 9.30)—Woman’s Ed’u’l
Our Washington correspondent
Club meets. Copper Kettle.
April 1—P H. S. Minstrel Show.
wires this morning that Postmaster
April 1—Student Day program of Ru Veazie's reappointment has been
binstein Club.
April 2—Knox Pomona meets with Good confirmed by the Senate.
Will Grange. South Warren.
April 4 — Thomaston — Williams- Bra
The meeting of Auxiliary of Wins
sier Post minstrel show.
April 4—Monthly meeting of City Gov low-Holbrook Post, postponed from
ernment.
Monday, takes place tomorrow eve
April 6—Special meeting of Garden ning at 7.30. The Junior Auxiliary
Club. Dr. Watson speaker.
April 7—Relief Corps play, a mock meets at 3.45 p. m.
wedding.
Knox Lodge,
April 7—Camden—Annual ball of Cam I The officers of
den fire department at the opera house.
I
I.O.O.F.,
are
asked
to
be at the hall
April 8—Rockport - At the End of the
Rainbow" presented by Epworth League ’ Friday night for a drill in the
at Town hall.
! initiatory degree. Other members
April 8—Bates College Glee Club at
are included in this invitation.
High School auditorium.
April 14—Cantata, "Spirit of ’76,” by
pupils of Junior High School.
I jtfrs. Alvah Smith has entered the ]

Hank Stebbins, one of Mrs. Steb
bins’ boys, plays about every instru
ment made.
Katahdin Mountaineers and Newt Goddard, another member of
group, back home would be
Fine Feature Picture On the
termed the
cut-up.
He ~
is
I ucjintu
me village “cuu
up. ”
....
Wednesday and Ihursday .never still while on the stage and
—
j supplies much of the comedy in the
The Katahdin Mountaineers, that act besides proving his versatility.
talented group of Maine mountain He possesses a yodeling voice that
boys comes to Park Theatre Wednes will win any audience at once. His
dancing ability is at once apparent.
day and Thursday.
The feature picture is a very good 1
The smallest member of the group
is “Shorty” Long who stands exact- one with Norman Foster and June

PARK THEATRE

Atumunrrmrttl

Just Received—

REAL IRISH POINT CURTAINS

At the lowest prices ever. Four patterns to choose
from. Imported Curtains that were $5.00 to $1 5.00.

$1.98 and $2.98

DOTTED MARQUISETTE

FRENCH MARQUISETTE

Ruffled or Tailored Style

Two ply 100 Thread, the finest count you can buy.

'

$1.39

$2.00

V SCOUt Rally at R H

emp'oy of thc Stonington Furniture
April io- Patriot's Day.
i Company. Mrs. Smith was with the
April 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist I Eastern Furniture Company for some !
Men’s League
time.
May 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary
Clubs at The Thorndike.
May 30—Memorial Day.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
j Thursday afternoon for work on
WEATHER
quilts. Supper at 6 will have Mrs. i
So delightful was the brand of Minnie Pettee as chairman, and the
weather provided for Easter Sunday,' ufual business session will take place
a perfect complement to the joyous 1 ih the evening; also continued re
spirit of the season, that folks were j hearsals for the mock wedding to '
more philosophically disposed toward j
Place Thursday evening, April 7
the disagreeable storm of yesterday ,
low uiai
dov can ; viyae,
vui«.
ly 60 inches high. How
that boy
Clyde, Zazu riLus.
Pitts. iicuurauaa
It concerns a virile
and endured it as an example of the
vagaries to be expected of March.
play the “fiddle.’ His rendition of ! young truckdriver who falls in love
CRANE BUYS FIFIELD CO.
the old mountain songs is perfection with a pretty blonde telephone operaSnow, hail and rain combined to
Tlie tallest member of , tor and who immediately determines j
clog the streets and By night rub
The Fificld Co., Vinalhaven's i personified.
group is Dave Hamby who ' to court fame and fortune for her ;
ber boots and good high ones at that,
largest store, has been acquired ! the
6 feet 4 inches high. He savs I via the prizefight ring, the picture 1
was what the well dressed man and
by Senter Crane Company of this 1 stands
got that way looking over the | is heralded as one of the most engag- I
woman were wearing. Noon temcity and will be operated under i he
When he sings “My Girl ■ ing of the boxing glove romances.
the name of Senter Crane, Inc., mountains.
iperature was 34 and gusts of wind
’t Love Me Any More,” you'll 1 There will be no advance in prices
from the northeast added to
along the lines of the local store. j Don
1 for this engagement.—adv.
the discomfort of the day. This
Improvements and redecorating howl for more.
morning is fair and colder, wind
start at once. New departments
northwest, 36 at 10 o'clock; tomorrow
will be added to best serve Vi
probably fair.
nalhaven's needs, the patrons

auditorli^T
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Joseph F. King has moved from
Tillson avenue to 6 Rockland street.
His phone number is 1291.

There's more smoke at the Northend. and nobody's objecting. Three
of the Gregory kilns are afire.

There will be a special meeting of
the Woman's Association of the First
Baptist Church, April 5, following the
prayer meeting.

benefiting through the buying of
the big store in Rockland. H.
W. Fifield has conducted the
store most successfully for sev
eral decadrs, retiring because of
ill health. H. W. Fifield, Jr.,
goes to Portland to resume in 1
surance business. The Fifield i
Co. succeeded Bodwell Granite j
Co. in the large store which is 1
located in the Masonic building.

The American Legion boys and their
Miss Gc’die L. McAuliffe is mourn
ing the loss of "Buddy," a Pekingese, prospective guests are all pepped up
which was killed by an auto. Buddy . over the smoker which will be held in
the Legion hall Thursday night.
was a great favorite.
There will be several sure-enough
The annual meeting of the Rock boxing bouts on the program and
land Community Chest will be held j other events that go to make man
Thursday evening at 7.30 at Cham kind happy.
ber of Commerce rooms. The pub
Mrs. Blanche Healcl Ellsworth’s
lic is invited.
charming song, “When Summer
What Maine town is most nearly a Comes To Maine.” for which she
pacifist town? asks the Lewiston composed both words and music, was
Journal, and then answers its own presented before the Twentieth Cen
question: "O-gun-quit, of course.” tury Club at its meeting Friday aft
What’s the matter with “Harmony?" ernoon at the home of Mrs. E. B.
Putnam In Rockport. Mrs. Ells
King Hiram Council R.S.M. will worth's song which has been broad
hold a stated assembly next Friday cast recently has been most favorably
commencing at 4 p. m. Applications commented upon.
will be leceived and all of the de- !
grees conferred. The Star will serve | MET WITH MRS. CRIE
supper at 6 30. and the band and pa
trol are down for their usual stunts.

“Around the World With the
Grade Three of the Crescent Street
W. C. T. U." Furnishes An
School, Mrs. Helen D. Perry, teacher,
is greatly in need of a piano. Some
Entertaining Program

DOTTED SWISS BEDROOM CURTAINS
One inch baby ruffle, in pastel colors, peach, pink, tan.

Wonderful Values in Cheaper Curtains.

59c, 89c, $1.00

$1.59

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

The meeting of Golden Rod Chap- j port Mrs. Gertrude Boodv for the
ter Friday night was unusually sue- office of associate grand conductress.
cessful, there being exactly v326 per- Memorial services were conducted for
f- orty Club Begins WOTK— sons sitting down to the tempting Zcnas C. Melvin.
supper prepared under the direction
Presidcnt Peaslee Presents of Mrs. Bernice Havener and Mrs. Up around the High School build
Winifred Karl. Harbor Light Chap ing everybody is talking about the
a Platform
ter of Rockport and Seaside of Cam big minstrel show which the school is
den were special guests , and the to give in the auditorium Friday
E. Carl Moran addressed' the Forty other Chapters represented were: night for the benefit of the juniors
Club yesterday ft.long the line of Fioneer, Lisbon Falls; Juanita, Ston The entertainment will carry all of
municipal affairs, producing a meet ington; Bethany, Stockton Springs; the features of a regular minstrel
ing of exceptional interest. Mr. Echo, Brownville; Grace, Thomaston; show, with popular songs and “gags''
Moran is given Statewide recogni Lone Star, Islesboro; Genesta. Bath; in the first part and snappy vaude
tion as an authority on this subject. Harbor View, Deer Isle; Forget-me- ville stunts in the olio. Robert Alien
He presented an informal analysis not South Thomaston; Rosewood, is interlocutor, and Merton Haskcil,
of the Rockland mayor-manager searsmont; Ivy , Warren.
Emma Malcolm Haskell. Howard Crockett
form of government and a thought- Harvic's orchestra furnished delight- and Maurice Shepntrd are the end
[
These
beautiful
flowers
were
dis

Continued From Page One)
i ful consideration of the existing fUi music during the supper hour, men.
tributed to the sick and shut-ins after financial situation. It was a con-[ Remarks were made by several of
Stephen Cables, Norma Havener. AI- i the evening service,
structive. forward thinking talk look- | the visitors, and as entertainment
John McIntire and family who
ing to the future for improvements i Mrs. Helen Wentworth presented
bert Meating, Alice Chamberlain.
Congregational Church
and produced a lively open forum I songs and musical readings and Don- have been spending the winter in
Ruth Thomas, Corinne Johnson.
A service of fine inspnational largely centering on the financial i aid Chapman violin solos, with Mrs. Camden, return to Lincolnville Beach
Joyce Cables, Norma Shannon. Gloria
conditions of today and yesterday Amv Tnpo at the niano. It was an- the last of the week and will open
Witham, Kingsley Strout. Virginia quahty was conducted Easter morn and on the benefits of city manager- nounccd that the Chapter would sup- Beach Inn early in May.
Richards, Dorothy Witham, Virginia ing, and the auditorium was well
Rackliff, June Chatto, Beverly Har filled with worshippers. A large cross ship.
President Peaslee expressed the I
mon, Vivian Strout, Winnifred Elliot, I stood in the center of the pulpit
Ruth Witham, Barbara Cables and platform with a large number of basic principles and present platform
memorial lilies and other flowers at of the club in this introductory word
Norma Meating.
its base. The Pilgrim Choir of 25 for the speaker who was one in a
voices sang with more than custom series using the same general topic, j
First Baptist Church
ary verve and power. Mr. Rounds
“This club has three basic reasons
Easter Sunday saw large congrega preached on the subject. “That Ye for existence; promoting good fellow- j
/
tions at this church, every seat being Might Have Life.” The communion ship, furthering the interest of our
taken in the morning and some being service was the crowning hour of the city and working for the general |
For Every Room in Your Home is found in the
obliged to stand during the evening day. Twelve persons were added to good Professing as we do this inter
the
fellowship
of
the
church,
nine
by
service. Tlie choir, conducted by Mr.
est in municipal affairs, we would
new, easily applied, quick drying Keystone
Fredrickson, rendered especially fine profession of faith and three by be lax indeed if we failed to be con
Easter music throughout both serv letter.
cerned over the present financial
ices. The morning prelude was a
♦ ♦ * »
condition of our city. There is rumor
trio with Mrs. Constantine at the
abroad that the Forty Club is on the
Littlefield
Memorial
Church
organ, Miss Luce, violinist, and Miss
verge of teilf.ng the Ctty Fathers
Sunday
morning
a
good
sized
con

Edna Gregory, pianist. Miss Luce
how to run the city. Nothing could
Demonstrations All This Week with Free Ad
gregation
listened
to
Evangelist
Bubar
also played a violin solo in the morn
be further from the truth. Wc are ‘
ing and Miss Gregory a piano solo in as he brought a remarkable address in strict accord with the idea of mu
vice on Paint Problems and Generous Sample
the evening. Charles Wilson’s fine on the question, “Did Jesus really nicipal retrenchment and strongly
baritone was heard in a solo—“The rise from the dead or was his body in favor of the most rigid economy in
Resurrection,” at the morning serv stolen.” Many proofs were brought the management of city affairs. We
Offer. »
ice. Rev. J. C. MacDonald's sermons showing that he was dead, and much are only concerned that this economy
effected in places whcrc u
for the day were listened to with rapt emphasis was placed on the fact that' shaU
ALL THIS WEEK—AT
attention, the morning sermon. “All John and Peter and all the others will be least harmful to our city and I
Hail,” being of exceptional interest. could not but believe because of the
A fitting close of the day's services. disappearance of the body of Jesus its future citizens. Before taking a
definite stand on this or any other!
was the baptism, in which eight per- . Out of the grave clothes in which he matter, which is of vital concern to
sons were led into the baptismal wa- was trapped without disturbing the
ters Abbie Richards, Marjorie Rich- c’oths. The choir rendered two an- us and all good citizens, we must
ards. Pauline Tatham Louis Tatham. thems and Mrs Evelyn Hart san a know the facts."
Dorothy Perry, Charlotte Matta tall. | solo Howard Chase rendered a selec
4C8 Main Street,
Rockland
BORN
Stirling Morse, Eleanor Harper, Mrs. tion on the piano.
CURTIS—At Rockland. March 25. to Mr
Aurilla Venner.
Every available seat was taken in
and Mrs. Harvey J. Curtis, a daughter.
The decorations bespoke the ex- !
Marjorie Marie.
the
evening
to
hear
the
evangelist
cellent taste of those who had the
SPEAR—At East Union. March 27. to Mr !
matter In charge. At the base of | answer the question “Are we entering
and Mrs. Fred Spear, a daughter.
the lighted cross on the communion ! the Great Tribulation Period now.”
table were several potted Easter lilies, I He read clippings from the leading
MARRIED
potted lilies were on the platform 1 magazines and articles from the lead ANDERSON-YOUNG—At Rockland. Feb.
around the pulpit, while a basket of | ing atheists and Christians alike,
22, by Rev. H. H. Marr. Eino Anderson
of Owl’s Head and Miss E. Sybil Young
beautiful white lilies and white car showing that both believe that this is
of
Rockland. _
nations was placed near the organ. the beginning of the period of great
trouble, and Jesus is at the door ESSLINGER-PATTERSON—At Rockland.
March 27. by Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn.
ready to be revealed at any moment.
Reinhold L. Esslinger of Valley Stream.
Mr. Constantine sang a solo.
Long Island and Miss Joanna G. Pat
terson of Rockland.
Mr. Bubar's subject for Monday
night was "Is There a Hell;" tonight, POLAND-GORHAM—At Wiscasset. March
21,
Frank Poland of Friendship and
j
“If there is a Hell, who will go there;”
Miss Marjorie Gorham of Round Pond.
i
then “What do the Prophets say McCARTNEY-MYERS — At Woodford*
March 26. A. Kenneth McCartney of
about this day in which we live.”
'
Portland and Miss Cornelia Myers of
Van Nuys, Calif.
]

STUDY CITY AFFAIRS

YOUNG MODERNS
• Feature Shoes
AT THE

McLain Shoe Store

EASTER CHURCH SERVICES

This unlinrd oxford Ls soft as
glove on the feet. It Ls made
smooth brown tlk leather and
perforated for cool comfort. It
perfect for street or sport.

A Beauty Treatment
x

SLIKUP ENAMEL

$3.95 and $5.00
This sandal has captivated the
youthful world of fashion—it's so
lovely with skirts that swish over
the instep.
Colors: Black. Brown, Beige, Blue,
Red, Green

Many other new styles to choose
from

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

one who has an "cld-timer” not in
use can do a kindly deed by donat
The W.C.T.U. met Friday afternoon
ing such a piano to the school. An at the homo of Mrs. Margaret Crie,
instrument is greatly needed in the
rhythmic work carried on in the when a very interesting program on
“Around the World with the W. C.
musical training.
T. U." was presented by M^s. Kate
The Lions expect to have a rousing Brawn. A large poster showing
gcod meeting tomorrow, for in addi colored maps of the two hemispheres
tion tc having a good speaker there was used, and as names of the coun
will be a 15-minute vaudeville enter tries were called, members responded
tainment by the Katahdin Moun by reading an item about the work in
taineers who arc appearing at Park that country, and a bow of white rib
Theatre that day and Thursday. bon was pinned on the map at the
Thev plav all sorts of musical instru place indicated. Mrs. Brawn stated
ments and can certainly “shake a that W.C.T.U. work was carried on
leg.” April 27 Lewis O. Barrows, one in more than 50 countries.
cf the candidates for governor will be
Among the articles read were some
the speaker.
of the interesting letters recently
written to the Union Signal by Miss
The coming of the Civic Light Helen Byrnes who is making a tour
Opera Company to Jefferson Theatre, of the world, visiting W.C.T.U. staPortland, for the week commencing tions. The program closed by sing
Monday evening, April 4, is an event ing “Wind the Ribbon Round the Na
of much significance. It signalizes tions.” Two girls who took part in
the annual effort made by Portland the medal speaking contest at Junior i
Lodge 188 of Elks to replenish its High gave their recitations—Frances !
much called upon charity fund: it Young, “The Flag Speaks;” and Vir
also expresses that organization’s con ginia Gray, “Moses and the Law.”
It was voted that the local union
tribution toward the celebration of
the Tercentenary-Centennial of Port participate in the project of the Na
land; and is also the artistic avenue tional Council of Women to secure
utilized to introduce lovers of Gilbert the signatures of 1,000.000 women by
and Sullivan to what is today ac May 1st to a petition to Foreign gov
claimed as the best aggregation of ernments requesting the sending of
artists devoting their talents to the delegates to the International Con
comic operas of those two great mas gress of Women at the Chicago
World's Fair in 1933. The petition Is
ters.
at the office of the Postal-TelegraphCable Company, through whose co
Thursday evening a recital will be operation this Congress is made pos RCA Victor Model R-8
prrsented in Rockport Town hall by sible. There is no obligation to mem
the musical organizations of the bers in any way, other than their sig
and values are higher than
schools of that town. The affair is |
for which an attractive cer /V ever... you’ll agree when
’ under the supervision of Clarence A. natures,
of registration is presented to you see the latest 8-tube Super
Fish, and the program will be opened tificate
by the company.
bv the Rhythmic Band of the grades. them
Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs. Mildred heterodyne table model pro
The Harmonica Band of the upper Washburn
and Mrs. Evelyn Sherman duced by RCA Victor. All
grades will give fosir selections, in
were
appointed
to attend to this mat that you could want in radio,
cluding a solo number. A novel fea ter. All members
of the W.C.T.U. you get in this wonder instru
ture will be the Larson moving pic
are
urged
to
go
into
Postal Tele ment . . . eight tubes. Autoture. “Making America Musical." graph office and signthe
this petition at matic Volume Control,
Part four of the program will be
Pentode Radiotron.and Micro
music bv the High School Orchestra, their earliest convenience.
Tone Control.
with two solos, a trumpet selection by
Smith—“Hope is really a wonderful
Performance is proved in its
Roy Moon and a saxophone solo by
marvellous tone and volume
Gertrude Havener. Mr. Fish's work thing."
Jones—“True.
One little nibble ... its extraordinary selec
in the schools has been very gratify
keeps a man fishing all day."—Stray tivity and sensitivity. Quality
ing.
8tories.
is definitely proved when you
Transportation suffered from yes
look into the hack and sec
One
reason
why
romance
lasted
terday's misplaced blizzard. Service
the built-in Ten Point Syn
longer
in
the
old
days
—
a
bride
was suspended in Penobscot Bay, and
chronized Tone System . . .
the Westport did not make her trip to looked much the same after washing visible evidence of »he best
Eggemoggin Reach. The freighter hcr face.—Portland Evening Express. rad io construction an
Cornish, due to have left Boston yes
"Girl Carpenter Drives Nails Like the market.
terday. will come up the coast in Lightning.
”—Head-line in an Ameri
We want you to come
stead. Motor cars scurried about the
can
paper.
in for a demonstration,
city but cut up some queer antics as
Lightning, of course, never strikes
they lodged in the ruts or encount twice in the same place.—The Hu tomorrow, and a.lually
see and bear (hie radio.
ered good, old fashioned thank-you- morist (London).
Of course there's no ob
marms. But after all this wasn't
materially different from every day
“A war never effaces taxes,” said ligation.
riding on Limerock street. It was the Hi Ho, the sage of Chinatown. “It only
poor pedestrian who suffered most, decides who shall gather them.”—
as it was almost impossible to cross Washington Star.
the main drag without getting a duck
ing. Easter Monday will not soon be
forgotten, so far as weather and trav
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
eling are concerned.

McLain Shoe Store
GOOD FOOTWEAR
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

Prices Arc An

END THEM NOW!

tlieX^av D

Rummage sale, Tuesday April 5 at
I.O.O.F. hall, opposite postoffice,
auspices Rebekahs, Opens 9 a. m.
39-lt

& SON, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials

EAST UNION, MAINE

4-tf

a
of
is
is

Maine Music Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE

DIED

I.OTHROP—At Union, March 27. Elisha
R. Lothrop. aged 95 years. 7 months,
28 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2.
NORWOOD—At Rockland, March 26
George E. Norwood, aged 48 years. 3
months. 7 days. Funeral private.
MASON—At Round Pond. March 19.
Capt. Daniel Mason.
CREIGHTON -At Boston. Mass. March 25.
John Creighton of Thomaston. Fu
neral Tuesday at 3.30 from the resi

A Technician of the New York Staff
of DR. WM. M. SCHOLL will be here

WED. THURS., MAR. 30 31
to assist our Foot Comfort
Expert in this

dence.

Fresh Choc. Covered

PEANUT
DAINTIES
39CLB.

THIS WEEK SPECIAL

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

Our Advertising

Columns Are
the
Merchant’s
Show \Vindows

CREIGHTON—At Rochester. N. Y.. March
20. Walter Creighton, a native of
Thomaston, aged 57 years. 11 months.
20 days. Interment in Ilion, N. Y.
PETERSON—At South Thomaston. March
25. Robert Wallace, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ammud Peterson, aged 8 months.
5 days.
VANNAK—At Allston. Mass.. March 27.
Charles W. Vannah. Funeral services
at Waterman’s chapel. Boston, Wed
nesday. Committal services at the
Sweetland cemetery. South Waldoboro.
Thursday at 10.30 a m.
LOVELAND—At West Appleton. March
27, Otis Loveland of Camden, aged 82
years. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
from P. J. Good’s funeral parlor.
Mountain street.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank relatives, friends
and neighbors, also St. Paul’s Lodce,
F. & A. M.. of Rockport, for beautiful
floral offerings and for their kindness
and sympathy in our recent bereave
ment.
Mrs. W. P. Greenlaw. Mr. and Mrs.
George Calahan. Mrs. Cora Lombard. Mr.
and Mrs. M. Y. Greenlaw, Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Balcom.
Vinalhaven.

•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our many friends and neighbors foi
their kind aid and sympathy during our
recent bereavement: also the King's
D. ugh ters and Order of the Eastern Star
for their kindness and beautiful floral
tributes.
Ralph M. Spear. Lena C. Conary.
Warren.
*

SPECIAL

Demonstration

BUNIONS OR
CROOKED TOEST

PAINS, CRAMPS,
CALLOUSES HIRE!

SWOLLEN OR
BULGING ANKLES?

TIRED, ACHING,
BURNING FEET?

ITCHING TOES —
ATHLETE'S FOOT?

WEAK OR FALLEN
ARCHES—FLAT-FOOT?

SORE HEELS?

HAMMER TOE?

You Get Without Charge:
111 Pedograph prints of your stockinged feet,
'

*

which reveal their exact condition.

(2l
'

Complete Test and Analysis of your feet
' and advice as to the proper shoe for them.

(3)
'

Demonstration on your own feet of how
the Dr. Scholl Appliance or Remedy you
need gives you relief.

(4)
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads for
• ’ Corns, Sore Toes or Tender Spots.

This is the most important Demonstration of
its kind ever held in this city. If you have foot
trouble — no matter how painful or long
standing—by all means visit our store at this
time.
You will see how quickly and easily relief is
secured when scientific methods are followed in
determining the condition of the feet, and the
needed Dr.Scholl Appliance or Remedy is used.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my neighbors, friends
and relatives, also Dr Cadieu for their
kindness and help during the long Ill
ness of my wife, and all for their many
deeds of kindness and words of sym
pathy during my recent bereavement.
John W. Overlook.
Washington.

In addition to this valuable service, you will he
given expert advice as to the size, type and
style of shoe to wear "for utmost comfort and
appearance; proper care and exercise of the
feet. etc.—nil without cost nr obligation to you!
REMEMBER THE DATE!

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
and appreciation to the many friends
who have so kindly remembered me dur
ing my illness. I am very grateful for
the cards, fruit, gifts and all of the acts
of kindness so generouly given to me.
Jack Hughes.

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Union.

•

TO PHYSICIANS:
on are invited toreferor bring patienlsiuifTeriiig from
foot trouble to thia I lemonatration. The application
of Dr. Scholl's Method will he thoroughly explained.

Main Street, Rockland, Maine

bcliveed her father guilty! He had | Stgone prying around for evidence!
He was blind! Heartless! A manhunting wolf! . Inhuman > Worse!
Alan was thoroughly surprised.
He had seen Joyce handle insolent
1
Indians and 'breeds, shooting their
dialects at then, like United Yellow
knife arrows; but with him, with
11
Bill, with her father, she had al
ways been as quiet as a summer
15
wind. The way she was assailing
him now, defending her father, re
vealed a new depth to her nature.
19
Without a word of reply or self
protection, he took all she had to
tell him. He felt that her anger

HEART
OF THE
kSORTH
nA
&

'7

r-

Without a Word of Reply or SelfProtection He Took All She Had
to Tell Him.

was not so much against' him per
sonally as against the Inexorable
duty he represented.
BY
"Joyce, please don’t,” he begged.
“Please listen. Maybe I am inhu
WILLIAM
man and a woif, and’ve got saw
W.M.U.
dust where uiy brains ought to he.
BYRON
SERVICE
But also I’m . . . Don’t you under
stand how I’m between the devil
MOWERY
z
and the deep sea?”
Copqxiqkt, b*, Williaw
Mourerxf
She looked up, with tears still
glistening on her cheeks.
"Alan, I don’t believe—oh, I can’t
flow we siifer*n Ti—1 ’know who's
THE STORY
believe—about that pack. Alan,
directing ’em!"
say it isn’t so!"
In low tones, there In the dark
CHAPTER I.—Six bandits come
Her bewildered misery tugged at
ness,
they
talked
the
situation
over.
aboard the steamer. Midnight Sun,
Alan. He wanted to comfort her
while she is tied to the bank of the
Larry finally asked: “You're go
with some lie. But he dared not
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
ing to arrest him, Alan? An ac
other passengers on the boat are
build up any hope, for he knew it
complice tliat war. even if lie didn't
amazed at the sight of banditry in
would only prove a tragic disap
this Great Waterways country, a
have a hand in tbe actual killing,
thousand miles north of Edmoinon.
pointment to her in the end.
they'll give him the limit. It'll be
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
“Joyce, we’ve got to believe. The
h—1 on Joyce.”
years with the Canadian Mounteu.
pack Is there. N’o use going over
draws his gun in the face of the
A’an stirred. His voice was
to see If It Is. Larry and I made
covering rifles and fires upon the
torn with pain. “I don't know what
ruffians. He is shot through the
no mistake. \Ye mustn't blind our
I'll . . . But I'll have to do some
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
selves to the truth.”
get away w’ith gold dust and choice
thing about it.”
She suggested eagerlj: “Don’t
peltry.
After a little silence he directed:
you think these furs might have
"Lurry, vou go down and relieve
CHAPTER
TI.—Corporal
Bill
got there some yay besides—be
Ped. Don't tell these other n)en
Hardsock brings the news of the
sides. . , . Alan! Don’t you see? i
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
anything about this yet.”
the Mounted Police post at Fort
—that pack was planted there! '
When
Larry
had
gone,
Alan
left
Endurance. After a brief dispute
Those men knew you'd (rid It, and '
over plans with his incompetent
the musty-smelling shed, and
stop, and investigate. aniT iirrest my j
superior, Inspector Haskell, Alan
walked
up
along
the
side
of
tlie
starts out after the bandits in the
dad! That would give them time
trading
hall
to
Joyce's
window.
As
big police launch with the corporal
and chance to escape—”
he came up, purposely cracking a
and four constables.
As gently as he could, Alan In- I
stick, he had a glimpse of her
terrupted her. “No, Joyce. Your j
CHAPTER III—Reaching’ the
whole room. Its furniture was a
dad wasn’t framed. Larry and I
Midnight Sun, they stop long
dresser, a chair originally straight
enough for Alan to board her and
talked that possibility over. If
but
with
a
pair
of
rockers
fitted
consult witnesses of the crime, Alan
those men had reasoned as you
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
to It, a sheet-iron stove with woodsuggest, they'd have put the furs
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearbox against the wall, and a bed I in a conspicuous place where we’d ,
old daughter off at Fort Endurance
which he knew had been a con I have been sure to find them. Tlie I
and leave her in the cere of Alan's
fiancee. Elizabeth Spaulding. At tlie
demned barracks cot. But Joyce
pack wasn’t planted. Let’s not de- I
MacMillan trading post on the Big
had somehow lifted the bleak room
Alooska. Joyce MacMillan is alone,
iude ourselves.
almost to cheeriness. There were
awaiting the return of Dave, her
“Joyce, let's try to look at the
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
hirchrind creels of great-spurred
evidence as others will see it. Your
is thrilled when the police launch
violets and Arctic primulas and
ties up there for the night, as she
father is absent, art has heen for
adder’s-tongue on the dresser, some 1 four days, just at this particular
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
Secretly she had hoped to marry
sprigs of bright-red berries above
time. There is the question of these j
him; then she was stunned by the
It, a wolf-rug across the foot of the
news of his engagement to Eliza
bandits being strangers and yet I
bed, and on the dresser a picture of
beth. She is happy now to perceive
getting about this country so well.
from his halting talk that the
himself, of her former employer I There's the fact that he was bitter
planned marriage ls not de’initeli
down
in
Ottawa,
of
her
dad
and
certain.
j against the big companies and
mother.
probably tempted to retaliate
She had heard him and turned I against them in the only way in his
toward tlie window nnd recognized 1 power. And, Joyce, there’s tlie bale
CHAPTER IV
him in the weak light.
of furs; that evidence alone is
He said: “Joyce, I've got to talk
Rifles in the Prow.
enough to prove a connection. . .
with
you.
Maybe
you
’
d
better
come
URING the meal, as Joyce sat
Joyce listened to him piling up
out
here
where
we'll
be
alone."
at the head of the table pour
the evidence, but the entire stag
She
stepped
to
the
window.
ing coffee and watching a pan of
gering total of It did not sway her.
As Alan helped her down, trying
biscuits in the stove, Alan kept
Against it she set all she knew of
to
say
lightly,
“
It
’
s
unlucky,
Joyce,
studying her, wondering how any
her father's nature. In her whole
to
come
through
a
window
thnt
girl could stand the isolation and
life she had never seen him enter
way,” he felt the hard bulge of that
poverty and lonely battle she was
a penny of false debt against the
little
bulldog
automatic
pressed
enduring. Two whole years here,
most Ignorant Indian, or deviate a
against him. At least his gift wa9 | hair’s breadth from his word of
two years out of her young wom
still protection to her.
anhood, tlie choice time of her life,
honor. She often had thought that
He suggested: “Let's go a little
sacrificed at this isolated trading
the only person In the world had
farther away, Joyce. I don’t want
post, giving up everything that a
dad had ever wronged was himself.
tliat long-eared Whipple overhear
girl holds dear! She was too fine
Though he had been drinking
ing this,”
to be leading a life like this. She
heavily and taking up with noneought to get out of it. There was a
Rather aimlessly, he led her' a
too-unwllling Indian women, It
limit to her bravery and spirited
stone-toss west of the storage shed
seemed contrary to his whole nature
strength.
to a little clear place in the spruces.
to plot with bandits, to gang with
As the men were pushing back
Trying to prepare her In some
murderers.
their chairs and reaching for pipes,
measure, he told her of Larry go
As Alan finished his reluctant in
lie felt some one prodding him with
ing to the shed, happening to notice
dictment, her resolve hardened. . , .
a boot under the table. Ixioking
n strange pack of furs, examining
She was going to fight for her fa
up, he saw Larry elevate an eye
them, seeing tlie L. & H. marks and
ther and defend him with every
brow at him.
the serial numbers. He hesitated
weapon ln her power.
“Wants to talk with me alone,”
n moment then, with Joyce frown
One way shot Into her mind. Her
Alan surmised: and he gave Larry
ing perplexedly at those strange
proud head dropped a little, and
a slight nod. To the other men he
furs being in the shed; hut there
she asked hesitantly: “Alan, do
said rather sharply: “You men,
was no mercy possible now, and he
you have to arrest him? Only you
put away your pipes and police up
took the final step.
and Mr. Younge and I know about
these dishes. Don’t leave a stack
"Joyce, I hate myself for telling
these furs being here. If you could
like this for Joyce. Bill, you see to
you this. But you’ve got to know.
—If we could some way cover It
that.”
Those furs in your father’s shed
up—”
are one of the packs stolen from
Casually going outside a few mo
She checked the plea. She could
tlie Midnight Sun."
ments later, he glanced around and
not bring herself to put Alan in so
saw Lurry waiting for him a dozen
“Stolen? From the Midnight Sun?
fearful a dilemma. Looking np,
yards away, over near the storage
But Alan! What—what’s It do
she met his gaze squarely again.
ing here?”
shed. Sauntering across, lie asked
“No, I can’t ask that of you. I’d
quietly:
“This afternoon while you were
never ask that.”
“What’s np now, Larry?’
asleep, Joyce, your father, or else
He chose his words very care
Larry flipped his cigarette aside.
one of these bandits, put the furs
fully.
“The question with me,
"Come in here with me, Alan, I
in there. That pack is—it must be
Joyce, Is this: How deeply is your
want to show you something.”
liis share in tlie arrangement
futlier involved? I can’t think he’d
Producing a pocket flash, be
Joyce, your father is someway con
go the whole length with these ban
played a yellow shaft upon a
nected with these bandits,”
dits, I can't think he'd countenance
pack of furs on a low Shelf.
Realization came slowly tn Joyce.
murder or even so brazen a robbery
“Alan, you see that wolf skin
Then sharply, like an instinctive de as these men staged. Perhaps
they’re wrapped in? That's wliat
fense, came passionate disbelief they deluded him about their inten
caught my eye. It's a Yukon ani
and anger; and she drew a little
tions. If they’re caught, they're go
mal, probably from the Ka.vukuk
away from him.
ing to live and throw as much of
headwaters in the Endicott moun
“I'm sorry, sorry,” he said ln the blame on him as they can. But
tains, It made me curious, so I
heartfelt sympathy, “Your father
pried Into the pack and saw these
if I can have the truth as a work
used to he my friend. And lie’s
dark otter. They came from the
ing basis, I can nail their ilea. We
your
father;
that
’
s
what
hurts
the
Yukon, too. I thought to myself.
can't hope to save him from a pen
•There's no wolf or otter like them | worst.”
alty, but we maybe can save him
Joyce
drew
still
farther
back
in Dave MacMillan’s trading terri
from the—the worst”
from
him,
with
her
eyes
flashing.l
tory.’ But sav. Alan, look—(hob!
Joyce blanched at the last word,
with
a
defiant
toss
of
tier
head.
He
the flash a minute)—look here.”
at the specter it aroused. Her fa
Larry pulled out several of the
ther stood charged with murder. In
rich, dark-gleaming otter pelts and
her heart the Law suddenly be
rolled hack the fur at tlie broad
came a tangible and fearsome thing.
end. “Take a good look nt them
Alan went on: "You stand a
blue stamp marks."
better chance of getting the truth
Alan bent closely and he sudden
from him than I do, Joyce. He’d
ly gasped:
suspect me if I tried to talk to him.
“Good Lord! They’re L. A II.
But with you he’d be more frank
furs I What’re they doing here.
and open. When he comes in, won't
Larry—In Dave MacMillan’s pos
you try to find out what you can?”
session?”
“You mean I’m to watch him and
“Stolen! What else? Wlmt’s
gather what hints I can, and per
more to us. Alan, I checked on
haps ask questions that seem in
them serial numbers, and this
nocent?”
bunch ls one of the packs stolen
‘‘That’s exactly it, Joyce. Exactly
i/rom the Midnight Sun!” He added
what I meant. If you’ll do that for
glowlv: “Maybe we don’t know
fret who them six strangers are, but

D
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SOUTH THOMASTON

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE
TOWN OF .OWL’S HEAD
The subscribers. Assessors ot Taxes, of
“The Song of Triumph”
the Town of Owl's Head, hereby give
notice
to thc Inhabitants ot said Town
The cantata’ “The Song
ana
and umer
other perauuo
persons iiuviub
having Taxable
raAouic nupProp'prjUmpj1” under the capable super- erty within said Town, to make and
.
„ , ... ,
,__ , bring In to said Assessors true and pervislon of Mrs- Nettie Vlnal was ®lven l feet lists of their polls and all their

WARREN

Mrs. Ivan Rackliff has returned j
from Portland
where she went for !
, f
treatment for her eyes, also Boston
and Vicinity where she visited her I
4
10 II
7
8
5
2
9
3
b
, son Clarence and other relatives and ?
! Wends.
on the afternoon of Easter Sunday ; -tatea ^and^e^nal. m
14
13
1
Mrs. Bertha Hanley and daughter J at the Congregational Church. The and debts due more than owing, and all
Miss Fthpl Hnita’-nok of Kent’s Hill
,
u, property held ln trust as Guardian,
Mr
Pulpit was very handsome with its Executor. Administrator. Trustee or
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mi s. ( de„ora,,ons of bright yellow jonquils, otherwise (except as ts by law exempt
Ib
17
16
J. T. Baum.
decorations oi oriRi y
j 4
from taxatlon which they were posMr Reed the contractor who has ferns, evergreens, potted roses, with sessor of on the first day of April. 1932,
ll
20
charge of bridge construction, has j the snow white Easter lilies raising tarnurtthtoofhet,Pr™
Make Oath t0 the
22
returned here, accompanied by his ! their heads over all, symbol of purity ‘ And they are particularly requested to
W
I family from their home in Woolwich and immortality. The cantata was j notify the Assessors of the names of ail
Z'i
25
2b
land it Is hoped work on the bridge ] in itself a story of the crucifixion of ^^VLTh^soid uxTbi^propcr^
; will begin soon.
Christ and the sadness of Maiy and slnce the flrst day of Aprll 1931
W
30
17
Miss Alice Baum has been the others who loved Him, the very music
And for the purpose of receiving said
w
32
31
; guest of her grandmother Mrs., throbbing with^sorrow One number
^"“th” undersK
w
Joseph Baum at Clark Island the I “Keep Your Vain Watch was so wlll
ln sesslon at the Town Hail,
34
35
33
i past week.
vivid as with the steady beat of from l o’clock to 4 o’clock in the after! In the death of Warren Rowell,1 soldiers' feet guarding the tomfl, one • noon MONDAY, APRIL 4, 1932
3b
which occurred Thursday after years j could truly visualize the scene. Then Special Notice to Executors, Administra
37
36
39
1
tors. Trustees or Guardians
of illness and suffering, another old the tempo changed its beat to one of
The statute provides that you must
time citizen has been removed from ; joy.
triumph
o’er death
and thank- I bring
,
,
.
.,
.
__
in
to the Board of Assessors a true
40
41
42
43
our midst whose name could be fulness for the risen Christ, tne and perfect u5» Of au taxable property
finale
being
one
of
great
gladness.
|
in
your
possession to date of April l,
found in the records of this town for
w
numbers: Hail Glorious Day, , i?32. otherwise u will be taxed as the
nearly a century, the name having . (The
47
46 49 50
44 45
4b
,
,
t
.Uo
Statute provides, and any personal exbeen borne by members of two gen choir; solo, God So Loved the World, aminatlon of property by the Assessors
W
erations of Rowells, one of the oldest Avard Robinson; Sing Unto the Lord,' will not be considered as a waiver of
Choir- bass volo They Crucified Him. neglect of any person ln bringing ln true
54
52
51
53
families in town.
Lj
_
______ nnr and perfect list as required by law.
Gerald Brown, soprano -Olo, Neai
Any person wpo neglects to comply
It
sounded
good
to
hear
the
tones
W
the Cross Was Mary Weeping, Mrs. with this notice will be doomed to a tax
of
the
church
bell
on
Easter
Sunday,
56
55
5b 57
even though faintly. It
seems a Marjorie Allen, resP’"^ by the £c°rdr‘ds “
<£ ^ta‘e ,a“d
Kreat pity that some boys cannot be . choir; Dark in the Garden, Mens tlon elther t0 the Assessors or County
bi
taught enough respect for the house Chorus; Keep Your Vain Watch,, commissioners for any abatement of
bO
59
of God that they will r.ofc desecrate Men’s Chorus; Hail the‘ Easter Morn,,^it^h^apphe^tt^nd
It by keeping its bell so out of order ; choir; duet, As It Began to Dawn,
that he was unabie to offer it
that the community cannot have the soprano Mrs. Marjorie Allen, alto , at the time appointed.,
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
H. S. MONTGOMERY
benefit of its tones on Sunday. A Mrs. Alice Brown; solo. Fear Not Ye,
; 18-Comparative ending
1-A river duck
43-Perched
Chairman
151-Choo3es
few are working very hard to pro-| Gerald Brown; Christ the Lord Is!
21-Ensnared
J DANA KNOWLTON
5-Small bed
GEORGE W HASKELL
mote church work here, and yet ] Risen, choir; soprano solo, Savior
24-A marine carnivore
. 53-Having bounds
8-Greek god of war
Assessors of Owl’s Head.
26- Central peninsula of
there are many who do not even1 Divine, Mrs. Marjorie Allen; Rejoic“
' 55-A flower
12- Grade
37-40
southern Asia
56-Name of a number
13- One (Scot.)
know of their efforts because they in the Lord, choir; The Triumph , ------- a- minrintiim
27- A rod
do not hear the church bell.
Song, finale bv choir.
| wherNea^ John KosWnen of Tareen in
14- Part taken by an
cf popes
28- Employ
53—English school
actor
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley en-i Rev. H. I. Holt delivered a Oner the County of Knox and State of Maine,
I29-A title of respect
: 59-Apportion
15- Regard
tertained at cards Tuesday evening but very worthwhile Ea&er Message by his mortgage deed dated April 27th.
30- Elongated fish
17-Sewing implement
uO-Point of compass
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bassick and Mrs. and a collection of silver was taken.
2*™^“*! SS31- Before
19- Golf term
(abbr.)
Harvey Hooper.
There were 17 in the chorus of mixed veyed to the undersigned, John A. Hen.
32- Measure of length
20- Metric measure of
ol-A serpent (pl.)
, . . ,
1 voices, and ail numbers were accom- | drlckson of Rockport, in said County or
37-Tract of land
length
nailed on the oraar. bv Mrs Carrie Knox and state of Ma,ne. a certain lot
Annie
Orff
Pierce
S <.1° °n 1
°rsan u-v
, or parcel of land wlth the buildings
covered with trees
22- Organ of hearing
VERTICAL
Smith.
1 thereon, situated In the Eastern part of
39-Calls upon
23- Extremely
Never has this little community
• • * •
■ said Warren, bounded and described as
41- A twisted thread
25- Worthless leaving
follows, viz:.
been more sadly shocked than at the
Cantata taster Joy
, On the North by land of A L G H1Us
used for knitting
1- Old allowance for
26- lnto
very sudden death of Mrs. John
Sunday evening at 7 the cantata ! and land
Wlnfleld Wooster; on the
hose
waste in
27- Rams
Pierce. 37, which occurred last Wed
East and South by land of Wlnfleld
42- Author of
transportation
30-Penetrate
“Easter Joy” was presented at the Wooster and A. L. O. Hills, and on the
nesday.
She
was
the
daughter
of
“Robinson Crusoe”
33- Sinoe
2- Relieve
. -40,4 4-0,..—West by land of said A. L. G. Hills, conSylvanus and Elizabeth Orff and was tBaptlst
Church under direction of tajninK 35 acres, more or less. It being
44-A micro-organism
3- Confirm
34- Drank alcoholic
born
CFt
21,
1894.
in
Waldoboro,
Chester
Wyllie With a chorus of 16 the homestead farm ol the late Samuel
4- Confederate general 45-Bitter drug plant
beverages
I Thomas, late of said Warren as conveyed
where she lived until about 20 years
5- A stone carved in i46-Near
35- A land measure
a;o when she first came to South voices, and several verv excellent to Fred M. Brown by his heirs. Philip s.
(abbr.)
. 47-Smallest State in
relief
CI
’
CK
and
duets
The
chanc'd
was
andthe
Abbie
Stetson
by their
deed dated
28thJ.day
o{ May
19O4
Thomaston. H?r sweet, unselfish soios ana auets. ine cnanc.i was Lermond
U. S. (abbr.)
6- Ahead
36- Allude
decorated
Witn
pure
wnite
Easter
!
end
recorded
In
Knox
Registry
of
Deeds,
disposition
together
v/ith
the
many
49- On the summit
38-Existed
7- Doctrine
„ was
,
...
loving services she
always
ready lilies, gifts from the Gamma. Beta Boys. JX‘fur'S d“crtpuonao! said prem40- Ccnjuncticn
50- A number (pl.)
8- Part of “To be"
52-A letter
41- Guided
9-Gnawing animal
to render to all who needed them Girls’ Club, Ladies Circle, Mis:-ion ues reference may be had by consulting
made for her countless and lasting Circle, Deacon’s committee, the Sun- ! references alluded to in said deed of the
54-National Education
43-Thrce toed sloth
10- Girl’s name
44— A fish
Association (abbr.)
11- One who foretells
friendships, and her death a personal day school, Mrs. Louie Drewett and m‘BroL^LIso^cd‘o^Fr^M^Brown
,57-Half
an
em
46-Helper
16-Printer's measure
sorrow to a large portion of the com- others, with the addition of several ta James Cochran, dated September 19.
munity, and whose sympathy for the; potted plants. Services were opened 1 19H, bereaved family is too deep for by the singing of a hymn followed by ! mortgairehhavT been b?ovrn°ns °f Sald
1 Solution to Previous Puzzle)
words.
, scripture reading by Rev. Mr. Welcji.
Now8 therefore by region of the
me, IT you'll Tielp me iliatInuili . . .
Mrs. Pierce's mother died when she Then the Boys’ Chorus rendered “He I breach of the conditions thereof, 1 claim
Joyce, don't you see why I told
Arise For
For Me
iiixt hpfore
foreclosure
mortgage
was but 14 years of age and it was to Arose
Me. ” just
Delore the
tne cancan a Daled
al of said Ma
|ne, March 14th,
you this? Don’t you see It’s because
her elder sister Rachel she looked for tata which included these selections: 1932.
I'm going to stick with you? I
counsel ar.d of whom she frequently Introduction, piano, Mrs. Louie
JOHN a. Hendrickson.
won't see your dad railroaded. I'll
T-Tn.il Him,
Wim cnOai
rHoir,’ sop.ar.a.
txOD"aro Personally appeared
Rockland,
1932.
spoke with deep affection. In 1915 D.cwett, Hail
help him to the limit I tan—be
theMarch
above14th, named
she was married to John Pierce, son solo, Welcome Fair Season, Mrs. John A. Hendrickson, and made oath
cause he's your father.”
of Orrin and Ella Pierce. Together Marjorie Allen; soprano solo, To Lifethat the foregoing foreclosure notice, by
He was facing her in the ghostly
they had developed a very prosperous Awake, Mrs. Carrie Butler and! hlm slgBefore me**’
morning light. Again he was con
milk business and had acquired a chorus; solo, Come See the Place,!
scious that his four months of ab
gilford b buti.er
beautiful modem ar.d well equipped Mrs. Doris Overlock; Victory, Men’s , 32-T-33
Justice of the Peace.
sence, breaking the friendship be
home. Four children were born to Chorus and choir: contralto solo, i
tween them, had invested her witli
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY
an aura of strangeness to him; and
them. The love and Just pride in Wonderful Light, Mrs. Hazel Pease; i
Hartford, Connecticut
that ail during this brief fateful
I her family and home made up an duet, He Lives! The Savior Lives! j
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
visit he liad become aware of her
I important part of her life and she Miss Hilda Aspey, with Mrs. Marjorie Real Estate ........... .................. $432,244 13
ln a quickened sense. How brave
was ever planning for their future Allen and choir; baritone solo, Stocks and Bonds ................... 5.776.206 88
and comradely a girl! And in spite
BOBS welfare.
Awake! Awake! Rev. Howard A Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 342.797 72
Agents' Balances ..................... 531.265 59
of her hard life here, in spite of
She is survived by her husband, Welch; Hail Mighty Victor, choir.
Interest and Rents ..................
43,843 50
her efforts to be a good bush-loper,
four children, Alton, Doris, Kenneth
All who heard this musical service I Ail 'other Ass"ets
..............
25.739 02
liow winsome and girlish and ador
CIVIC LEAGUE’S THREAT
and Donald, three sisters Rachel, felt well repaid. A message of cheer,;
able she was!
Myra and Flora Orff and • two and joy was taken home and the i ^cst3,^’not a(^1^
Unwilling to detain him. Joyce Will Oppose Party Which Has Wet brothers, Leland and Reuel Orff, all work of the director and every one j
_________
offered him ber band, wishing hitn
Plank In Its State Platform
! of Waldoboro.
who sang or contributed in any way ■ Admitted ..............................$7.059 282 34
success today, hiding her fears f r
-----i Funeral services were held at the was realized and appreciated. A sil- [
liabilities dec. 31, 1931
him when he should come up with
The Christian Civic League of ■ family residence Saturday afternoon, ver collection was taken during the ! Net Unpaid Losses .................. $310 732 00
these nten. Alan bent nearer her, Maine will opoose wet candidates or I Rev. J. C. MacDonald of Rockland services. The Easter lilies after rerv- Unearned Premiums .............. 2.885.068 80
i All other Liabilities .............. 1.189.991 58
he bent down a little to kiss ber,
wet planks in 'the platforms of either i officiating. Interment was in the ing their purpose as decoration, were 1 Cash capital ............................ 1 000.000 00
as more than once lie liad done in
r
a
1 local cemetery. An unusual abund- distributed among the aged and j Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.672.489 96
the years past. It was an impulsive party at the forthcoming State con- ance of floral tribuus gave sUen(.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,059,282 34
act; be was swept by admiration ver.tions of the Republicans and testimony of the love held for the de shut-ins.
EDWARD W. BERRY & CO.. Agents
of her bravery, of her girlish pret- Democrats. Rev. Frederick W. Smith, ceased by the many who thus ex
_______________________________ 32-T-38
Children’s Concert
tlness. And it was a humble ‘act its superintendent said.
pressed their sorrow at her passing.
CORPORATION
of contrition, too, and self-reproach;
At the Baptist Church at 10.30 LONDON ASSURANCE
His statement insisted that the
London, England
for he had said to himself tliat if j league is non-partisan and its policy
Easter morning, under the direction
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
CUSHING
he had kept ttp his visits here, in I is to support dry candidates regard
of Mrs. Carrie Butler. Mrs. Howard Stocks and Bonds ................... $6,097,759 75
stead of leaving Joyce ail alone tn less of party affiliations.
A. Welch and Mrs. Mansfield Robin- Cash ln Office and Bank
______
516.625
83
do battle, he might have halted
William McNamara arrived Friday son the young people Of the several , Agents’ Balances ..................... 79L903 75
“However, if at thc coming con
Dave MacMillan’s plunge into ventions in Portland this month front Middleboro, Mass., where he has departments of the Sunday school Interest and Rents .................. 68,351 23
All other Assets .......................
26.614 61
crime.
either party goes on record endors been spending the past few months gave an Easter concert with these
She went with him down to the ing a wet candidate for any office, with Mr. and Mrs. William Boynton, numbers:
Gross Assets .........................$7,501,255 17
wharf and stood watching tlie pa and particularly for the office of the latter Mr. McNamara’s sister.
Marching of the Children, primary Deduct Items not admitted .... 97.094 79
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robishaw and junior departments; Welcome
trol embark. At the first bend
Admitted .............................. $7,404,160 38
above, he turned to look back. President of the United States, or and B. B. Robinson were in town Song, Beverley Cogan; scripture
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
adepts
a
plank
calling
for
resubmis

Vaguely through the mist he saw
Sunday, at the home of tne latter, reading, pastor; prayer, Rev. Howard j Net Unpaid Losses .................. $970,417 oo
sion
of
the
Eighteenth
Amendment
Joyce still standing on the wharf in
to open the house ar.d get it in readi A. Welch; Easter Tidings, Priscilla 1 unearned Premiums .............. 3.396!599 50
tlie gray chill of earliest morning. or any change in that amendment or ness for Mr. and Mrs. Robinson's Hastings; Easter Greetings, Ann All other Liabilities ............... 1,527.946 03
its
enforcing
’
legislation
which
might
homecoming, which they plan to do Norwood, Leona Sidelinger. Priscilla Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.509.197 85
He waved to her and caught the
tiny white of her kerchief answer bring about the return of the legal in a few days.
Hastings, Marie Snow and Marilyn Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,404,160 38
ized sale of liquor in any form, the
ing.
Miss Patricia Olson, the three- Ranquist; song, “Day of Love and
EDWARD W. BERRY & CO.. Agents
Christian
Civic
League
of
Maine
will
When the mist had hidden her
year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cheer," primary department; "Easter
regard
such
action
as
a
request
on
from hitn, he turned his eyes ahead.
Fled Olson has been quite ill with
Roses,” Marie Overlock; Day of Vic
the part of that party to draw party a severe cold the past week.
Somewhere on up the spruce-hurled
Alooska were those six bandit lines in the coming campaigns and
Friends and acquaintances of Mrs. tory, Raymond Keating; Easter
strangers, rifle-armed and desper it will have no other recourse but to Emmeline McKinsley, are pained to Eggs, Phyllis Smith; The Pussywil
ate and certain to give battle. accede to the request.”
learn of her prolonged illress, at the lows, Robert Martin, Richard Butler,
Supt. Smith stated that the above home of her son F. D Hathorne In Chester Spear, Jr.; Beginnings, Ethel
Against them be was pitting his
life and the lives of his men today. represented the official action of his Thomarton. Mrs. McKinsley was for Wotton; Easter Story, Faye Martin;
•
••••»•
organization.
merly a resident of this town and Tlie World is Keeping Easter, Jean
Fifty miles nbove the MacMillan
has many old time friends here whom nette Overlock; Just Like Flowers, SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
trading store, Alan ordered Ped
she was always pleased to greet, al Jeannette Overlock, Paul Oxton,
USS
TEL. 1250
neault to swerve in toward the
though she reached the advanced age Elizabeth Kenniston; Easter Beils, 689 MAIN STREET
Paul Oxton; The Bible Song, Junior
north bank and stop.
ROCKLAND
ot 90 years last Fourth of July.
recitation,
Virginia
He believed those bandits could
Mr. and Mrs. Lawreston Creamer department;
not be very far ahead now. Across
have again opened their home, after Wyllie; How to Make Easter Happy,
tills silent wilderness tbe roar of
a few weeks passed with their daugh drill, four junior girls: recitation,
tbe launch’s engine carried for five
ter Mrs. Riley Davis at Pleasant Phyllis Perry; Easter Sor.g, junior
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
class, drill, three boys of the junior
or six miles. Warned of pursuit,
Point.
HVA7/4/
those criminals might lift their
Friends are glad to hear that Mrs. class; Easter Story as Told in Mark,
canoes back into the timber and let
Lester Lufkin has returned home junior class; Whispering Hop.:, »ocal t EMBALM ING 4
MAGGIE
the police go harmlessly past. Like
from Knox Hospital, where she re duet, Mrs. Mildred Berry and Mrs.
lier still, they might lay an ambush
ceived treatment and is said to be Hazel Pease; Easter Beils, song by 13 MOTOR AMBUIANCI
where the river was narrow, and
HE hero of that familiar song, benefited thereby.
girls of the young people’s depart
open on the launch with repeating
The annual mud season is fast ap- ment; drill, girls of the young peo
“When You and I were Young,
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
rifles at a murderous point-blank
served the families of Knox County
Maggie,’’ was Its author, George W. pioaching. T'ne cold wave of the ple’s department; Easter Collection
range. But if lie located them on
Johnson; its heroine was Maggie past few weeks held it in check for Speech. Howard Martin; coikx.ion;
LADY ATTENDANT
up-stream, he could slip upon them
sermon, Rev. Howard A. Welch.
Harris, the girl he found and won seme time.
Day
Telephone 450-781-1
quietly in the paddle craft and lay
Mrs. Harriet Ames plans to arrive
for Ills bride during a gold pros
a deadly ambush himself.
in town in a few weeks, from Man
BURPEE’S
pecting trip ln the wilderness of un chester, Conn., where she has been fall a decided change presented Itself
Taking a pair of binoculars he
explored forest, Indian ambuscades spending tlie winter with her son and she consulted physicians here,
splashed ashore and hurried up a
ROCKLAND,
ME.
also in Portland, Waterville, Harri
and occasional white pioneer settle Leslie and family.
hill to Its summit. There he had
son,
and
finally
the
last
of
Decem

a clear view of a long river
ments which In 1830 comprised East
Mrs. Harry Young was operated on
“straight” reaching twenty miles
in a Roxburv, Mass., hospital last ber, her daughter accompanied her
Tennessee.
to Boston where the advice of some
up-stream.
Many years later, old and gray, week, and the best wishes of friends of the best physicians available Was
Gilchrest
He moved his glasses slowly up
and alone, Johnson returned to the are extended to her.
secured. She then came to the Britt
* • • •
stream, praying for a glimpse of
spot on the Hiawassee river that
Monumental
Works
Home,
Rockland,
where
she
died
those two outlaw canoes. Careful
Mrs. Cora Killeran
was the scene of his courtship, re
Main Straat
March 19. Funeral services were held
ly focusing, he scrutinized the riv
Thomaston, Main*
viving in his mind’s eye every dear
The town of Cushing lost one of from her late home last Tuesday,
er, the banks on either side with
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
detail of the settlement as he had its most respected and useful resi Rev. H. I. Holt of Warren, a personal
their little curves and hollows; and
Telephone Connection
first seen it, the green grove where dents in the death of Mrs. Cora friend of the deceased officiating.
searched above the trees for a wisp
stood the Harris cabin and where Killeran, wife of H. L. Killeran. She She leaves her husband, daughter
of camp smoke. Nothing, nothing
whatsoever, of two creeping black
lie had flrst seen Maggie, the old was respected for her kindness to Miss Orpha who is a teacher at the
Hinckley Good-Will farm, a sister
dots. Tlie bandits were twenty
mill wtiere they had walked on a others and her willingness to help Mrs. Edwin Seavey. and a niece, Miss DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
any and all regardless of their sta
miles ahead at least.
summer evening. Noting sadly every tion in life. Her heart and home Lena Seavey, besides other distant
change, he wrote down his poem to were always ready to be shared with relatives and a host of friends. The
DENTIST
take home to his wife in the Eust:
TO BE CONTINUED
all and many a sick one had been bearers were Frank and Halsey Flint, 702 Main St. Tel. 915-M
Rockland
O.
H.
Woodcock,
and
Nelson
Fogerty
cheered and comforted by her pres
The green grove ts gone from the ence. She was born in this town Aug and the body was placed in the tomb
139*60
bill, Maggie,
29, 1871, the youngest daughter of at Thomaston awaiting burial in the
Where flrst the daisies sprung;
spring.
The
floral
offerings
were
(he late Arthur and Lucv (Studley)
Tbe creaking old mill is still,
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Wing, and lived practically all her very beautiful, testifying to the love
Maggie,
STEAMBOAT CO.
Since you and 1 were young.
life in this town. In the home in of her many friends.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
which she was born. She had taught
SERVICE & REPAIRS
And now we are aged and gray,
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
“Have you ever done a lick of
in the cublic schools previous to her
A. M . Stonington 6.23, North Haven 7.25,
Maggie,
work?
”
demanded
the
angry
house

irarriage,
after
which
she
cared
for
ALL MAKES OF SETS
Vinalhaven
8 15, due to arrive at Rock
The trials of life are done.
land about 9.30.
Let us slug of the days that are her father and mother and other wife of the tramp.
Return
—
Leaves
Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
"Lady," he retorted, “if you think Vinalhaven 2.45, North
relatives who came to her home. A
gone, Maggie,
R. W. TYLER
Haven 3.30, Ston
few years ago her health began to asking dames like you for a bite of ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’a
When you and I were young.
PIIONE 58-23
fail, but until thc past year she had eat ain’t work you’s don’t know what Island about 6 00 P M.
B. H. STINSON, uenerai Agent.
(®. 1(3$, Western Newspaper Unlen.l
attended to all her own work. Last work is.”—Cincinnati Enquirer.
MB-tt

Who was Who?

SERVICI

T

RADIO

Every-Other-Day
Annie Frost. She held the editorial
ROCKPORT
chair of Godey’s from Mrs. Hale’s!
death to her own passing. It was very
Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingraham re
unusual in those days for a woman turned Friday from a week’s visit with
to hold such an editorial position.’
their son Herbert and family at NewDodd, Mead & Company is bring-! bUi{P°rat' ,Ma.ss’ ... . .
.
I ing out “The Samaritans of-Molokai: ! ,
®athurday Ngbt 2’ub was eni
: The Story of the Lives and Work of stained by Mrs. Lida Champney at
Father Darhien and Brother Dutton”, „ nome.
,, ,
._ ,
| by Charles Dutton. In 1873 Father Howard Carroll returned Sunday aftj
» .
,
__ernoon to Boston University to resume
Thousands of American young- Damien, who has since been numstudies after sDendine the E ister
sters have read, and still are reading,1 bered among tly? great martyrs of all b*s
th® “““
the amazing adventures of Alice, who ! time, took charge of a leper colony on y,rca
rtJinn parente’ M ’ a d
walked through a looking-glass into! the little island of Molokai in the, „ condition f M M d WaIker
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, Buick’s 3500-lb. Popular Priced Sedan

How to Escape

and Grippe

with her amiable friends, the White
» reported
Rabbit, the mad March Hare and the leper, Iron, all over th. world, who tta
were soot to this Island Towards the
somewhat Improved,
Mock Turtle. The parents of these end
Avoid so far as possible the places where
o, h„ remarkable
rem.rh.PI, hle
he was
... II
. SS'£
life he
youngsters regard the book about
germs are most likely to be spread; over
Alice's impossible experiences as the succeeded by the late Brother Joseph ! meeting of Golden Rod Chapter, of
best and safest of stories for juvenile 1 Dutton, another Samaritan, who car- Rockland Fridav bv SDecial jnvita.
crowded
cars and public meeting places;
minds, in the Province of Hunan, in ried on his noble work in the face of ^kland. Friday by special, rnvite
overheated,
stuffy rooms.
China, however, Alice has been of- { cert j?” d‘.“baset|and
5’ t£°' nin8- Banquet was served at 6, folficlally banned as a dangerous, the first time, the whole sto y of th s ]()Wed
d
work and a flne
character. The slant-eyed boys and lonely co.ony and its two leaders is
Seaside
Seaside Qf
of Camdpn
Camden wprp
were a]so
also
girls of that quarter of Ute world have revealed. The autho., a relative of special guests.
Be careful of clcse contact with others and
been forbidden to read about Alice I Brother Dutton, has obtained all the
Easter was impressively observed by
•V
<
,
beware of all coughers and sneezers;
SiSi-.iand the animals with which she held I correspondence, records and diaries of the churches in town. At the Baptist
breathe through the nose, get fresh air, but
such long and interesting conversa the two Samaritans. In them are dis at 10.45 the pastor delivered an able
closed the origins and history of
tions.
Many interested automobile fans car, with ample adult roominess and tomatic clutch, silent-second syncroavoid drafts or chilling.
Europe sermon, subject “The Power of the
General Ho Chien, virtual dictator leprosy: its spread through
i/T "dramafip Risen Lord.” Special numbers were are visiting the Park street show built to Buick’s high standards of mesh transmission, and free wheel
of the Province of Hunan, recently and its isolation. It
I rendered by the choir and a trumpet
quality. The 1932 model has been ing. Tlie automatic clutch makes it
ordered the banishment of Alice and story.
, solo “The Holy City" by Leroy Moon rooms of the Lewiston Buick Co increased in size, power, bcautv of possible to shift to any speed with
Get lots of rest. Drink plenty of water.
her menagerie after reading a Chinese
where a special showing of 1932 appearance ar.d economy, as well as out using the clutch pedal. The free
Before throwing away any old was enjoyed. At the Sunday school
translation of the famous classic.
Buicks
is
being
made
with
the
new
wheeling
1s
instantaneous
and
en

hour
a
program
of
readings,
recitabeing
lowered
in
price.
The
wheel

Keep
the bowels open. Take extra precau
files of maeazines and auto“Bears, lions and other beasts," de books,
base has been lengthened, the five- tirely foot-controlled, requiring no
graph collections which may be clut- ! «ons and song was given by the chil 3500 pcond sedan as a headliner.
tion
to
keep in good physical condition, so ,
clared the general, "cannot use
dren under direction of the school
This model, which is the lowest pafsenger body is two inches longer pushing or pulling of hand levers.
human language and to attribute tering up your home, it may pay you superintendent Miss Helen Dunbar,
Dual
carburetion,
the
Buick
en

your
system
will have normal resistance
' and the eight-cylinder Buick valveto them such power insults the1 handsomely to look:them over care assisted by Mrs. G. F. Currier and priced Buick sedan since the days in-head engine has been increased to gine oil temperature regulator, in
fully.
Analysis
of
the
auction
season
against germs.
human race. The reading of this book closed a while back at the American Charles Marston. In the evening the of four cylinders, is penetrating a 82'4 horsepower with high compres sulated fuel system and the many
might teach Chinese children to re
new sales field and bringing Buick sion, which the owner can have at no other 1932 Buick advancements are
cantata
“
The
Song
of
Triumph
was
gard human beings and animals on Art Association Anderson Galleries in sung by the choir, with Mrs. Mabelle ownership to a large class of buyers additional cost.
presented in this sedan. It also has
the same level and this would be New York discloses that $525,792 was Crone in charge. Special numbers who heretofore wanted a Buick but
Try, particularly, to avoid catching cold.
Wizard Control, an exclusive Buick the famous torque tube drive that
disastrous. The book must not be sold realized from sales of rare books and were, duet, Mrs. Nellie Magune and hesitated for economic reasons, it is feature, brings unsurpassed driving gives Buick its train-like steadiness,
Colds lower your res’stance to disease
autograph
material.
If
you
happen
to
or read in this province."
Miss Dorothy Upham; solo, Mrs. Cur explained. It is a sturdy, 3500-pound ease to the ’57'. It combines the au- —adv.
Several hundred copies were gath- run across a first edition of James rier; duet, Robert Magune, Weston
germs. At the first sign of any cold, take
ered and destroyed, but there are • Rtnimore Cooper s “The Last of the Wall; quartet, Mrs. Currier, Mrs. Mil
Bayer Aspirin; remain indoors if possible
I
panied
by
her
daughter
Ellen,
a
poems
of
Mrs.
Ellsworth
’
s
were
also
Mohicans
”
,
for
example,
it
will
interVINALHAVEN
other copies unaccounted for, and it est you to'know that such a volume, died Rhodes, Charles Marston. Weston read by Mrs. Putnam. This was the
I teacher in Biddeford
until your cold is gone. And if you have
is rumored that Alice is a secret visi
Wall;
solo,
Charles
Marston;
duet,
last gathering of the club until Octo
for which the owner paid only $32.50
Louise Hardison who teaches at
tor to many a Chinese home.
Easter dawned bright and clear, a
Mrs. Currier, Mrs. Rhodes. By special ber when the regular meetings will be
a
sore throat, dissolve some Bayer Aspirin
brought
a
record
price
of
$3200.
A
• * • •
beautiful spring day, and was ob East Orange, N. J., is home for the
first edition of “Tom Sawyer", pur request the trumpet solo which Leroy resumed.
Easter
recess.
tablets
in water and gargle; this relieves
served
at
Union
Church
with
a
sun

Sir Flinders Petrie, whose autobi chased for $175 only five years ago, Moon presented at the morning serv
The Baptist ladies’ circle will be held
Fred H. Burns died March 26 in
ography, “Seventy Yeafs in Archaeol brought $1950., and the original ice was repeated. The stage was at Wednesday at the home of Mrs. W. E. rise service. Rev. P. J. Clifford filled
the soreness, and it usually reduces the
the pulpit and Miss Bertha Miller was Rockland. The body was brought [
ogy” has recently been published by printer’s copy showing Irving’s manu- tractive
with its decorations
of Easter Whitney.
....
„
.
inflammation.
pianist. The church was artistically here Saturday for services and burial.
Henry Iiolt & Company, has an script revision for the revised edition Hires, ^ttad pla"ta and {e7nsf „
Richard Thomas who was obliged to
nounced the discovery of the first of the “Life of Columbus" went for I „ At the Methodist Church, following come home from Trinity College last decorated with Easter and calla lilies Obituary in next issue.
known horse in Palestine. The re $2900. The sum of $2000 was paid for the morning service the ordinance oi week on cccount of illness is steadily carnations, ferns and potted plan.s.
An entertainment, The Colonial I
mains of the recently discovered the “Walking-Match Broadside”, baptism was administered to nine improving und it is hoped he may be Canaries in gilded cages added to thc Minstrels, was given Thursday eve- j
If you have any reason to suspect even a
horse are mere than 4,000 years old. written bv Charles Dickens and candidates, seven were taken into able to return to his studies at the joyfulness of the day. De Valois Com- ning at Masonic hall by Marguerite 1
touch
of flu, call your doctor at once.
mandery, K. .T. Moses Webster Lodge, Chapter, O E.S., with members of I
The horse came from the East and signed by him and others, and a com- Pieparatory church membership and end of the Easter vacation.
F.&A.M., and Marguerite Chapter, Moses Webster Lodge as guests. The ,
with him came hard-riding horsemen plete set of “The Sporting Magazine” , ^W0, fu ‘ membership. A communion
The plans for the reception to the
who overwhelmed the comfortable, 1792-1870, was sold for $2900. These service was also held. At 7 p. m. the National president Annie Poole At O.ES., attended the 11.30 service. circle presented a picturesque scene ’
rich and sleepy population of Pales prices showed a considerable advance i young people gave a concert and at wood, and other department officers The pastor’s topic was “Because He with ladies and gentlemen in colonial
Methodist Church held one in the
tine and lived off the land by force. over previous prices paid for similar the close a pageant entitled “The of the W.R.C. as discussed at town Lives,” and the choir and quartet costume. O. C. Lane as General
FRIENDSHIP
evening. Both were largely attend
Sir Flinders is at present directing vclumes, but were low as compared Sign” was beautifully presented. Ro meeting, have of necessity been can gave special music. Helen Sanborn Washington, was interlocutor. The
ed and showed a great deal of
Arey was at the organ. “Joy” was chorus numbers and solos by Mrs.
his 52nd expedition to Palestine.
land
Richards,
Earle
Achorn
and
Miss
Marjorie
Gorham,
daughter
celled
owing
to
the
fact
*hat
Mrs.
with the high figure of $23,000 paid
the subject in .the evening. The at Joseph Kittredge, Mrs. Frank Sellars of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gorham of thought and preparation.
• • • *
Ernest
Crockett
represented
the
RoAtwood
will
not
attend
the
encamp

for an important Jefferson letter
Bernard Brow visited Mr. and Mrs.
I man Soldiers, Beatrice Graffam as ment at Rockland to be held a; that, tendance at all services was unusually and Mr. Lane were well rendered and Round Pond and Frank Poland, son
The Literary Guild at the opening dated Philadelphia, July 1, 1776.
I Mary Magdalene and Ruth Miller and time, having a previous engagement large.
the jokes by the end men were bright of Harry Poland of Friendship, were Elmus A. Morse in Thomaston over
of its sixth year stated that it has
the weekend.
Byley Lyford and John Nichols were ! and snappy. The personal hits proved married March 21 at Wiscasset.
J Lois Burns as the other two women at on the west coast. In a letter received
published 61 titles Of its authors 39
NORTH HAVEN
! the tomb. Selections were rendered from her she expresses her sincere re highest bidders for the rental of Town most amusing. The negro sketch,
Mrs. Byron Thompson b taking
have been Americans, 14 English,
Eldred Patch of Stoneham, Mass.,
“The Black Vamp,” caused much is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. care of her aunt, Mrs. Payson in
by the adult choir and quartet solos gret and extends hearty thanks to the hall for this year.
others scattering. It has paid$342,030 j
_.
_
,,
Mrs. Isaac Calderwood and daugh- , merriment. In the cast were Rose- Stenger.
in advance royalties towriters and]
Therewas a fine-group of boys pres- by Earle Achorn and Rev. F. F. Fowle. town for the invitation. Mrs. Atwood
Cushing.
Mrs. Lew J. Wallace has been visit
has saved $5,124,650 to readers. Big ent Thursday night at the K. of P. There was an unusually large attend will be represented at the encamp ter Catherine have returned from ' bud, Cora Peterson; Sam, Edward I The Thelma, Capt. Josiah Poland
•
J Greenleaf; Liza, Allie Lane; Phil, Eu-,
.
ing her parents Mr. and Mrs. Albert
business!
'rcom for the program that is being ance at both morning and evening ment by her National Senior Aid. The Portland.
Mrs
H.
W.
Fifield
entertained
at
,
gene
Hall.
After
the
finale
by
the
and
Stanley
Roland
took
a
trip
of
* * * *
1 carried out in connection with a services, a special delegation coming colonial play under direction of Mrs. bridge Saturday night at her home Minstrels, a Colonial plav “The I loiters from Tiefetherns pound to W. Morton in East Friendship.
Farnsworth Stone of Cushing ts
Mildred Holmes which was to have,
Lovers of poetry should make it a <
organization in North Haven, , from Simonton.
Birthday Ball” was given by Ida Libby Portland Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Blake of Cam been presented at that time will be on East Mam street
assisting Hartwell Davis in the build
point to read “The Closed Gentian," a ( ,
...
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Macintosh as the mother; Elizabeth Ross, Ruth I Miss Mary Gay of Abbot Academy, ing of his new house and garage.
collection of poems by Elizabeth; Alter body-building exercises and den were Sunday guests of Mr. and given at a later date.
pent the day March 27 at their cot- I Ross and Rita Greenlaw, the daugh- Andover, Mass., is spending ten days
The Thomaston Post of thc Ameri
Hollister Frost. In this collection Mrs. j vocal drill there war, a first aid demon- i Mrs. John Andrews.
tage "Merry Macs,” Shore Acres.
i ters; L. E. Williams, butler, and Lu vacation with her parents, Mr. and can Legion will hold a minstrel show
Frost gives us more of the succinct stration conducted by Dr. Woodman. I
ROUND POND
Students home from University of cille Carver, maid. All the parts j Mrs. H. L. Bossa.
in Bossa’s hall Thursday, April 7.
lyrics and portraits of “The Lost Three emergency actions were set'
Mrs. Margaret Adams of Camden
Maine for the Easter recess are Allegra were well played. Special mention is
Miss Irene Merton cf St. Barnabas
The Baptist sewing circle met
Lyrist” and “Hovering Shadow”, but
Miss F'orer.ce Nichols and Miss Ingerson, Phyllis Black, Donald Poole made of the dances, the Minuet, Vir ) Training School, Portland, spent the March 18 in the church vestry. Thera
she also ventures out to the periphery forth—resuscitation of a person in tendered a surprise party Saturday
of experience and presents brief peril of death from drowning, bandag- evening to Mrs. Minnie Wellman in Cynthia Prentice of Newton, Mass., and Neil Calderwood; from Bates Col- ginia Reel and the Varsouviena, by | weekend with her mother, Mrs. were 18 members and visitors pres
lege, Celeste Carver and Ruth Boman., Hazel Rogers Dyer and Rita Green- ) Eudavilla Morton.
ent. It meets this week Thursday
metaphysical poems which have a ing a broken limb with splints, and i honor of her birthday. The first of were at home over the weekend.
Mrs. Emily Ethridge and daughter
Mrs James Wareham returned Sat- law. At the close of the entertainThe Advent Church held an Easter with Mrs. B. A. Murphy at the Har
clipped vigor and the quality of won stemming the flow of blood from a1 the evening was devoted to bridge
Shirley
of
Portland
are
at
home
for
urday
from
Boston.
She
was
accom
ment refreshments were served.
j concert Sunday at noon and the bor.
der. not grave, but salty and alive. In cut artery James Lewis was also I and it was not until the guests were
these new lyrics, which seem artless present and gave a very interesting 1 invited to the dining room that the a few weeks.
Mrs.
Evander
Murphy
and
Mrs.
because of their exact art, she walks talk about his work with boys in | nature of the gathering was revealed
down a New Fr gland lane or into the Sea-scout organization. He exam to the guest of honor. There Mrs. Irving Smith attended the funeral)
Fourth Dimension with exactly the ined several boys in their ability to Wellman saw a gaily decorated birth services of their aunt, Miss Eliza-;
-J' ■
same uncanny naturalness. Fere ls tie knots and was much pleased at the day cake and' at her place several beth Prentice, in Damariscotta,
March
18.
beautiful
gifts.
Those
present
were
I
efficiency
shown
by
several,
among
one of her brief poems - lovely, is it
Mrs. O. C. Sawyer who has been a j
’hem Austin Coombs and Roger Mr. and Mrs. Charies Lane, Elizabeth
not?
( Crabtree. There were 27 boys pres- Leach, Emerson Snowdeal, Mr. and shut-in throughout the winter is re-,
HANDS
I ent. The A-l knot-tyer among the! Mrs. Albert Adams, Mr. and Mrs. ported as now somewhat improved in
Vou plough the earth with yours:
I use a thimble.
health.
' bevs seems *o be Norman Morrison. : Orrin Wellman.
Or press a baby here;
Mrs. Harold Yates and son Ronald
A crew of five men came on the j The Thursday evening service at
Villon was nimble.
i afternoon boat Thursday to work cn the Methodist Church will begin at have been visiting Mrs. Yates' par-;
So long ago with his—
But God's lie calm:
6 45 instead of 7, owing to the musical ents Mr. and Mrs. Martin Simmons j
the telephone lines.
See! Socrates and Blake
to be presented at Town hall that at Loudville.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Cooper
were
Essaying a cold finger.
Maurice Watts has been visiting
evening.
in Camden last week.
While armies clash.
And perish, ln the palm.
Extensive improvements have been Mr. and Mrs. Warren Weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond are
J
Ralph Foster and family have re- [
Other particularly lovely ones are home from Florida. They report a made on the property of John An
“Dust", "Thoughts”, and "Spring fins time.
drews, Robert and Charles Studley of turned from Noank, Conn., where
* « * *
Bouquet.” Listen to the turn of
Glencove doing the carpenter work they have been sine? last fall.
-.5
The Maple Grove sewing circle;
and William Smith and Albert Wal
words in this poem:
Reception To Bridal Couple
lace of Thomaston the plumbing work. was entertained March 16 by Mrs
At Mlacomet mayflowere
A
reception
was
tendered
Wednes

And orchises turn rose
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Putnam have re Lucy Munroe and Mrs. Marietta Sim
day night under auspices of the Sis
And salty spray Is falling now
turned
from a visit of several days at mons with 12 members and guests
Where blue sand violet grows;
terhood at the rooms of the Knights
present. Honor was paid to Saint
Danforth.
of Pythias, to Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
The mountain avens blow ln heaven
Patrick, the 1500th anniversary of
Friday
evening
the
Fred
A.
Norwood
Laite whose marriage took place at
With pinks and asphodels.
whose birth occurred on the follow
And where you pass your shadow stirs
North Haven, Feb. 28. Inasmuch as W.R.C. celebrated its 45th birthday ing day. A green and white color
Lilies and lesser bells.
Mrs. Laite is remaining here to finish anniversary. Three presidents were
Then there are “The Balloon Man”, her teaching of music in the schools in attendance, Mrs. Cacilda Cain, scheme in which the shamrock pre
“The Moth" and “Dawn" all sensitive the reception was arranged with the Mrs. Minnie Wellman and Mrs. Emma dominated was carried out in re
freshments and favors. The meet
and delicately poised.
presence of Mr. Laite as a surprise. Torrey. Of those who have presided ing of March 23 was held at the
• ♦ • •
Upon the latter’s arrival on the North over this organization in the capacity Nichols home where Mrs. Mary Cun
Henry Holt & Company's an Haven he was entertained in the home of president since its organization, ningham and Mrs. Josie Carter en
nouncement of spring publications of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dyer until eight are living, seven have died and tertained.
contains interesting promise. For ex the hour of the reception. At 8.15 three are now non-members. There
ample, there is' “Naked Faquir" by on pretense of an errand. Mrs. Laite have been orily five treasurers, Mrs.
iZCapt. Daniel Mason
Robert Bernays, which is a book about accompanied Miss Edith Nickerson to Cain the present encumbent holding
that
office
for
the
longest
period.
Capt.
Daniel
Mason
died
very
sud

Gandhi and about India that will be the Sisterhood rooms and there dis
one of the Tnost talked of books of covered a large company of friends, At the close of the meeting a surprise denly March 19, following several
the year, as it is now in England. It along with Mr. Laite, waiting to greet party was given Mrs. Wellman, her years of broken health. He is sur
birthday anniversary falling on that vived by two sons, Frank, at the
is the drama of the great Irwin- her.
Gandhi controversy and the Round
Music was furnished by the church date. She was presented with an at present time of this village. Daniel
Table meetings. Gandhi of course is orchestra: Miss Albra Stone, piano; tractive birthday cake, the work of of New Bedford. Mass., and one
the central figure and an amazing: Chester Dyer, tuba; Floyd Duncan, Mrs. Cain, and Mrs. Torrey recited a daughter Mrs. S. Harding Carter with !
one. There could not be a more in- clarinet; Rev. H. F. Huse, flute. In birthday poem, Mrs. Wellman feeling whom he had made his home for'
Buffet lunch was some time. Capt. Mason was a ‘
timate picture of the man and his | the receiving line besides Mr. and Mrs. ly responding.
work. It is a truthful book, sincere, I Latte were Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stone, served with Cacilda Cain, Emma Tor prominent resident of this town for
fearless and alive, and written from I Mjss Edith Nickerson, bridesmaid of rey, Louise Melvin, Stella Simonton, many years and possessed a. wide
closp personal contact with Gandhi the wedding, and Parker Stone, Jr., Ellen Bohndell and Mildred Holmes circle of acquaintances and friends.
and the Indian scene.
best man and brother of the bride. in charge
Many are planning to attend the
• V * «
“Did you set a steel trap on your
With everyone in a happy frame of
H. W. Freeman who wrote the high mind an interesting program was benefit card party this evening at the front porch?”
ly successful story "Joseph and His carried out consisting of remarks by home of Miss Marion Weidman. Cam “Yeh, the wolf had better not come
Brethren'” is bringing out “Fathers of Mr. Huse and Horace Noyes, readings den and Rockland will be largely rep to my door.”
“Well, you've caught a bill collec
Their People,” a novel of a Suffolk by Mrs. Nellie Beverage, Mrs. Julia resented. For those who do not play
farm, concerning itself with the yeo Beverage, Mrs. Chester Dyer, Mrs. bridge, other games will be arranged tor.”—Louisville Courier-Journal.
so
no
one
need
stay
away.
The
re

man farmer.
Mervyn Snow, Leon Stone, and Her ceipts will be added to the Library
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
man Crockett; Mr. Stone contributed
Ralph Connor’s new novel “The Rock a song with his daughter at the piano. Building Fund.
The musical organizations in the
and The River” is a Romance of The company then had the pleasure
Quebec, a rousing story of the Can of listening to Mr. Laite (whose voice school have arranged an excellent
It is in these homes that the vast majority of Rockland’s
adian borderland in that exciting era is so often upon the air from WLBZ, program to be presented Thursday
which led up to the War of 1812. It Bangor) with Mrs. Laite as his ac evening at Town hall under super
“buying decisions” are made, whether the purchase be
vision of their leader. Clarence Fish.
will be a spring publication of Dodd companist.
The Harmonica and Rhythmic bands
Mead & Company.
one
directly concerning every member of the family or
There
ls
a
certain
kind
of
race.
• » • *
and school orchestra will take a promi
Which sets a man a merry pace;
nent
part.
This
will
afford
an
excel

A
metamorphosis
which
shows
an
individual
purchase by an individual member of that
A while back we gave Charles Mer
Himself encased In women's clothes!
lent opportunity for all interested to
ritt of Junior High School credit for
family.
having had a book review shown in This was an event which caused up learn what has been accomplished by
some contest for boys and girls, simi roarious laughter as Herman Crockett the pupils along musical lines.
The Twentieth Century Club held
lar to that offered this year by the and Carl Bunker emptied out the
Oxford University Press. We find the contents of two dilapidated cases, its annual meeting Friday at the
You as a merchant should therefore, be sure that jour
young man in question was Edward donned what they contained, and home of Mrs. Mildred Putnam. The
“store news” is being placed in the hands of ALL of
then disinvested themselves of the netf officers are: Mrs. Maud Walker,
Hayes, and not Charles Merritt.
♦ * • *
same. Mr. Bunker won by a close president; Mrs. Mildred Putnam, vice
these potential buyers BEFORE these family “buying
president; Mrs. Minetta Paul, secre
Noting a “Book Corner” reference margin.
Escorted to the dining room Mr. and tary-treasurer; Mrs. Elizabeth Spear,
to, the recent publication of “The
decisions” have been reached... To do so economically
Lady of Godey’s” (Sarah Josepha Mrs. Laite were followed by the com Mrs. Ross Patterson, Mrs. Rena CarHale), a subscriber to this paper sends pany where refreshments were served. roll, executive committee; Miss Ma
in this item: "The recent publication Upon their return to the reception rion Weidman, Mrs. Christine Cur
of ‘The Lady of Godey’s’ brings to hall the newlyweds were kept busy rier, Mrs. Nellie Magune, entertain
The Last Word in
prominence a pioneer in women’s! for some time opening the numerous ment; Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Marie
magazines. The famous editor, Mrs. packages spread upon the table at the Bisbee, Mrs. Effie Veazie, picnic. Fol
Quality and Style
Hale, is featured in the volume, and it front of the hall. There were many lowing the business meeting refresh
now priced at
may be of interest to note that gifts both useful and beautiful, ex ments were served by the hostess and
Mrs. Hale was succeeded by Mrs. S. pressive of the good will and best a short but entertaining program
$4.oo
and $5.00
given. The music for the song "When
Annie Shields, wife of Capt. William wishes of their friends.
The committee having the recep Summer Comes To Maine Again”
J. Shields, U. S. A. Capt. Shields was
Sold by
the brother of C. A. Shields of Vinal tion in charge included Miss Edith G. composed by one of the club members,
haven, and Miss Emma G. Shields of Nickerson, assisted by Mrs. Chester Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth, was played
BURPEE
& LAMB
Broad street. Rockland. Mrs. Shields Dyer, Mrs. Herman Cooper and Miss by Mrs. Hartshorn and received many
ROCKLAND. ME.
favorable comments. Two original
wrote also under her maiden name, S. Etta Beverage.
aa
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6,193 HOMES like these.”
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THOMASTON
„
The young people who plan to stay
\ over night in Camden while attend
ing the E.tptist Young Pecnle's Con
ference to be held there April 8-10
are asked to notify Pauline McLain
as soon as possible.
Mrs. Georgia Wall, mother of Mrs.
Arthur Mossman. who fell in a store
in Rockland a few days aco breaking
a rib in her right side, is recovering
slowly from the injury.
Miss Harriet Rose of Boston Is the
guest of Mrs. John Creighton for
several days.
Bowdoin Grafton is at home from
Presque Isle where he has been at
work for several weeks on a plumbing
jeb f3r William T. Smith
The remains of John Creighton,
Sr., who died Friday after an operation in Palmer Memorial Hospital.
Boston. arrived Monday accompanied
by Albert T. Gould, Mrs. Gould and
swriceTwili'be held at his laTe^eri-

THRO’ BUZZARD TO VOTE

: EGGS AND CHICKS;
r—

exceed three lines inserted once for 25
three times for 50 cents. Addi
HAWES BARRED ROCK chick* lfic
Democrats Get Contested Offices In Thomaston—The cents,
tional lines flve cents etch for one time. Every chick trom large hen's eggs of high
10 cents for three times. Six words egg production. Let me hatch your eggs
make a line.
Annual Budget Is Cut
l>5e each, guarantee your chicks free
of all diseases. ALFRED C. HAWES.
Union.
_ ___________ 28-39
“wYLLIES STRAIN S~C. Reds. We will
Another Thomaston town meeting, ings, $200; medical inspection of
deliver hy truck or postoald April chix
for $15 per hundred. State accredited
held in a snow and rainstorm which , schools, $75; electric lights, water and
for white diarrhea. F. H. WYLLIE &
- SON. Thomaston. R. 1.
.
j.
unv Insurance of school buildings. $1200; — • . .
30-tf
made verv disagreeable trave.ing, has |
”
DODGE truck crank* handle lost. Re
salaries of town officers including
R I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100. State
passed into history. It was very or$24?5; tQwn cxpcnses $1500; ward. Return to THECOURIER-GA
tested.
Accredited.
Trapnested and
ZETTE office. ___________________ bred
36-38 for heavy laying nnd egg size. W.
derly, with but a little of the oidtime repairs on sidewalks, $1000; highways COLLIE DOG. lost, reddish brown, with j L. MERRIAM. Union, Me.__________25-tf
white ln front, bow legged, name Buddy.
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
spirit of controversy. Tlie voters and bridges, $3000; breaking out MRS.
BERNARD KALER, 56 PleasantSO hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
38-40
Tel.
86-R.
were 507 in number. Richard O. roads, $800; shoveling snow from
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
ALBION WOTTON. Box 207, Friendship.
Elliot was unanimously elected med- sidewalks, $750; under article 17,' LARGE tick rabbit hound lost, name Me.
Tel. 128-11.__________________ 26-45
Dick. Suitable reward. NATHAN PEASE.
erator, an office which he fills so $1194 appropriated to continue road Hope.__ Tel. Lincolnville 12-19.
38*40
S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatching
’
eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 100. E.
capably. Town Clerk Enoch M. from Wentworth's through Cushing
G. TEAGUE. Warren. TcL 13-42 War
ren.
27-tf
Clark had 505 votes, with no opposi- to Thomaston town line over Wads

: LOST AND FOUND •

tion. For selectman, Charles H. worth street to State highway D.
woodcock, Democrat, received 348 easterly to Beechwoods street thence
vctes and Prcd Hincklcy' Republican, _ to Willis Corner; patrolled highways,

•

WANTED

;I

TWO MEN wanted for permanent sales

« . » ~

«

FOR SALE

I
♦

■*

denes this Tuesday afternoon at 3.30. 199 Fcr assessor, J. Herbert Everett. $331.80; maintenance of highways, work. Good wages, good future. Apply
Mrs. Earl A. Starrett was the guest, Democrat. 374; Harry Stewart. Re- ! $60; maintenance of third class high-1 » to 12
HORSE, harness and wagons for sale.
38-40
Inquire 17 Trinity St. E. B. St. CLAIR.
of her daughter Miss Dorothy L. publican, 161. Overseer of the poor, ways, $240; electric street lights,
TO RENT building suitable for auto
36*38
School tpriday. F“she^etumed^t- Frcd Burnham’ Dcmocrat’ 323; Albert $1809; support of poor, $1000; note repair shop ln Rockland. Write AUTO j ------ ————---- -------- ■■■ -------- -------- ——
REPAIR, care Courier-Gazette.
37*39
APPLES. S.arks and Gano^ for eating
----------------- < and
cooking.. 75c per bu. J. F. CALDERurday.
j Mank, Republican, 206. There was , for temporary loan to repair and re36*41
LONG HAIRED KITTENS wanted at i
i -------WOOD ..
union
| _
Upon recommendation of the town no opposition to the other officers; furnish pcstoffice. $536.56; fire com- once. 7 to 16 weeks old—male or female.
37-39
HOUSEHOLD
furniture
and
piano
for
nurse, the local branch of the Red Treasurer. Harriet R. Williams, Re- panies, $600; operate fire alarm, $15; D. YORK, Rockland. Tel. 293-W
sale at JOSEPH ADAMS' PLACE, BeechMIDDLEAGED
woman
wanted
for
woods
St.,
Thomas
ton.
____________
36*33
Cross has expended for public school publican; School committee, Mrs. La- running expenses of fire apparatus,
general housework, must be good cook, j
children during the past year the
' HARD WOOD fltted. $12 and $14;
storing, servicing and operat- MRS f. c. b.. care this office.
38-40 Junks.
$12; small round wood, stove
amount of $67.75, distributed as fol vinia G. Elliot, Democrat;'auditor. $300;
CHANCE OF LIFETIME Reliable man lengths. $10; fltted soft wood. $8. O H
lows: For glasses, examination free, A. Mabel Fernaid, Republican; ing pump and chemical engine. $335; wanted to call on farmers in Knox Coun- I CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
26-tf
$49.75; for osteopathic treatment, $18. police officers and constables. Levi R. hydrant rent. $2900; calcium chloride, ty. Wonderful opportunity ^Make $7^ | -^^-cARS^tudebakers. Nash. Whip$12 dally. No experience
capita, needchevrolet, Ford. JcweH. Prices
SPECIALS—WEEK OF MARCH 28
These items were not included in the Clark, chief; Ernest Gray, Anson $850; town nurse, $1000; interest on ed
fr()m $2Q
wm exchangp
Write today. MCNESS CUMBAN X,
report submitted by the town nurse. ;
M, Freeport. Illinois.
_Dept.
------------------------- : for anvthing of value E. D. LINSCOTT,
Pryor.
Levi
Keizer.
Charles
Winchcn
town
debt,
$1883.75;
principal
on
town
The Baptist ladies circle will meet
LARGE or small lots of hens wanted. ; 73 Crescent St.. Rockland. Tel. 812-W
38-40
Wednesday afternoon and evening , bach; tiuant officer. Charles Win- j debt. $3000; surety bonds, $150; pub- PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St. J
Tel
. 806-J.
37-39
fire
chief
and
wardens,
lie
library.
$450;
night
police
officer,
with, work, supper ar>d program by chenbach;
AXMINSTER RUG 9x12. oak dining
w i table and mahogany stand all ln good
the juniors and primary children.
rdwin A. Anderson, chief; Ernest $600; cemetery, $400; repairing cui1 K
. I condition at reasonable price. MRS.
PER
37*39
’ KENNEDY 92 Cedar St
Gray. J. Herbert Everett, Henry Vose; vert on Georges street. $400; Western ♦
CAN
♦
GARAGE Cash Register for sale ln first
Easter at the Baptist Church i ale r of weights and measures, Earl Meadow and Green Hcuse Hill roads, ♦
♦ class condition. E. J. ELWELL. Camden.
was filled with services appropriate t Qcates' trustees of public library, $1000; repair concrete road at Comer, t
Tel. 630.
38*40
*
to the day.Starting with a baptism I
d
u
sturtevant, $1000; Williams Brasier Post, $50; re
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
WAITRESS and plain pastry cook
LARGE
i of two candidates at 7 o clock in the n
*"v’
wants position Good references. TEL modern buildings, pasture land, hay.
PKG.
36*38 apple orchards, lumber and Arc wood.
morning, followed by a session of the J. Walter Strout; surveyors cf lum pairs Eureka engine house, $500; re 735-J.
.
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
Sunday school at 9.45 at which there ber. W. J. Robertson, I. E. Archibald, pair Counce engine house, $400; re
SITUATION wanted by a working St., Camden. Tel. 2597 .
21-tf
was an attendance of 190. At the Elmus Morse. Newell McLain; meas pairs exterior Watfs Block, $400; re housekeeper. TEL. CAMDEN 8918.
HORSE HOE. horse rake, disc harrow,
36*38
morning service at 11 o'clock 150 urers of wood and bark, I. E. Archi build Branch Brook bridge, $700;
QUART
two cultivators, sulky plow. No. 4 Hussey
PRACTICAL nurse, best of references, plow, potato digger for sale. Inquire
persons gathered for worship. The
BOTTLE
like cases. MRS. C. L. ROACH. R F. D. No. 2. BOX 15 Union.
program of music as published was bald. H. R Young. E. P. Starrett. J. street light on Georges street, $18; to would
132
Park St. Tel. 441-J.___________ 38*41
EVEN-ROOM ho/'e for sale, bath, fine
carried out with fine effect under the Edward Elliot. Albert Elliot. A. J. El- tal, $46,858.11.
_ POSITION wanted as housekeeper for
barn. 14 acre fleld, Oliver St.,
M U L E TEA M
direction of Mrs. J. Walter Strout. het. Jchn Malonev; weighers of hay,
On Article 16, relating to State elderly person, or helper or companion cellar,
mile from postofflee. Quick sale
An appropriate sermon in which the A j Flliot, John Mjtoney j. Eaward Aid road, the vote was yes, but Article for same. References. 88 CAMDEN ST. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
^BORAX
Tel. 180-J.
37-39 Tel. 1080.
18-tf
keynote was "Victory" was preached
. ... .
„_ „
by the pastor. Rev. H. S. Kilborn. F 'ot' Albert F-llot’ measurers of 17A authorizing $1194 for State Aid
FOUR ROOM bungalow. Just off Main
For all
In Thomaston for sale. In perfect
Another large audience assembled in $ra'n. Rcdney Jordan. Earl Coates, road, was indefinitely postponed.
NORTH WALDOBORO St.
PER BOTTLE
condition, large lot of land. Many other
Laundry
the evening and had much pleasure Stanley Miller; auctioneer, Wilbur P. Article 18. calling for bituminous sur
desirable properties. DR. ALLYNE W.
All schools in town reopened Mon PEABODY. Tel. 52-11 Thomaston.
in listening to a program of singing strong; harbor master, Arthur J. facing, was passed.
PACKAGE
23-tf
by a large chorus of the junior choir T hot: buiidir g inspector, Edwin A
It was voted to use the principal day after several weeks vacation.
c
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
and the adult choir who sang many
Geneva Eugley visited her mother
$10. junks $10. W. L. OXTON. West
familiar hymns by the light of an Anderson;
warden, Horace Vose, of the George Elliot bequest < $5000 > Mrs. Lavander Newbert Friday.
Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
31-tf
DAINTI-SALTED
to build permanent sidewalks. The
illuminated
cross.
Some
of
these
health
officer.
Dr.
B.
H.
Keller;
Many
persons
in
this
locality
are
#0.9
As advertised in radio program
were sur j antiphonally by the two cemetery committee, Richard E. article calling for the tarring of Knox ill with the prevailing epidemic of
SOUPS and SALADS
“Death Valley Days”
choirs stationed in opposite ends of cjiin. J. Russell Davis; field drivers, street was indefinitely postponed, as cough and colds.
the church. A short talk was made , . , ,
,
, .
Joan Burnheimer was the guest of
by the pastor, which with prayer and |L<rj,? Jacobs- Joseph Long, Wairen was the article relating to a net? road Mrs. Wesley Mank Wednesday.
machine.
offering mida up the evening pro- Knights. Myer Block. Irving Condon,
Daniel Savage and Merlin Eugley
TWO rooms for light housekeeping and
gram. Misa Carlene Davis of the, Warwick Vose, Rodney Dinsmore
Article 52, trimming trees, and are doing carpenter work for Burn- one
single room to let. All modern con
junior choir was appreciated in her c.car Burton, Aaron Clark, Lawrence Article 53, appropriation for snow i heimer Brothers.
veniences. 11 UNION ST. Tel. 735-W.
38-40
/H1® dccoratio"s con- .Hunt Richard Feehan, Alfred M. fencing. Article 55. light on G.l-1 fMTrfTand Mrs' Lcfvander
3
i of Jefferson were at Laforest Mank s
FURNISHED apartment, three rooms
sisted of Faster lrlies and a beautiful. _
_ . . _, . ,.
chrest street, Article 56, State adver Saturday evening.
and toilet to let. Unfurnished aprtment
bouquet of cut calla lilies in memory j Strcut- Robert Shields,
flve rooms and toilet. Inquire 12
of Rev. Dr. W. A. Newccmbc who' These appropriations were made: rising, and Article 57, appropriation
Kennie Teague, Harold Orff and of
KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W.
33-tf
Avery Sidelinger are busy with their
33-tf
served
as
pastor
30
years;
also
pink
Schools,
$13,630;
salary
school
comfor
firemen's
muster,
were
indefinite

Each
gasoline engines sawing wood.
TENEMENT of six rooms to let. newly
tulips and other plants. The lilies mittee, $75; repairs on school build- ly postponed.
papered and painted. Inquire FRANK
were sent to the shut-in members of
BUTLER. 155 South Main St.
36-33
the parish.
'
.................
Each
EAGLE
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms
KNOX POMONA GRANGE
Truman Sawyer who has had em beauty of phrasing and dramatic ex- 1
E. L. Carver and Rupert Howard on to let at 17 Warren St., good repair,
ployment in Needham, Mass., for sev rress*on the story of the Crucifixion
a shopping trip to Camden, March 21, garage if desired. Inquire 12 WARREN
eral weeks has finished his work and the Resurrection in the cantata.
Knox Pomona will meet with Good were detained there three days ST. Tel. 577._____________________ 38-tf
there and returned home.
The Dawn of Victory. This included Will Grange, South Warren, Satur through a storm. They called on Mr.
WELL FURNISHED room to let in pri
Miss Emily Young of Noroton solos bv Miss Thelma Linscott, Mrs.
vate family. Fine home. TEL. 961-M
Carver's
brother-in-law,
E.
C.
Quinn,
day.
Dinner
will
be
served
at
noon
38-38
Heights, Conn., is spending the Easter Eleanor I ibby and Dr. O. F. Cushing,
is in Knox Hospital.
Two rents. Winter St., six rooms, first
vacation in town.
a delightful chorus by the sweet- by the host Grange, and this program who
8-Ounce Package IOC
MARSHMALLOWS
Richard
Howard
of
Warren
is
help

floor; flve rooms second floor, lights,
, , , .
I voiced juniors, a sextette, and a num- will be given by the lecturer, during
toilets T. SHAPIRO. Army and Navy
ing his father sawing wood.
, ,,
. ....
ber for women's voices, besides the the afternoon:
store. Tillson Ave.
36*38
REECH-NUT MUSTARD
2 Jars 25C
Miss
Evelyn
Green
is
visiting
,^'..and^??rs'.vA': d'
sP?nt 1 choruses for full choir. The accom
“ ROOMS to let at 32 School St. MISS
Singing by the Grange; address of friends at Eagle for a short time.
Sundav w’ith their daughter Mrs. panying readings bv Miss Rita Smith
ANNE V. FLINT. Tel. 1013-M
34-tf
Quart Bottle 21C
VINEGAR
Francis Friend in Skowhegan.
Miss Hilda Bracey stayed with Mrs.
and Miss Jessie Stewart added much welcome, Fred Fernaid; response
TWO furnished rooms for light houteStephen Lavendar returned to to the beauty and worshipful char Adelia Veazie; recitation, Oscar Cope- Carver during Mr. Carver’s absence
keeplng to let; water, gas. lights. E. N.
Bowdoin College Monday after a acter of the evening. Miss Woodcock land; question, Why I keep hens and 1 George and Ruby Sylvester ar.d SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-1
Per Package 9C
B RILLO
short visit at home.
at the organ gave the uplifting . wmen pays best, very early or later Laura Stinson of Deer Isle were at!_____________________________ 38-tf
Norman Whitehill who tcok a Hosanna by Wachs, while Miss Lin- ; hatched chickens, discussed by Leslie the home of their uncle, E. S. Brown,! FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
| let. good location, rent reasonable.
course at the International Intertype scott accompanied the juniors at the , Copeland and Ray Simmons; piano for the weekend.
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Te!
School in Brooklyn, N. Y. and after piano. Apcreciation is exDressed to solo, Muriel Coffin; recitation, Nettie
PKGS.
77.
26-tf
finishing there came to Massachu Miss Rung!es, the members of the Copeland; speaker. Bertram E. Pack
THE OLD EATON OAK
AVAILABLE for rent four medium
setts and worked in the office of the choir, and all who helned to make ard. Commissioner of Education,
In Camden, Maine
price tenements. $15. $20. $25 ERNEST
Italian American News in West New both services a beautiful expression
Old Oak that years withstood C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
26-tf
singing by the Grange; reading, Ann That dear
the fury of the blast
ton, Mass., is at horn? after eight of the spirit of Easter.
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockiand Si
Bucklin;
original
paper,
Annie
Page;
Has
dropped
Its
limbs
to
be
resolved
to
electric lights, toilet, garage.
MR.
months' absence for an indefinite
Mother Earth at last.
irritation. Florence Whitehill; violin
SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888.
stay.
28-tf
solo.
Leslie
Copeland;
reading,
Rosa
That
d(
,
ar
old
Oak
.
n(>ath
whtrh
LYNN RANGE BURNERS
we
From the Utica (N. Y.) Daily
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic fc»t
played ln childhood’s happy hours.
3-OUNCE
16 Cz Can
Press of March 23 the following Bear the name Lvnn Products Co. No Cutting; recitation, Rose Marshall.
Then plucked sweet fern or fleur-de-lis Inquire of MRS W. S. KENNISTON. 176
RED
CAP
JUGS
notice is taken: “Ilion, N. Y.—The other burner is manufactured by this
Main St. Tel. 874-W._____________ 26-tf
and other native flowers.
funeral of Walter Creighton, who company as claimed by the repre
UNION
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
C
______
That dear Old Oak. austere, alone, wlth- Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESC. OTT
died at Rochester March 20, was held sentative nf sum; firms. If in doubt
... .
_ . , , ,
’
ln whose ample shade
240 Broadway.
26-tf
from the Applegate Funeral Home call or write
There will be a Rebekan degree small herds of klne had sought relief
HOUSE of 6 room* to let. flue cellar,
Wednesday conducted by Ilion Lodge
team rehearsal Thursday evening
through many a long decade,
A.
C.
McLOON
&
CO.
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
F.&A.M., assisted bv Rev. F. W.
promptly at 7.30 Be present and sup- 1 Beneath whose branches, spreading wide, large veranda, large >ard. Adults only
Ainslee. The body was placed in the McLoon Wharf Rockland Tel. 51 port your degree mistress.
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
26-tf
we
ate
our
lunch
at
noon
30-tf
Richardson Memorial vault at the
And ardent lovers kept thelr tryst when
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
Armory Hill Cemetery. The deceased
shone the full-orbed moon.
able for family of two or three, at 15
Slimmer St. Apply to MRS. FROST
was born in Maine. March 31, 1874.
26-tf
But now no more will childhood seek its Tel. 318-W.
and spent about 20 years in Ilion.
welcome shade at noon.
LARGE PACKAGE
He was repairman for the Reming
Nor lovers make that rendezvous when •A
Flakes
Per
shines the shimmering moon.
ton Typewriter Company in Cuba fcr
r
With Crystalware
a number of vears. He was night su
or Granules Pkg
No more will Jersevs seek relief from ♦
perintendent of the Masonic Hospital i
$
scorching, midday sun.
Nor picnic lunrhers gather round when H*9**»**«-«»-*«-*««*»***«*****«««»«««»^R®f
at Utica and for the past seven years
the
long
day's
work
Is
done.
held the position as night superin
NOTICE- On and after Uiis date I will
YOU KNOW THE OWNER
be responsible for any bills other
tendent at the Monroe County Hos
So let us bid a fond farewell to our dear, not
than
those contracted for by mvself.
pital at Rochester. He was a mem
old. friendly tree
2
Which God. the giver of all good, had AUGUSTA STEWART. March 1. 1932.
ber of the Baptist Church. Ilion
36*38
reared for you and me.
tions are going into over night camps. Lodge, 591, F.&A.M., Golden Star
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlshed and
Virginia
Nelson.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Joseph S. Mullin.
SOUTH CHINA
remodeled, reasonable rates; reproduc
Lincolnville. Me.
Much interest centers in the Friends Lodge 839, I.O.O.F, and Damon
Fitzgerald, William Ring of Warren
tions made Satisfaction guaranteed. W.
chapel, which if plans of the Zonta T edge 125. Knights of Pvthias. He is
and
Miss
Florence
Plaisted
were
sup

ASSESSORS
’
NOTICE
F. ‘ BILL” SIMMONS. Tel. 1003-J Dun
Ralph Esancy and Frank Nary, Jr.,
ton Ave., or Tel. 802-R South Main St..
per guests of Ralph Esancy Sunday Club materialize, will be remodeled survived by two sisters, Mrs. G H P.
CITV
OF
ROCKLAND
were in Waterville last Tuesday.
Stone
and
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Huyler;
City.
_
________ ______ 38-tf
evening in honor of his birthday an and used as a Preventorium in one niece and two nephews of Ilion.”
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes
Verne Der.icj was recently quite niversary
of the City of Rockland, hereby give
PZlPER HANGING done; also have
charge of Mrs. Marion Fox Oakes,
Mr. Creighton was a native of Thom
notice to the Inhabitants of said City paper to sell from 6c roll up. Will call
badly burned about the head and
Clyde Mitchell and Herman Rocsler ! where about a dozen children may en- aston. a son of Ebcn and Elizabeth
end other persons having Taxable Prop with samples upon request. E. L. AMES.
hands at the gasoline saw mill.
joy
the
benefit
of
sunshine,
air
ana
erty within said city, to make and bring Ingraham Hill. Tel. 1184-R.
38*40
(Watts) Creighton. His last visit to
in to said Assessors true and perfect
Herbert Plaisted who fell on the ice were in Waterville Thursday and the the fine pine grove.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Thomaston was made in company
latter
bought
a
span,
cf
hoises.
lists
of
thelr
polls
and
all
their
estates
while sliding and cut his head so
real and personal, ln writing Including Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
with his two sisters and brother-inPRIZE CONTEST
26-tf
William Ring of Warren was a mid
badly that 14 stitches were neces
Money on Hand or at Interest, and
EAST
UNION
law
two
’
’
ears
ago.
when
thev
came
to
debts due more than owing, .nnd all
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING ls ft
sary to close the wound, is compara week guest at Herbert Esancy’s. Miss
attend
the
dedication
of
the
Knox
property
held
ln
trust
as
Guardian,
This ’2000 Prize Contest is open to everyone, except
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
Gertrude returned with him for a few
tively well now.
Executor, Administrator. Trustee or Main St.. Rockland.
Mrs. Chloe Mills who has been Memorial.
26-tf
The prevailing distempers are about I days’ visit with her aunt, Mrs. W. C. nursing Mrs. Roland Payson returned 1
employees of this company. 1st Prize is "A 4 weeks Trip
otherwise (except as is bv law exempt
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric
from
taxation)
which
th'
were
pon
esover, and grade school vacations are , Wellman in South Hope and Mrs. Saturday to her home in South Hope. (
Europe", with expenses paid or ’1000 cosh. 2nd prize,
sor of on the first da’ of April. 1932. Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
The Joy of Easter
also over until June.
I Charles Ring, Warren.
. —Club
___ _____
and to be prepared to Make Oath to the moderate cost for your spring cleaning
The girls of the 4-H
gave a
"A Trip to Alaska"or ’500 cash. 3rd Prize,’200 .. 4th, 5th,
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri
truth of the same.
Easter received adequate expres
Erskine Academy closed Friday for
Samuel Grindell, road patrolman. cartj par(y jn the Grange hall ThursAnd they an* particularly requested cians. phone 721. next to Ford Agency.
6th,
7th,
8th,
9th
Prizes,
’
50
each.
Here's
what
you
do
the Easter vacation of one week. Fiist nas a new Chevrolet truck.
night, and Friday afternoon they sion at the Federated Church where
31-tf
to notify the Assessors of the names of
all persons of whom they have bought
honors for graduation belong to Miss
Judging from work being done
at the home of their leader Mrs the charming decorations of lilies,
AGENTS’ COMMISSIONS. Sell high
Write 100 words on "New Uses for Jap-A-Lac and Why
or to whom they have sold taxable grade razor blados. Cost you one cent
narcissi, pussywillows and forsytnia
Ruth Parmenter of China and Miss , China Lake will be more of a summer I Lina Morton.
I Like It Best. Prizes will be awarded by three impartial
property since the first day of April, each. Make 100 per cent profit. Send
resort than ever. Carpenters are I George Merrill of South Hope is about the pulpit, and a colorful bank
Ruth Hisler of Weeks’ Mills.
1931. •
25c for 10 sample blades and particu
judges
to
the
best
ten
entries.
Contest
closes
May
31,1932.
of
rose
and
pink
geraniums
and
be

And for the purpose of receiving said lars. JONCO SALES CO.. P. O. Box 263.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Esancy and making additions to the Dinsmore' boa~dir.g with Mr. and Mrs. Hartley
lists
and making transfers ot all prop Rockland.
gonia
against
the
piano,
reflected
the
23-tf
Virginia Nelson were recent guests of cottage, recently sold; W. B. Bailey Watts.
erty bought or sold, the undersigned will
Each entry must be accompanied by our label or a draw
Mr. and Mrs Frank Morse, North is building a cottage; one or more
HARNESS and leather goods, also re
be In session at the Assessors’ Room.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spear are re promise of spring without. The ser
ing
of
our
label.
Give
name
of
your
dealer
mon
by
Rev.
Hubert
F.
Leach
un

No. 7. City Building, from nine to twelve pairing. .JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St..
cottages are going up on the George joicing over the birth of a daughter
Hope.
o’clock in the forenoon, and from one opp. foot Pleasant St.
30-tf
folded the true message of Easter
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Esancy and Hussey shore and we hear two sec- i on Easter Sunday.
Someone, somewhere, will receive the First Prize . . . o
to four o’clock in the afternoon of each
N E W AM STER I) AM CASUALTY CO._
Day,
which
was
also
given
by
the
day.
The Community Club met in the choir in two fine anthems, Hark the
glorious four weeks trip through England, France,
of New York
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY
PRIZE CONTEST
; Grange hall last Wednesday and Voice of Love and Mercy, Adams,
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
APRIL 1, 2, 4, 1932
Belgium, Germany, Switzerland ...or ’1000. Some
knotted two auilts. Maud Payson and Lift Up Your Heads, Schnecker,
Special Notice to Executors, Adminis Real Estate .......................... $6,295,491 21
225.500 00
Mortgage Loans
one will get the 2nd Prize ... the trip to Alaska,
Free Trip to Europe
trators. Trustees or Guardians
and Izzie St. Clair were the house- with incidental solos bv Miss Linscott
75.000 00
The statute provides that you must Collateral Loans ...............
or ’500. Others will receive the remain
1 keepers and served an excellent din- and Mr. Stone. Miss Julia Woodcock,
TreeTrip to Alaska
14.230,936 50
bring ln to the Board of Assessors a true Stocks and Bonds ..........
469.674 52
I ner. The next meeting will be April organist, ably rendered Easter Morn
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
and
perfect
list
of
all
taxable
property
ing prizes. Why not enter
or Cash
Orange Pekoe and Pekoe
3.766 678 25
ln your possession to date of April i. Agents' Balances ............
■ 13 at the home of Amelia Dornan.
ing, Mailing; A Memory, Gillette, and
97,029 15
1932, otherwise it wlll be taxed as the Interest and Rents ..........
this contest now?
Lucretia Pushaw was in Augusta Easter Postlude, Hosmer. In the
ASK YOUR DEALER
618.316 63
statute provides, and any personal ex All other Assets .............
j
recently.
amination
of
property
by
the
Assessors
early part of the service occurred the
lc half lb.
will not be considered as a waiver of
Gross Assets ..................... $25,778,625 36
Miss Marguerite Lincoln of Wash baptism of the little son of Mr. and
neglect of any person ln bringing in true Deduct items not admitted
816,017 88
ington was recently a guest at the ; Mrs Palmer Pease Richard Ray
and Derfect list as required by law.
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. George mond, and after the sermon eight
Any person who neglects to comply
Admitted .......................... $24,962,608 48
with this notice wlll be doomed to a tax
Payson.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
members were received into the
according to the laws of the State end
Mrs. George Davis went Friday-to church: Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, Miss
be barred of the right to make application Net Unpaid Losses ............. $9,301,515 85
6 172,404 14
either to the Assessors or County Cora- Unearned Premiums ........
Hartford, Conn., where she will visit Thelma Linscott, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
missloners for any abatement of taxes *A11 other Liabilities .......... 2,488.688 49
R. W. Buz7ell Vinalhaven Fuel Co W. H. Thurston
her daughter Mrs. Joseph Daleb and liam
Richards.
Miss
Margaret
unless such person offer such list with Cash Capital ........................ 4,500.000 00
young grandson George Hamilton, Ruggles, Mrs' J. Russell Davis, Mrs.
hls application and satisfies the assessors Surplus over all Liabilities 2,500,000 00
Rockport, Me.
Vinalhaven, Me.
McKinley, Me.
that he was unable to offer lt at the
who was born March 20.
Warren Feyler and Mrs. F. L. S.
Total Liabilities and Sur
time appointed.
Miss Fannie Howard of South Morse. The evening service wel
S. C. Webster
W. S. Hopkins
W. A. Bessey
plus ................................... $24,962,608 48
M. M. DAGGETT.
Hop? was a visitor with friends in comed another^ large congregation
* Includes Special Reserve
Chairman.
W.
Tremont,
Me.
North
Haven,
Me.
Union,
Me.
Depreciation of Invest
L. A. THURSTON.
when, following a brief but vivid ad- '
this place Saturday.
ments ............................... $1,000,000 00
II. W. KEEP.
Several of the young people at- dress by Mr. Leach, the choir assist- p
Sherman Co. Eaton Taylor Co. F. D. Jones & Son
♦Voluntary
Reserve
for
Assessors of Rockland.
„ ,
1 i
1 tended the Faster concert at Union ed by a Junior chorus, and directed _
Rockland, Maine, March 1, 1932.
Contingencies .............. .
$177,641 44
Belfast, Me.
by Miss Margaret Ruggles, gave with Bar Harbor, Me. Little Deer Isle, Me.
38-T-44
354 1 Sunday evening.
31-39
“Fresh from the Gardens”

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

OLD DUTCH CLEANSER
8‘
GOLD DUST
23
AMMONIA
21

SITUATIONS

CLOROX

15*

TO LET

Nation-Wide

BROOMS

SPLENDID 2

RICE ir
SPLENDID 2
Vanilla IS

Mother’s Oats
X9C

Mop Handles

SUNNY
MONDAY

SOAP

WINDOW
WASH

If

CHIPSO
19*

FRE.E
TRIP

MISCELLANEOUS

Europe

“*100022

’2000

$2000

Salada Brown Label

THE GLIDQEN COM PANY

TEA
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“ON MY SET"

CLOVERDALE
STORES
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 or 794-W

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Talbot of Port
land were guests of Mrs. David
Talbot over the weekend, Mr. Talbot's
visit timed to attend Easter services
at the Universalist Church with the
Claremont Commandery, K.T.

$$take your

A surprise party was given at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Pet.ee
Friday evening when the Jolly Jokers
met there. Games and music were
enjoyed. A birthday cake with 20
candles and a pretty gift were pre
sented to Mrs. Pettee. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Everett Gray, Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Widdecombe, Mr.
and Mrs. William Widdecombe, Pearl j
Cavanaugh,
James Widdecombe,
George Van Dusen, Mr. and Mrs.
Pettee and Mrs. Annie Lloyd.

Dimes
io the
CLOVERDALE
STORE

Mrs. Fannie E. Brown of the
Miss Ruth Davis returned Thurs
Fuller-Oobb-Davis force is on the day from Waterville where she was
road to recovery at Knox Hospital, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W.
and able to receive her friends.
Richards for a few days.

Mrs. Harold B. Burgess was hostess
Mr. and Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery
of Camden are on a cruise to Panama to the Monday Night Club.
and the West Indies.
The F.&F. Bridge Club was enter
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Cummings of tained by Mrs. Tnomas F. Keating
Brewer spent the weekend with rela Easter eve at Hotel Rockland with a
banquet served in the main dining
tives.
.
room. All the members were present
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown are in to greet the honor guest, Miss Ruth
Blanchard of Martha’s Vineyard,
Boston for the week.
Mass., who was a member of the club
Miss Daphne Winslow who has when a Rockland resident. Bridge
been visiting her mother, Mrs. C. E. honors were won by Mrs. Maud Hal
Rollins, the past week, returned to lowell, Mrs. Willis H. Anderson and
Norway Sunday, to resume teaching. Mrs. Annie O'Brien. The F.&F. Club
is a charity organization, having con
Mrs. Sabra Chandler is again at tributed liberally to the milk fund
the home of W. H. Maxey, after being during the winter months.
in Camden for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and
The annual Student Day program daughter Marie expected to leave
of the Rubinstein Club will be pre Miami yesterday for the homeward
sented Friday afternoon at 2.15 in the trek.
Universalist vestry with Mrs. Lorita
Mrs. Earl Ludwick and Mrs. Har
Bicknell in charge. Parents and
teachers are invited to be special riet Orbeton entertained the Thimble
guests of the club; non-members may Club last evening at their home on
attend by paying the usual small ad Chestnut street.
mission fee. Teachers who have not
Miss Gladys Hunter who teaches
notified Mrs. Bicknell concerning
pupils to be presented are asked to do school in Goshen, Conn., spent her
so at once so that the program may Easter vacation in New York.
be completed.
Rev. and Mrs. Frank Luce of Dor
Fales Circle has a card partv this chester, Mass., are expected to ar
today to spend 10 days at the
evening at the home of Mrs. Eliza rive
Luce homestead, Camden road
beth Barton, Orange street.
Mrs. John M. Richardson was
AU reservations for the annual hostess to the T.H.E. Club for lunch
spring dinner of the Methebesec Club eon and cards last evening.
Friday evening must be arranged
with Mrs. Jane Beach, secretary, not
Miss Isabel Perry, superintendent
later than tomorrow noon.
j of nurses at the Bangor Hospital,
i spent the weekend with Mrs. Lena
Mrs. May Cross will act as hostess K. Sargent.
j
for the card party being given this
evening at Grand Army hall under
The Breakfast Bridge Club had
the auspices of Auxiliary Sons of luncheon at Mrs. Edith Jones' yester
Union Veterans.
day, with cards at the home of Mrs.
Harriet Silsby Frost, Summer street.
Brqwne Club is to meet Thursday
evening instead of Friday, as first
E. E. Stoddard motored to Orono
announced, in the First Baptist par Friday, and on his return was accom
lors, when a covered dish luncheon panied by his son, Richard, Maurice
will be served under the direction of Hall, Frederick HaU and Paul Mer
riam, returning' from University of
Miss Leola Robinson.
Maine for the Easter recess.
The bridge party to be given by the
Miss Eleanor Bird has returned to
BPW Club at the rooms Thursday
evening will reflect the Easter sea Old Town to resume teaching after
son in decorations, refreshments and spending the Easter vacation at
prizes. The hostesses will be Mrs. ; home.
Exie Perry. Mrs. Agnes Louraine and
Miss Helen Burns. These popular [ Mrs. Howard Hall and Mrs. Earl
BPW parties are always open to the Starrett of Thomaston motored to !
j Farmington Friday where they were '
public.
) guests of their daughters, Estelle Hall,
Miss Elaine Blouin, Sanford's and Dorothy Starrett. at Farmington
Normal School. They attended the
young song-bird, who has a wide annual gymnasium exhibition that
circle of friends among the musi night returning home Saturday aft
cians of the State, especially those ernoon.
associated with the Federated Music
Clubs, returned home from the
Mrs. Harry M. Wiggin and daugh
Curtis Institute of Music in Phila ter Miriam of South Thomaston
delphia to spend the Easter vacation have bden guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
with her parents. Miss Blouin is D. Wiggin in Camden.
studying for grand opera at the insti
tute where it is prophesied she will
Sam Sezak, athletic coach at Ma
take her place among the leading chias High School, is spending the
opera singers of the country.
week as house guest of Mrs. Annie
Thomas and daughter. Miss Ethel
Saturday Mrs. Thomas.
William Ellingwood, Jr., is home Thomas.
Mirs Thomas and Mr. Sezak were
from M. C. I., for the Easter recess.
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Mr. and Mrs. Huse N. Tibbetts re ald Kelsey, North Main street.
turned to Houlton yesterday, after
Mrs. G. H. Blethen and daughter
spending the Easter vacation with
Miss Gladys Blethen arrived Friday
relatives.
from a 10 days' trip which took them
Ladies' night at the Elks Home to to New York and Philadelphia. They
morrow will feature dancing with were accompanied by Mrs. Dorothy
Kirk's Orchestra furnishing music. Blethen Lawrence who is having a
week's vacation from hcr duties as
Mrs. Ralph Trim is chairman.
dietitian at Wells College, Aurora,
The Speech Readers Club meets N. Y.
tomorrow afternoon at 2.30.
Mrs. Annie Thomas and daughter.
Miss Ethel Thomas, who have had
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph LeBlanc and | apartments
with Mrs. J. S. W.
son Leslie of Lincolnville were Burpee, Limerock street, for the win
visitors in the city Sunday.
ter, have taken rooms with Mrs. Car
rie Frye in Camden, for the next few
The Corner Club met Friday aft months.
ernoon with Mrs. C. A. Packard,
Pleasant street.
The final call on reservations for
The Diligent Dames are to meet the Methebesec Club's annual spring
Thursday for 1 o'clock luncheon in dinner at the Thorndike Hotel, Fri
the Congregational vestry.
Each day evening, at 6.30 is set for Wednes
Dame ts to take box lunch, to be aug day noon, notifying Mrs. Jane Beach,
secretary.
mented by hot coffee.

[Good Housekeeping]
• In»tltu»e

Three years ago a dime was hardly worth bothering
about. Today it’s “big money.” Fortunately for
food buyers, it buys more groceries than ever
before. Look at what your dimes can buy for you
this week at Cloverdale.

Peanut Butter
Shrimp bright and firm

6,<nd
■

10c

Pineapple
Crispo Fig Bars

Quarter Box

ib 10c
can 10c

.. ib 10c

Special value every
week

Kippered Herring N«n'210c

Valley Peaches

Cream Corn Starch ph 10c

California Sliced

2

big cans

Calo Dogor Cat Food un 10c

25c

Benefit Tomatoes

Friend's Beans

Diced Carrots F.«y ^„210c

ALL KINDS

3

Ig cans

Fancy Cut Beets NoJ 4 10c

49c

Super Suds..................... 3 pigs 22c
Octagon Soap .... 5 cates 25c
Royal Baking Powder . .12-stir. 45c
Royal Gelatin (quiet setting) . 3 pltgs 25c
California Tomatoes . 2 No 21-f ans 25c
Grandmother’s Mint Jelly . . i«" 10c
Benefit Assorted

CHOCOLATES *
Creams, nuts, fruit jellies, neugatines—a
delightful assortment of delicious choco
lates. Include a pound with your order.

5 lb box $1.39

10c

ib

29c

N.B.C. ASSORTED

FLUFFS

Ib 15c

Benefit Cut Stringless Beans
3 No 2 cans
. . 25c
Old Heidelberg Malt
3 Ig cans . . . $1.00
Comet Rice
3 pkgs...................... 25c
Brunswick Motor Oil
(100% pure Pennsylvania)
8-qt can ... $1.00

Gold Medal Flour
“Kitchen Tested”
24'/2-lb bag 85c

ESSLINGER-PATTERSON

McCARTNEY-MYERS

The marriagf of Joanna G. Patterson and Reinhold L. Esslinger took
place Easter Sunday afternoon, the
ceremony being performed by Rev.
Fr. James A. Flynn, pastor of St.
Bernard's Church.
The bride was attended by Miss
Madeline Esslinger of Hicksville,
Long Island, sister of the groom, and
the groom had as his best man, Wil
liam H. Glendenning, Jr., of this city,
cousin of the bride. The bride was
charming in a modish navy blue
gown with matching accessories, and
carried a shower bouquet of Easter
lilies and lilies of the valley. The
bridesmaid, who wore a gown of
American Beauty georgette, carried
an arm bouquet of roses.
After the ceremony a reception was
hcld at the home of the bride, members of the immediate families being
present.
The bride, who is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. Patterson, of
this city, graduated from Rockland
High School and Rockland Commer
cial College, and attended University
of Maine. For the past two years
she has been private secretary to the
base manager of the Curtiss-Wright
Flying Service in this city.
The groom, who is the son of R. A.
Esslinger, a well known jeweler and
optometrist of Hicksville, Long
Island, was service manager of the
Curtiss-Wright Base at Rockland for
the past year, and now holds a simi
lar position for the same concern at
Valley Stream, Long Island, where
the newly wedded couple will reside.
Upon leaving Rockland the young
couple carry with them the best
wishes of a host of friends.

Wearing a gown of tea rose crepe
roma with trimmings of lace Miss
Cornelia Myers of Van Nuys, Calif.,
became the bridle of A. Kenneth Mc
Cartney, field executive of the West
ern Maine Council of Boy Scouts of
America, at an Easter ceremony
Saturday afternoon in the parlors
of the Woexlfords Congregational
parish house. The bride’s gown was
fashioned with a jacket trimmed with
bands of fur, and she wore a beige
1 straw hat. She carried an arm bouI quet of pink roses.
Her only attendant. Miss Betty
Ringquist of Fitchburg, Mass., was
i gowned in old blue chiffon, a beige
' hat completing her costume. Her
! bouquet was of yellow roses. Mr. Mc
Cartney's groomsman was Herbert L.
Patrick. Rev. Cornelius E. Clark
officiated at the ceremony, using the
single ring service. Intimate friends
were in attendance.
Mr. McCartney and his bride left
for a short motor trip, on their re
turn to reside at 216 Deering avenue.
Portland. The bride, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Myers of
Van Nuys, Calif., attended the Uni
versity of California. Mr. McCart
ney is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
McCartney, also of Van Nuys. and is
a member of the Theta Chi Fra
ternity.

A little city boy was visiting his
country cousin.
"What do you know about cows?"
quizzed the country lad. "You don't
even know if that's a Jersey cow."
“I don't know from here, 'caure I
can’t see its license."—Stray Stories.

ANDERSON-YOUNG

What proved to be a surprise to
their many friends was the marriage
of Miss E. Sybil Young of Rockland
and Eino Anderson of Owl's Head,
which took place Feb. 22 at the
Methodist parsonage in Rockland.
Rev. H. H. Marr officiating. The
bride is the youngest daughter of
Capt. and Mrs. William Young of
Rockland.
She graduated from
Rockland High School in 1928, win
ning high honors in typing. She has
for the last two years held an office
in the Order of the Eastern Star, and
is a member of the Methodist
Church. Mr. Anderson is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Anderson of
Owl's Head, and is a member of the
Masonic order and the Eastern Star
The young people are popular, and
the best wishes of all friends arc ex
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Russell and tended
Mrs. A. R. Havener motored to
to them.
daughter who have been occupying
Portland Saturday.
the Bicknell apartment at 12 Knox
Mirs Ruth Blanchard of Vineyard
E. C. Moran Sr. is confined to his street during the winter, have re Haven is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
turned to their home, Russell Inn, Thomas J. Keating, at Hotel Rock
home on Beech street by illness.
Searsport.
land.
Mrs. John N. Glidden of Newcastle
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag en
was the guest Saturday of Mrs. Rose
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Burns arrived
Glidden who is making an extended tertained Sunday at dinner, their home yesterday by motor, with Robert
guests
being
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
M.
visit with her brother, John Lothrop.
Burns as chauffeur after several
Pomeroy, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Whitte weeks spent in Ormond, Fla.
Miss Florence Holmstrom of Wa more, James Thompson and Holger
terville is the guest of Mrs. Levi Flint Struckman.
Mrs. Jessie Dolham was in Rock
for the week.
port Sunday to visit her brother
The BPW Club rooms was the scene
Charles Coughlin who is taking a of a jolly gathering yesterday after Prince who is quite ill.
special course in research work at noon, the occasion being a party giv
Miss Pinkerton has moved into the
University of Maine returns to Orono en by Felice, daughter of Mr, and
today after spending a few days at Mrs. Donald Perry, to celebrate her Conary tenement, James street.
home.
11th birthday. Miss Edna M. King,
Willis Anderson, general manager
Felice’s teacher, was a special guest of the Ford agency, went to Boston
Masons and their guests in Cam and assisted in the games. The deco
den and surrounding towns are look rations were in keeping with the sea yesterday on business.
ing forward to Thursday evening son and the feature of the refresh
Mrs. Sabra Chandler who has been
when the Camden Masons give an ments W'as the traditional birthday
other of thelr popular assemblies and cake. The young hostess received the guest of her brother, Burton
card parties. The committee making many gifts. The guests were Ione Skinner, in Camden, the past two
weeks, has returned home.
arrangements for this one consists of
Harold Corthell. John Matthews, F. Louraine, Ruth Nichols, Dorothy
Howard,
Dorothy
Sherman,
Nancy
“Is your boy Josh ambitious?”
W. Miller. F. H. Calder, F. T. Simp
son. Edwin Goodwin. W. L. Bassick, Snow, Virginia Till, Norma Havener,
“Yes,” replied Farmer Corntossel.
Eleanor
Kalloch,
Patricia
Allen,
“He’s plannin’ to be so rich au' suc
C. Kendall Hopkins. D. J. Dickens,
Bobby
Chisholm,
Gordon
Burgess,
Joseph A. Brewster. M. Alton French,
cessful that already he's beginnin' to
and Fred Jagels, together with their Grant Davis, Harold Dondis, Robert look on me as a sort o' poor relation.”
Call,
Charles
Duff,,
Frederick
Perry,
wives. Additional mertibers of the
—Washington Evening Star.
supper committee are Dr. and Mrs. Richard Karl, Donald Chisholm and
H. J. Pettapiece, Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Roger Miller of Waldoboro. Misses
A French author has written a
Chandler and Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Helen and Maureen Burns were also book titled. "India's Untouchables.”
Norton. These assemblies are at special guests, and Mrs. Perry was He hasn't seen anything yet until he
tended by several Rockland Masons assisted by Mrs. John Chisholm and comes over here and tries to touch
Mrs. Jennie Ingraham.
•
and friends.
one of our bankers.

I’m proud
of my Age!
says Nazimova

One nf the best Sunday attrac
tions on the radio, in the opinion
of Maine folks, at least, is the
Class 13 broadcast in Portland.
Ktv. Henry F. Merrill's famous
organization held its lead in the
attendance contest last Sunday
when there were 1082 men pres
ent at the meeting in Strand
Theatre. Special greetings were
extended to friends in Dark Har
bor and Atlantic. Prefacing his
vigorous Easter sermon Dr. Mer
rill informed the friends of Class
13 that an interesting history of
the organization appeared in the
March number of that well
known Maine magazine “SunUp.”
Class 13 has its own band, but
next Sunday it will be augmented
hv six others which have volun
teered to attend the service. A
delegation of 200 is to be pres
ent from Livermore Falls and I
am interested to see how large a
crowd my friend Frank II. Ingra
ham will drum up from the First
Baptist Church and Rockland at
large, cne week from Sunday.

Rural (duration problems will
be discussed from WGY, Wedreday, at 7 p. m., by Dr. Julian
E. Butterworth, professor of
rural (dotation at Cornell Uni
versity.
The annual broadcasting
sketch of salmon fishing on
Stbago Lake will be given on the
Soeony hour April 11. It will
take the form of a “Sebago Fish
ing Sketch" and will have a na
tional hookup.
A lurn of the dial brought me a
sunrise Easter service from
Winston-Salem, N. C. It was
broadcast over WSJS, which was
new to my list, and incidentally
gave me a total of 313 stations.
Many types of music boxes,
beginning with some of the earli
est known forms will be explained
and demonstrated by Avis Larsen
Richardson in hcr “Music Box"
program from WGY, Wednesday,
at 2 p. m.
••• •••
In connection with his Easter
sermon at the Park Street
Church in Boston Sunday Dr.
Conrad lamented the fact that
WHDH is a daylight station. “It
should be a full time station,”
said (he famous pastor, and
everybody hereabouts will agree
with him.
While a Baltimore & Ohio ex
press train was running 70 miles
an hour between Washington and
New York Sunday night, a pro
gram by Jack Denny and his or
chestra was being broadcast from
it through the medium of short
wave. I oeal listeners who heard
it over WNAC pronounced it a
remarkable and unique event.
There are some of us who arc
free to admit that we are radio
“cranks.” Vance Norton of
Broadway is on the list, and well
up. He supplements the ordinary
broadcast with a short wave at
tachment which works excellent
ly when conditions are favorable.
I was a listener Sunday after
noon while his set was bringirg in programs from France and
Italy, direct, and I heard a
“Scrambled" transAtlantie tele
phone conversation. In the early
days of this comparatively new
convenience it used lo be possible
for a short wave set to pick up
one of these phone conversations
in regular form, but the tele
phone company provided an in
genious method of distortion
whieh sounds so queer that the
listener, if he were of bibulous
habits, would experience an im
mediate desire to sign the pledge.
Ten weekly eonlests, with
prizes totalling $5000. were put
urderway yesterday. by tbe spon
sors of the Maxwell House En
semble program. Each week $500
will be distributed, with a $250
first prize, a $100 second prize, a
third prize of $50, and ten of $10.
Prizes will be awarded for the
best letter each week detailing
why Maxwrll House coffee is bet
ter packed in the Vita-Fresh can.
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Anthony Castner is visiting
relatives in Boston,
Dr. P. G. Cadicu and James Waltz
were recent Portland visitors.
Miss Faye Keene, who passed the
Easter recess at her home here,
visited in Portland enroute to New
York.
The Bridge Club met with Mrs.
Harold R. Smith Friday evening.
The Susannah Wesley Society met
with Mrs. George Howard Monday
afternoon.
At the
regular meeting
of
Mecnahga Grange Mondav evening
plans were made for Neighborly
Night April 11, when the local

3

Mode In
rises, with 7X, 8m
and 10 square feet of shelf area.
All have Pyroxalin lacquer ex
terior finish, Porcelain-on-Steel
interior. Positive Air Circulation
and Hermetically Sealed Unit.

In a year when the American Public is demanding Value
as never before, Majestic Refrigerator stands out yet more
spectacularly than did Majestic Radio... which the country
demanded at the rate of a million a year.
Ten thousand women were personally interviewed to
insure this refrigerator being accurately suited to actual
use in the kitchen ... over 1500 great intricate machines
and miles of conveyors were installed to reduce costs. As
a result, Majestic Refrigerator contains every feature that
can add to a woman's pleasure in owning it... is a quality
product through and through ... yet is priced below other
refrigerators that fall far short of Majestic in both beauty

Year
Guarantee

and performance.

Low first payment and liberal terms make purchase easy
... let our salesman go over Majestic’s 30 great features
with you . .. today.

ELECTRIC

REFIJjIGERATOR

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR MAJESTIC PRODUCTS

Grange will entertain Maple Grange ,
of North Waldoboro and Progressive I
Grange of Winslow's Mills.
Mrs. Albert Benner entertained the
Bridge Club at its last Thursday eve
ning meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston have
been passing a few days in Boston.
Miss Dorothy Miller of Pawtucket,
R. I., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Loring A. Crowell,
who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Crowell for three weeks, have
returned to Wolfeboro, N. H.
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke, who is
a member of the Democratic State
Committee, attended a meeting ct
the county committee Saturday in
Damariscotta.
A pleasant birthday party was
given in honor of Mrs. Mildred Gam
mon at the home of her sister Mrs.
Clarence Benner last week. St. Patyck's Day decorations were used in
the house and the refreshments car
ried out the holiday color. The re
freshments included blushing bunny,
Ice cream, cake and tarts and Mrs.
Benner was assisted by her sister,
Mrs. Leda Waltz Martin. A kitchen
shower was given Mrs. Gammon by
the guests, Mrs. Percy French. Mrs.
Leland Philbrook, Mrs. Charles Young, Mrs, Chisie Young Trone,
Mrs. Rodney Brazier and Mrs. May
nard Brazier of Thomaston and Mrs.
Herbert Waltz.

Tel. 721

Rockland

585 Main St.

located on Deacon
Hih Next 'o the
State House

Just a few minutes’ walk to rhe theatre, financial,

and shopping centers
Ro>m\ without hath taioup, tuth hath tj.io up.

Compete Restaurant ana Cofeiem. Senne

Hotel Bellevue

BEACON STREET
BOS ION MASS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
2

DAYS ONLY

No Advance In Prices

"It sparkles with youth, romance
and action,” this screen paper says.
“Zasu Pitts do-sn't fail to bring
down the house with laughs—June
Clyde gives one of the best dra
matic performances of her career ...
Norman I'oc ter is excellent.”
IN

“STEADY
Same formula .. same price. Ia
original form, too, if you prefer
' for

COMPANY”

‘VICKS
VV R

COLDS

apo ub
^MILLION JARS USED YEARLY

And that’s nol all—there's
ON THE STAGE

The Original Lumberjacks
NOW SHOWING

“WISER SEX” with
CLAUDETTE COLBERT, LILYAN TASIIMAN
“A woman’s age is not the measure
of her charm,” this famous star says.
“It is easy to be lovely at sixteen, but
to be still lovelier at forty .. . well,
that is easy, too, if a woman is wise.
I take care of my complexion with
Lux Toilet Soap!”
Nazimova is only one of countless,
perpetually youthful stage and screen
stars who have learned this secret of
complexion beauty.
In Hollywood, of theCiU important
screen actresses, including all the
stars, actually CS6 use this fragrant
white soap regularly. Surely your skin
should have this gentle, luxurious
care! Buy several cakes—at only 10^
—and begin today!

2

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

“UNION DEPOT”

“The Katahdin Mountaineers”
Kcal Maine Mountain
Merrymakers. You'll en
joy every minute of their
songs, Dances and Fun.

with
Douglas Fairbanks, Joan Blondell

A Pickpocket. A Girl in I.ove, A Drag Fiend,
An Artful Dodger, A Sleuth, A Daredevil
All forced to match Beauty, Brains and Wits

i

snows

2.00, 6.30, 8.30

LAST TIMES TODAY
CHIC SALE and DICKIE MOORE
ln "THE EXPERT”

I

Every-Other-Dajf
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BIG LOBSTER POUND
The Proposed Tariff Is Evi
dently Not Worrying the
Canadians
It is evident that the imposing of
a duty on the importation of lobsters
into the states fiom Canadian
j points is not feared by one of the
I largest shippers in New Brunswick

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's water! i ont.

_______________
and presented Mr. Powers with a
Rockland
Breakwater
Thrhtkeeners and coast IoveIi’ cake
honor oi his birth<iay
1 who during the entire year has a
mrd Spring
Su ing is
is here
here officially
officially but
but anniversary- He Reived ffifU from
fleet of trucks gathering live lobsters J guard.
it was stili snowing (and how) at this both families and all enjoyed the
from points along the north shore of
12 midnight, March 24.
SDendin« the
' New Brunswick and keeping them writing,
Capt. Engwalls of the Reading tug „ Rac-lel Robinson is spending tne
j in pounds later making shipments by Tamaqua arrived 11 p. m. March 21 faster vaca'ion with her parents,
! water to Boston, Portsmouth, New with on; barcc and sailed at midThe big excitement here now is
York and other points in the United night for Philadelphia with barges watching for the cable boat to come
Tama-ord
and Leesport,
out and mend the cable, as this sta.j States and Canada.
, ,■ u ,.,.u
... but
Recently construction lias been '
-i aVJC30a. m. onwcounVof the tion has been without a telephone
' started on what will be one of the storm and sailed at 11 p m that near'y two months.
' largest lobster pounds in Canada, and I
March 22 after it cleared off.
Will someone answer this question:
i capable of storing for an indefinite (The Cities Service tanker Irene W. Has the first day of spring ever faUen
time, about three-quarters of a mil- j
_ ir„i£,e the breakwater and on Match 23. and if so, in what year?
lion pounds.
'ar "bored at"11 30 a nt March 22
Friends here were much pleased
I The location of the huge pound will !
’ ned 5pm The iar^e Maine that Howard Gray received his api be at Kalamus Creek in Northern 1 S£3ba,,.d Paper Co steamer Malong pointment in the lighthouse service,
1 Harbor, Deer Island, across the bav | cam„ in at ,230 n m and anchored he bein3 the son of Keeper Gray of
from Eastport and will be a natural1 jrside " the breakwater sailing at Bass Harbor Light who spent more
pound formed by the construction j 5 _ m
‘
’
than a quarter of a century in the
of a 400 foot dam across thc mouth I ^he {j S C G Kickapoo went to the service.
Do YOU KNOW what causes those
of the harbor, and the water im- I a -js»ance of the freighter Marjorie
Now that Capt. Wincaphw has his
pounded will be a large salt water , Wtim3 Wednesday morning at 3 a. m. new Plane in operation, Mr. and Mrs.
ruinous stocking runs?
lake 2,500 feet long and from 400 to : she liat! pone ashore °on Sears Powers are looking forward to fly to
630 feet across. The dam will be con- isiand ofi Winterport.
Southwest Ha:bor on their vacation,
New stockings are elastic. They
structed for the most part of wood ‘ yhe keepers at this station are get-1 as it is too short a ride to Rockland
give under strain, stretch and then
and will require over 30.000 feet of ting along vvell with the spring work to suit them.
lumber and give employment for 25 as far as weather will permit.
Mr. Powers and Mr. Robinson are
spring back again. When this pre
men for several months. The R. J.
working on a boat model, as Mr.
Conlev Co., which is having the
i Powers is planning to have one built.
cious elasticity is destroyed, the silk
Dice Head
' in closing, here's hoping those who
pound built already has a "nailer
threads, instead of giving, break un
pound capable of holding about 200,Writing under date of March 25, have not been using their stub j>en
000 pounds of lobsters at Bains Keeper King says: "At 6.45 a. m..' will do so now, as we would like to
der strain. It is then that runs start!
Island near Lord's Cove. N. B., and saw the first flock of wild geese on , hear from them.
• • • •
there is also a natural lebster pound their annual cruise north. We had I
That is why Lux is especially
formed bv the erection of a dam near quite a snowfall last night but it has ;
Doubling
Point
made to preserve the elasticity that
Pidgeon Hill on Petit Manan Point cleared ofl fine and the sun is shin- i
near
Millbridge.
ir.g
this
morning,
rather
hard
on
the
Keeper
Allen
writes:
“March 24
makes even sheer stockings WEAR.
eyes. Mrs. King and the Keeper ! and still old man winter lingers with
seem to have a cold that loves them, us, but let’s hope spring is just around
THE PRESS HELPED
have tried all known remedies but it the corner with the good times and
still persisted ir. staying around, prosperity everybody is prophesying.
Countrywide Publicity In Je.ke Dennett has a new boat build- It is good to know that Fred Robbins,
Anti-Hoard i ncr Camnaian !in’ at Tremont by Rich Brothers, retired keeper still thinks of the
•.w,
7. _ _ _
Pale>n She is 30 feet long, has a 40 h. p. rest of the boys who are serving their
Was Worth $23,000,000 Red Wing engine and is about ready , time. For 13 years we were near
for the water. Good exercise this i neighbors of Mr. Robbins and tried
Avoid ordinary soaps—cakes, pov.’Wash this 2-minute way:
morning cleaning the snow away several times to get a chance to call
Chicago.
March
19.
ders,
chips.
These
often
contain
1. One teaspoon of Lux for each
on him. He was stationed at Heron
from walks and drives.”
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
harmful alkali which weakens
pair. 2. Add lukewarm water to
« • * •
! Neck light and we were at Eagle
That the campaign conducted by
threads, fades color. Lux has no
Lux, squeeze suds through stock
Island, not many miles apart. Mr.
Little River
harmful alkali. Anything safe in
the Citizens' Peconstruction Organi
ings, rinse well.
and Mrs. Robbins no doubt remember
water is safe in Lux.
Florence Coi
Soibett who attends Ma-1 U3 both when they were stationed at
zation has been an effective measure
Don’t rub with cake soap. It destroys
School is home for a va- j Quoddy Head, which was some time
in creating a new confidence j c'nlas
the elasticity oi thc silk. With Don’t use too-warm water—it fades.
Lux melts in lukewarm water.
throughout the nation has been cation of two weeks. Mrs. Coibett bsfore we took up our duties in the
Lux there’s no rubbing.
on the return of her daughter has lighthouse service.
proved to a remarkable degree.
gone to Roque Bluffs to spend a few
"We enjoy the news from Boon
Reports from every corner of the days with her mother Mrs. Ruth Island and can remember when we
country reveal none but cheering in Johnson.
too made flower beds in the ashes.
The keeper is hoping to get some The keeper's wife, Mrs. Williams, at
formation. From all sections we
learn that bank deposits ar? inerras- rain soon, as the cisterns are nearly tho time we were there had a very
ing; brisk sales of securities and dry and he has to carry the drinking pretty garden in a little yard right
to each pupil who earns a
A 1932 TEA PARTY
THE GRADE SCHOOLS reward
mortgages are being made: money is ; water from ashore. He has been re in front of her house. I went there
mark of 90 or more.
.
rt
" •
i
/->
As oart °work in English, Boston Is Scene of Celebra- being taken from safe deposit boxes ! pairing the engine of his boat the as second assistant and after a time
and deposited in bank accounts: old last few days. He wants It to go in, was nromoted to flrst actant, that
Lots ot Interesting Items Con- each pupil is required to learn a quo
Health
Home
tation or short poem. One of the
he can take the chll- b2jng my flrst stetlon. There’have
tion By the Famous Salada
raP<*
* returning to perfect order w fni-tlv
t z-» c/-> Vo nzv 1 vvnnn
°
cerning Pupils of the Tyler boys of the class offered this as his
J
circulation. Such fa
bsen many changes in everything I
‘Practical Studies for ‘Wives
clearly
indicate
an
upward
trend
in

the
spting
term
begins.
quotation:
“
Good
deeds
help
great
Company
i expect, all but the ocean and I can
Building
•
sofar as the return of monev to cir
needs.” When asked who was the
and ePKothers
: Imagine the waters have their angry
culation
is
concerned.
With
such
author
of
this
bit
of
Franklinsonian
Memories
of
the
historic
Boston
Now that the grippe epidemic Is
Negro Island
, spells just the same as they did 25
data
at
hand
we
feel
that
our
ob

wledcm
he
replied:
“
I
mad?
it
up.
”
Tea Party of 1773 are awakened this
By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES
Keeper Reed attended town meet- ' years ago.
over, school attendance has been
Nearly all the class have gold stars ,veek by another Tea Party which is jective Is being achieved.
Eminent Authority and Chief Medical Director
ing Monday of last week. The next ’ “How many of the lightkeepers
good.
The
results
obtained
have
been
due
to
their
credit,
given
by
Miss
Steele
taking
place
not
far
from
the
spot
I
New York Life Insurance Company
Miss Steele has made the usual in- for making satisfactory gain in where the principle of “no taxation in”a""large”me£smre"to" the generous clay there was a bad snowstorm and listen to Big Brother in his light\
without representation" was upheld. '•oop”rat:on given bv the press of the ground which had been bare for hous? and coast guard news? We
spectlon of classes, giving stars to
Cc*ober '°. Febr';aryfound him on the air
EXERCISE, SLEEP AND REST
„
, L
Calvin Beal wno has been a puml
It’s really a birthday celebration— the nation. Through news and edi- some time was again covered with accidentally
all pupils who have mace satisfactory in thl3 roorn since number, left this
b.-cadcasting the old program that
or more inches of snow.
this modern Boston tea party—and torial columns the story has been three
Mr. and Mrs. Reed were sorry to , was so popular. If you have not
gain in weight. Nearly all have gold week for Portland.
XERCISE, especially outdoors, is necessary for every one whose work
whereas the original tea party was told. Invaluable assistance has come hear of the illness of William Dodge, heard him, tune in at 7.30 Saturday
stars to their credit.
• • » •
does not involve manual effort. Adults should endeavor to spend one
more or less responsible for a revolu threu-h the publication of two series keeper of Giindles Point Light,: evenings on station WAAB.''
The school ground is a busy place
hour and children two or more in the open air daily in active exercise. Part
Grade Five
tion, this present tea patty is caused of paw advertisements without one
with marbles and ball games.
of the adult’s exercise may be taken in walking to and from work where this
by a revolution, a revolution in the cent recompense. It has been esti Iek-sboro, and wisa him a speedy re- i
Mis. Nellie Hall, teacher:
Mr.
Flanders
has
made
and
precovery.
is possible. Such games as tennis,
Franklin Island
We think the down street Tyler j methods of conveying tea to the mated bv Printers' Ink that the value
ented to the teachers batons for
Keeper Reed has received a letter
of
the
snace
devoted
to thefor,
activities
golf, baseball, basket-ball, swimming little or too much sleep is harmful as
children
mu
t
read
our
Grade
F:ve
j
modern
^particular^housewife.^^
the
[
-if
,h
e
campaign,
if
paid
would
or.ducting
music
lessons.
from
a
member
of
the
family
at
West
are
irregular
sleeping
hours.
Beds
Keeper
Dyer of Monhegan told
and skating are advisable.
Tremont informing of the serious about having a cat 20 years old that
should be elastic and warm and
;riPan housewife
buv ! be $23,000,000.
’.terns, as-- Stanley
r-ranmy appeared the
me very |i Am
American
housewife 'could
could onlv
only buy
Dancing is another way of taking admit the passage of air around them.
While the seed of confidence has illness of Mrs. Emma Reed. Mrs. was smart but quite thick of hearing.
Sub Primary
-.ext night in our rcom. He has ' ber tea from
dusty bins in the
Reed was at Great Duck Island light
exercise and is helpful where outdoor A mattress of hair, felt or cotton on a
This is the 27th week of the school lrawn a v ry pretty Dutch scene for : grocery stores—tea that was continu- been successfully planted, it is the station for some years and also at Warren Elwell of Loudville i Bristol)
exercise is not practicable. A few wire spring and pillows also of hair
ear. Paul Mcran and James Mcj_ windmills
goo-e girl
g°ese I allyexposed to the air—tnere to lose hope of those who have directed the Nash Island Light, her husband has a cat by name of Jack, he has
campaign that the efforts will con
minutes spent doing calisthenics in are preferable to feather beds and
good eyesight and also good hearing.
’hee have had perfret attendance fer ulipe. etc. Cn the front-board he
amid the
Adam Reed being keeper of that sta He was 25 years old last Friday, the
the morning is also of distinct pillows; the latter are too heating.
he year and Lewi;- Stockford has had
, ,
J myriad odors of the store. Today, tinue until the last idle dollar in tion previous to his retirement.
25th of March. Now if anyone can
advantage.
Cotton or linen sheets and pillow
jerfect attendance since the new ,:as drawn a very goed liEei iS-s oI Eile can bUy her tea in neat packages. every community is returned to work.
Mrs. Reed entertained three guests beat that Mrs. Robinson would like
Words are futile in expressing my
year.
Lindy’s baby with the words, "Where ! wrapped in aluminum foil, sealed
The danger of overdoing is always cases and woolen blankets are the
at dinner one day recently.
to ___
hear___________
from them. ______________
She has a black
Wc are pleased to have Donald c
: against destructive moisture and appreciation of the fine spirit of co
present when exercising, especially best bed clothes
Two beautiful male pheasants have , cat Njg that is a smart one, there are
Cine join our class, coming from
Our room is decorated with manv ; odc>IS, clean, sanitary and’ convenient. operation received from the publish
In very hot weather the blankets
for thc adult of forty or over. No one
Purchase street and we are hoping b::d pictures and pussy willows, i
js
revolution that Is being ers. It is, however, my firm belief been atound the island all winter. no rats where she is.
should take any form of exercise may be discarded. Too many or too
hat Osmond Palmer will soon be brought by Bernice Havener and edehrated at the plant 6f the Salada that the newspapers will be among They are very tame and come to the
Mrs. Robinson and daughter Mabel
the first to benefit directly from a barn every day for grain. Often they are at the light for two weeks vaca
within an hour or two after meals. heavy bed clothes are not advisable.
hack, after a long absence due to Gordon Joy.
Tea
Co.,
for
it
is
just
40
years
ago,
in
No one should begin too strenuously Pillows should be low because high
The essays on “Crossing People’s 1892. that this company introduced revival of business activity that are at the boathouse to meet the tion. Guy Robinson is keeping house
illness.
• • • a
keeper when he returns from Cam for his mother while she is away.
and no exercise should leave one pillows hinder the movements of the
Lawns.' ' are nrogressing satisfac the idea of selling tea perfectly should result from the campaign.
Frank Knox
den.
torily. Several poems have been blended and perfectly packaged. The
exhausted; nor should one force him diaphragm and make breathing harder.
Elmer Robinson is gaining fast.
Grade One
At this writing two fishing boats He is still in the hospital in Portland
self to the golf course or to the tennis
These children have had perfgrt written instead of essays.
success of the idea has been so great
are seen in the bay. One man is 1 aa(j
be operated' on again March
AS TO “INFRINGEMENT”
court when he is already physically
ttendarcc: Mildred Colson, Mildred
relUrn^
that today 95 per cent of all the tea
hauling his trawl and the other pull- ' 30
Ervin, Walter Flanders. Earl Haskell 1 1 s fa cr l0 Ncw York' wnere he w'111 sold in this country passes over the
QUESTIONS:
tired.
attend private school. He was very
Observer Makes Comment On a ing crab traps. Other boats cross to , Rev. Mr. Sargent of the mission
and Barbara Torrey.
grocery counters in package form.
All wives and mothers should
Many of the sudden deaths of
Phase Of the 18th Amendment the outer islands for clams, and two , boat sunbeam called on friends in
Only 35 children are registered at popular among his class-mates.
Many
hundreds
of
visitors
will
be able to answer these questions:
Inez Roberts was homesick for
middle-aged men apparently in good
boats owned by Camden men go to ; Loudville last week and took tea with
'he present time. Last year the Tvler
1.
flow much sleep is required
building!
She
is
boarding
on
|
l
,
h
t
Salada
Tea
P
lant
durin
S
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the scallop grounds when weather Mrs Robir.son.
health during or immediately follow
nembership was 48.
for adults? For children? Z.
Trinity street, whiich makes it pos- !
celebration period, there to marI have noted in your paper letters permits.
'_________
ing a game of golf show the danger of
**
«
»
-■ble
for
her
to
attend
this
school.
ve
modern
system
of
blending
How high should pillows be?
from different persons and leading
this. Exercise should be a recreation
MESSAGE
TO SPRING
C’avton McMahon and Kenneth alld packaging tea, and to examine public men of the country regarding
Grade Two
3. Should exercise leave one
and a pleasure, not a duty to be per
Matinicus Rock
I For The Courier-Gazette]
feeling exhausted?
We
are
studying
Holland
this Carroll i ave joined the Bov Scouts, i wlth interest the amazing collection the 18th amendment. Roosevelt, AI
formed irrespective of the physical
Mrs. Power- has returned to the Th°tigh Spring is in the almanac,
Angelena
D’Agostino. ' Barbara , of Oriental antiques that grace the Smith, governors and congressmen
icnth. The children have made a
condition of the body at the time.
blackboard border and brought ir Murray. Eemice Havener. Norma offices of the Salada Tea building, are quoted as saying the law should station after being ashore two weeks : Tire wmci's^northwest.“and out-of-doors
tCwricM. 1W1. N- I LLC..I
You freeze most anywhere.
pictures to decorate the room, and Crost. Anna Taylor are our Girl which has been described as the most be repealed and people should be al for medical treatment. Mrs. Earle
Sleep and Rest
This it the fourth of a series of 12
......
“re learning the poem, “Little Land Scouts We are very happy to have I outstanding commercial building in lowed to buy and use liquor unre Benson came back to the Rock with _
Mis. Power: and although there has These^w ' March wlntl8 and how they
j Boston.
Adults need 7 to 8 hours sleep, articles on Health in the Hume. The
of Holland." They have also made so many Scouts in our room.
strictedly.
Charlotte Staples brought a sham
They chill you to the bone:
children considerably more. Too fifth will be on Clothing the Family.
Now I have traveled along life's been plcnry of wind and rough
Tatter cards and appropriate deca
rock to school St. Patrick's Day. It
highway many years past the alloted weather since she arrived, she eays Sweaters and coats they penetrate,
rations for the season.
The names of Douglas Ulmer I u- was verv appropriate to the dav as we
age of man, and from mv observa she likes the station very much and ! whatcver *°u »ave on.
Round Pond are visiting het mother cille Hupper. Richard St. Clair, Sarah were all wearing shamrocks and all
tions taken in different States from wishes she were going to stay here. Stilled Is the robin's cheerful chirp.
BRISTOL
In atmosphere so raw;
the Atlantic to the Pacific coast, Mr. Powers and Mr. Benson now of
Loudville school closed March 25 Mrs. Martin Simmons for two weeks Crisastomo, Sidney Monro, George torts of queer green clothes.
only birds with heart to sing
Another daughter Mrs. Iona Brackett Nye and Goldie Mason have been
Mr. Flanders has made us a dipnet,
wherever the sale of alcoholic drinks Rockland Breakwater, served to The
for two weeks' vacation.
Are
crows with caw! caw! caw!
Mrs. Athen Garland is visiting Mrs. of New Harbor is also visiting Mrs added to the dental honor roll. Out it is row much easier to dip the fish Hospitals and Physicians Amazed has been restricted as by the 18th gether on Great Duck Island. The
Simmons.
out
of
the
bowl
at
bath-time.
Amendment
it
has
been
to
the
best
of 46 pupils only two are underweight.
families here arc making it very Winter, your welcome you've outstayed.
Percy Garland for a few weeks. They
at Speed of This Prescription
We wish that you would go—
There are a few more sick persons
David Curtis o£ Grade Seven pre
Branche Sylvester ar.d Harold
interests of all the citizens, and pleasant for Mrs. Benson. Mrs. Rob
called on Mrs. C. N. Robinson one day
had enough of frost and Ice
A doctor met with
sented
us
with
four
gold-fish.
On
in
town.
The
grippe
hates
to
leave
Gerrish have not been absent this
where there has been free and un inson gave a nice dinner on their We've
last week. Mrs. Ida Poland was also
And heaps of drifted snow.
such success In overaccount of the depression, the row in
this place.
year.
limited sale it has been against the arrival.
corn I n g rheumatism,
calling on Mrs. Robinson.
« l> ♦ «
neuritis end lumtago
the House of Representatives over the
guest ls at the door.
Orrin Lord and brother Amos have
best interests of the laboring nwn
March 19 Mrs. Choate gave a baked Another roses
The men are hauling their boats up
•'.tins his office was al
In her hair;
rales tax, the gasoline tax, the pro
and society at large. It has filled up bean suoper and later during the SoWith
ways crowded He was
Grade Three
getting them ready for paint and re come home to get ready for fishing at
piease Miss Spring bid her come In—
posed tax on fuel oil, and their fero
induced to make his
the
element
which
cannot
control
it

Offer
Summer
a chair.
.
evening
there
was
a
surprise
for
pairs before the spring fishing be Loudville.
Madlene Rogers, teacher:
prescription
available
cious appetites we mav not be able
self, started fights and disputes and everybody when she served ice cream ,
Oriana Teel is visiting her mother
.. „
Henry Felton Huse.
hru drug stores Now
gins.
Five names have been added to to finance their feed-bill, David
I
North
Haven.
Me.
made it dangerous to society at large.
b "sands are amazed
Rev. Mr. Sargent of the Sunbeam Mrs. Fred Teel.
the dental honor roll—Marion Raw( the powers of RuWe have received a booklet of
I have seen weapons, and men would
Mrs. Viola Poland is at New Harbor ley, Edward Colson, Emma Calla
called on friends at Loudville last
Si-to
No opiates or
Luray
Caverns,
Shenandoah
Valley,
have been killed or injured if not re
narcotics — absolutely
helping people with their spring han. Douglas McMahon and Harry Virginia, from Mrs. A. B. Allen.
week.
harmless
If first J
strained.
Mrs. Harold Yeats and son of | housecleaning and papering.
don't stop most Intense pain, drug
Richardson. This makes 25 now on
We appreciate all the cards and doses
Those same parties when sobered
gist will re' nd money Stop that needless
the chart.
booklets sent us by our friends. They agony, enjov life again Start on Ru-No-Ma
up would come and apologize for
The past week we have had a pres are a great help when studying some today 1
their conduct and say that the liquor
ent of two small airplanes, to use in particular State.
C. H. Moor & Co.,322 Main Street, was what caused them to act as they
an arithmetic contest. A trip is be
Rockland, Maine
Marguerite Gray has been the Red
did. If the 18th Amendment had
ing taken across the Atlantic Ocean. Cross nurse this week. We are real
been a law in those States there
The side having the most hundreds proud of our clean finger nails,
would have been no such disturbance.
each day takes a hop.
When you buy Maine-produced foods you are help
wouldn't it be fine if Miss Steele only
I have seen large crews of men. 30
The spelling contest is still on be came on the days we are clean in
ing Maine to GROW . . . When you buy GOLDEN
or 40 in a crew, come under the influ
tween the boys and girls. The autos stead of waiting always, until we are
Yoa’II enjov stopping at
ence of liquor so that they were un
HEART BREAD you are getting “The BEST Bread
are
now
at
Portland,
Maine,
in
a
tie.
Uns ullru-moilern taoteL
soiled? We are pleased to know she
able to continue their labors and the
in Maine,” the product of the Maine Baking Co. of
All but three pupils show a gain of can tell “new dirt from old dirt.”
Located “a step irom
foreman was obliged to lay them off
weight
since
September.
Auburn, Maine . . . Maine folks perform EVERY
We love you just the same Miss
Broadwav”, overlooking
until
they
sobered
up.
We are very sorry to have Carrie Steele.
I do not belong to any temperance
world-renown Times
detail in its production from mixing room to de
Colson absent from school and are
society but in voting for the 18th
Square. The city’s most
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